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Note: This supplement has been prepared for information only. A comprehensive summary of the significant comments received on 
the April 2017 strategy survey is presented in Agenda Item 9-A. All responses to the survey can be accessed here. 

Please consider the environment before printing this supplement. 

 
# Respondent Comments Notes 

B.1: Trends and Developments in Technology and Innovation 

1.  APESB We believe that this should be a high priority project and should be looked at subsequent to the issue of the 
restructured Code. Technological developments such as artificial intelligence, data analytics, and cloud 
computing are significantly influencing the current and future working environment. Accordingly, there will 
invariably be a need for ethics standards to address these technological developments which impact on the 
work performed by professional accountants.   

Due to the significant change in the future work environment and automation of work, there will be a need to 
assess whether the five fundamental principles and five threats are still valid in this technologically driven 
future work environment.      

Where machines are processing information and there is less visibility on how the information is processed, 
the professional accountant's critical thinking and application of professional scepticism to the information he 
or she receives is going to be of great importance. We believe that the professional accountant will also need 
moral fortitude to challenge the information produced by machines or artificial intelligence.    

In this future work environment, threats may also be created in respect of the professional competence of 
accountants with the level of automation and complex calculations being performed by artificial intelligence.  
In the longer term, this reliance on automation and artificial intelligence may impact the development of 
professional judgement of the accountant.    

 

http://www.ifac.org/publications-resources/iesba-strategy-survey-questionnaire
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A future code may also need to address emerging services such as cyber-security advisory services and data 
analytics.   

Due to the matters noted above, we believe that this should be a high priority project.   

2.  AGA This topic should be prioritized as technology is developing and changing at very fast pace and accountants 
also need to comply with same. Also with globalization there should be new processes and software which 
are not region or country specific but should be global and any person can use the same. 

 

3.  ANSA  This topic needs to be given utmost priority. In general many of the codes seem to address the requirement 
of bigger organisations rather than the smaller ones, though in terms of users the latter may be more.   

This would mean providing scalability in the approaches that are being discussed.    

From a preliminary reading (given above) the focus seems to be on confidentiality in case of cyber security. It 
is better that all the three elements: confidentiality, integrity, and availability are discussed. 

 

4.  ASSIREVI The development of technology represents a significant topic from different points of view.  

In relation to the professional and ethic’s profile, the first element to be outlined concerns the confidentiality 
and the privacy of data gathered by the auditors during their professional activities.  

In this regard, the Code of Ethics could be usefully supplemented with additional guidance pertaining to third 
party access to working papers and their storage in light of the developments in technology, which today 
consent new solutions for keeping and storage of working papers, innovative in comparison to the traditional 
ones. For instance, it should be considered that working papers can be stored in a cloud, which is slightly 
different from the traditional storage systems used as of today. Such cloud storage systems also provide for 
shared solutions (so called “public clouds”) and they could entail problems in managing confidentiality.  

It appears therefore important that confidentiality and privacy’s standards applicable to audit’s activity are 
complied with even with regard to the choice of the possible provider of a storage service.  

A second point of view to be highlighted in relation to development of technology concerns auditors’ 
independence.  
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Indeed, the demand of non-audit services pertaining to technological solutions (for instance, cyber security 
services) to networks of audit companies is growing in the market.  

In this regard, it would be desirable to enrich the Code of Ethics with specific consideration of risks to the 
auditor’s independence when advising on technological solutions by adding new and updated examples on 
this topic. In particular, it would be appropriate to integrate current Section 290.198 of the Code of Ethics in 
order to define what are the services provided in connection with new technologies that can have an impact 
on the financial and accounting system.  

Moreover, networks of audit companies usually provide non-audit services pertaining technology solutions 
jointly with other operators. In this regards, it would be useful if the Code of Ethics were to provide guidelines 
on the application of independence’s rules in the context of such joint business relationship. Moreover, it would 
be useful to clarify if restrictions concerning independence shall be applied also to the technology partner. 
And, if so, under what kind of circumstances? (For example, what happens if there is a revenue sharing 
contract between the audit network’s company and the technological partner in relation to the product?). 

5.  ACCA We believe that technology and innovation are important aspects of our environment that cannot be ignored. 
To an extent, existing provisions within the Code address this topic, and various organisations are undertaking 
their own projects in this area. For example, ACCA is conducting research to consider 'Ethics and trust in a 
digital age', which is exploring the relevance of the conceptual framework in the context of certain 
developments in technology. Some of the recent innovations being examined appear to involve very little 
human input, and rely on automation to deliver or facilitate the delivery of services or products. With the 
growing focus on information and cyber security and financial crime, service providers (and professional 
accountants within organisations) must concern themselves with ethical aspects, such as the safety of 
electronic data storage.   

Although organisations are alert to the risks relating to developments in technology and the pace of innovation, 
this area should also be a priority of the IESBA. A proportionate approach might be to compile a compendium 
of available research outputs from other organisations. 

 

6.  BDO Guidance dealing with independence and emerging non-assurance services (NAS) such as cybersecurity, 
cloud-based services, data analytics and other technology services would be beneficial in the Code. 
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7.  BDRS  This topic should definitely be prioritized. Also, I believe that the above does not include one topic of discussion 
which is the blockchain technology. It is poised to be the next big thing after the internet and its biggest impact 
is going to be felt in the Finance industry. This technology will eliminate the need for public accountants, banks, 
compliance, regulators, brokers etc. With Japan, a developed nation already accepting Bitcoin 
(Cryptocurrency based on blockchain technology) as a legal tender, the disruption has already begun. We 
need to develop the ethics code keeping the above impact in mind. Thankyou   

 

8.  CNCC / CSOEC As a second priority, we consider that IESBA should closely monitor the impact of the technological changes 
on the profession, and thus in relation with each one of the Code Principles.  

The technological revolution will push forward the frontiers of what is feasible, possible but also acceptable.  

Therefore, monitoring trends and developments in technology and innovation is essential but, if the principles 
are set at the right level, should not necessarily lead to modifying the Code whose principles should remain 
appropriate and consistent even when technological advances occur.  

 

9.  CPAC This was noted as a very large and important topic for the accounting profession. A focused and practical 
approach, coordinated with any work on matters in common in B2, is recommended to determine if and 
where the IESBA Code may not be sufficient. It is noted that the profession will need to be able to innovate 
to serve the public, clients and employers whilst being appropriately regulated in new and emerging areas. 

 

10.  CROWE This topic has to be addressed. IAASB has a working group that is addressing data analytics and related 
issues. It is acknowledged that the current ISAs do not reflect the considerable developments that have taken 
place in technology and their impact on audit practice (or for that matter are anticipated to happen in the near 
future). IESBA also has to address the impact of technology upon the Code of Ethics, for much the same 
reasons. The questions listed are all relevant for discussion. IESBA also ought to consider the ethical 
implications of the use of social media. 

 

11.  DTT We consider that the principles and conceptual framework in the Code are sufficient to apply to ever 
changing developments in technology. For example, cyber security controls over IT infrastructure are just 
new or different forms of internal controls and the principles in the Code would apply to cyber security 
services as they would to any other services related to internal control. However it might be useful for the 
Board to consider how it may refresh the provisions to include more modern examples of services. The 
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Board might also consider developing guidance for practitioners to assist in their understanding of when 
providing professional services in relation to new or emerging technologies could be considered to be taking 
responsibility for maintaining or monitoring internal controls.  

We do not consider that the fundamental principles would need to be reconsidered when reliance is placed 
on technology, as neither the technology itself, nor how or where it is used, should change a professional 
accountant's fundamental ethical obligations. 

We do not consider that the use of data analytics in the performance of audit engagements is an ethical 
issue and is better addressed within the auditing standards. 

12.  Deloitte - Austria As the extant Code follows a principal based approach in wide areas I do not consider the topic as a priority.  

13.  EN These are timely and forward-looking issues that should be a high priority due to the velocity of new 
developments and the need to stay ahead of the curve. 

 

14.  EY We support the Board's proposal to explore the issues around new technologies and their impact on ethical 
requirements.  While we do not believe that this will give result to significant new requirements, it is important 
that IESBA consider the impact of digitalization on the activities undertaken by professional accountants 
whether in public practice or business.    

We would note that we have found the principles based approach of the Code and the related fundamental 
principles suitable for addressing emerging issues as they arise.  This is true of cyber-security services or data 
analytics as well as new types of social interaction.  In short, while circumstances may change with new 
technologies and societal behavior, the fundamental principles remain relevant and provide a framework to 
address ethical issues deriving from such new circumstances.    

However, we do see an opportunity to revisit terminology, definitions and examples in the Code to reflect more 
closely the digital transformation business and society are undergoing. For example, what is the definition of 
"office" in a virtual work environment or the meaning of "routine and mechanical" in a highly digital 
environment?   

In addition, we would also highlight Section 140 on "Confidentiality" as an area of future focus for the Board.  
Through services related to Big Data and Data Analytics, professional firms are now collecting vast quantities 
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of data and this raises the question of how such data can be used responsibly by professional accountants in 
the provision of other services without infringing the requirements of confidentiality. 

15.  EFAA High Priority: This topic should be given the highest priority since technology and innovation stand to have a 
profound and uncertain impact on the profession. These impacts extend to all aspects of the way clients 
operate as well as the work of professional accountants from audit / assurance through to advisory. That said 
the IESBA should as a normal course of operation be alert to any trends that stand to affect the work of 
professional accountants.   

 

16.  FAR  FAR finds that this topic is of great importance. The above stated questions should be continually discussed 
and monitored. Knowing that the IESBA considers matters of how technology affects ethics is of great value 
to IFACs members. 

 

17.  FAOA The increasing digitalization is changing fundamentally the way audits are conducted. New technologies, 
such as data analytics, point to new possibilities, but also give rise to new risks. This topic is of high priority 
for the FAOA (see activity report 2016) and will be an area of focus for the inspection 2017. The 
developments in technology will require that ethical standards are adjusted and consider the ethical 
implications which arise with these new technologies. As indicated in the Survey, the ethical implications 
vary and may result from new services being offered, data privacy matters, ownership of data, etc. 

 

18.  FRC - UK The impact of developments, and the continuing pace of innovation, in information technology (IT) is not new. 
It is reflected in what has been a gradual but unremitting trend towards ever broader use of IT by businesses, 
governments, other organizations and society at large. This trend has been seen most significantly in the last 
fifteen to twenty years.  It has endowed businesses, governments, other organizations and society at large 
with:  

- Richer and deeper sources of data (about themselves and about other entities);  

- Greater capacity to capture and store that data, and to analyze it to produce decision relevant 
information that is more targeted; and - More timely access to, and greater capacity to communicate, that 
data and information, both internally and externally.   

Harnessing the power of these IT advances is enabling greater efficiency and effectiveness in business 
processes: a better customer experience and better relationship management; better market and customer 
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intelligence; more effective resource and supply chain management; more innovation; and, with reducing IT 
costs, increased productivity. IT is creating a new wave of disruptive innovation in business models and 
competition that has already transformed many businesses and led to new startups, particularly over the last 
decade. This is widely predicted to be an unstoppable force, but it is also important to recognize that these IT 
advances are not (or perhaps not yet) being embedded across all geographies, demographics or businesses 
at the same pace or as deeply, and indeed in the audit market itself, different firms are making greater use of 
IT in different ways and at different speeds. The global IT landscape therefore is, and is likely to remain diverse.   

IT is also changing the way people are able to work and the capacity and accessibility of data and information 
resources available to them and the way in which data is created, captured, processed, stored and 
communicated.    

These changes have inevitably been creating new ethical challenges and dilemmas for businesses and other 
organizations and for all the people, including professional accountants, involved in the design, implementation 
and operation of their IT systems. Whilst new challenges will continue to emerge, much is likely to be capable 
of being learned from current practice and experience.   

As we have discussed in our responses to recent IESBA consultations, we strongly believe that a principles-
based approach to ethics, which clearly establishes overarching ethical principles and supporting ethical 
provisions, supplemented by clearly linked requirements addressing particular circumstances, will result in 
better ethical and behavioral outcomes. Appropriate principles and clarity of ethical outcomes are capable of 
application to a wide range of circumstances. Overly detailed requirements should be avoided as they may 
lack the necessary flexibility to be adaptable to changing circumstances; they may also encourage a rules-
based mindset.    

We have not, at this time, encountered specific ethical issues related to IT that could not be addressed at a 
high level by the extant ethical principles. However, we recognize that this is a developing area and that it may 
be helpful to develop a broader consideration and codification of the ethical dilemmas that arise, or that are 
magnified, for professional accountants due to developments and innovation in information technology and 
how they should be analyzed in the context of the fundamental principles.    

The challenges that are created by developments and innovation in IT for professional accountants are not 
uniquely concerned with ethics and there is likely to be considerable overlap of interests between IESBA, 
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IAASB and IAESB, in developing an understanding of such implications. We would encourage the Boards to 
co-operate in this respect.   

We would be interested to know what new ethical dilemmas the IESBA believes may be arising, how these 
give rise to challenges to compliance with the fundamental principles and where the IESBA believes more 
detailed supporting requirements and / or guidance may be helpful. We would encourage the IESBA to have 
regard to the moral and ethical considerations that have been developed in the context of IT developments 
more generally and to build on these rather than to start with a clean sheet of paper.   

With respect to developments in IT, we believe that the fundamental principle of confidentiality is particularly 
important and that challenges arise in securing the confidentiality of data and information that may pose ethical 
dilemmas this is an area where the boundaries between what may be unethical and what may be illegal are 
merging. The fundamental principle of professional competence and due care is also important as professional 
accountants may need to obtain new knowledge and skills to ensure and maintain their competence to make 
relevant professional judgments. The exercise of professional judgment is important in the delivery of services 
by professional accountants, as well as in evaluating and addressing threats to compliance with the 
fundamental principles. Such compliance may be more difficult, for example, where the volume and nature of 
data and information available result in 'data overload' or data whose 'quality' is questionable. There may also 
be challenges to effective professional judgment when machine learning and artificial intelligence are used to 
support professional judgments if the 'audit trail' of the machine-based decisions and judgments is not 
transparent or requires specialized skills and knowledge.   

To address these issues, it may, in part, be helpful to express required ethical outcomes having regard to 
examples of developments in technology, but we would caution against being too specific, which could result 
in a lack of adaptability in an area where there is a relatively rapid rate of development.   

We do not believe that there is, at this stage, a need to "reconsider" the concept of independence of mind and 
the fundamental principles of integrity, objectivity in relation to this topic. It is not in any case clear to us how 
the IESBA thinks they might be reconsidered in relation to reliance being placed on "machine anticipation, 
synthesis and deduction". We suggest that a thoughtful analysis of the threats to the fundamental principles, 
of the types of dilemmas that are being encountered in practice would be the better approach at this stage.   

19.  FUND I believe that ethic does not depend on the way an engagement is performed. Technology developments 
require the auditor to advance, but values keep unchanged. I do not see this as a priority for that reason. 
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20.  GIRNER It should be best way to priorities responsibility of all by taking technology environment.   

21.  HLB  I think this is an important area for the Board to focus on. All standards were conceived and issued in a 
different era. A thorough review is needed to ensure they are fit for purpose in an increasingly digital 
environment, particularly where machine generated advice might be issued. 

 

22.  HMT  It is good.  

23.  HKICPA There is a global trend of using new technology and innovation in the accounting functions and in providing 
professional services. This impacts how professional accountants carry out their work or deliver their 
professional services. We agree that there could be ethical implications arising from the increasing use of 
new technology and innovation as stated above. 

In addition, we consider that this topic is closely linked to the topic on new models of service delivery (B.2) 
as new technology may change the way professional accountants work and bring in new ways of service 
delivery. Therefore, these two topics should be considered together. 

Given that the Code currently does not address these two topics, we consider that they are important and 
urgent, and therefore should be prioritised. 

 

24.  Individual 1  No I agree fully that this topic should be prioritized.  

25.  Individual 2 Support that this area needs to be reviewed.  Confidentiality, privacy and the extended use of IT will become 
a greater and integral part of business.  We are moving to a new generation of people that have only known 
life with IT and therefore may have different ideas on what constitutes a breach of Ethics. 

 

26.  Individual 3 Yes, due to recent trend and developments in Technology and innovation such as data analysis, emergent 
artificial intelligence, social network, cloud computing and cyber security are paramount important and are 
going to play a vital role in framing the International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board. This topic 
should be prioritized due to change in technology and use of data analysis, emergent artificial intelligence, 
social network, cloud computing and cyber security will get it involved in all business modules. Hence our 
professional also adopt to change to meet these new requirement of data analysis, emergent artificial 
intelligence, social network, cloud computing and cyber security. Hence this topic should be prioritized 
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27.  Individual 4 All the above commercial ethical principles should service the social needs as pointed out by OECD in their 
paper raising issues on how ‘BEPS’ affects poorer countries. This in financial reporting too social ethics must 
be borne in mind by fixing some sort of limits or checks and balances while formulating ethical standards for 
accountants. This is evident from the bare fact that economic strengths are concentrated in the hands of 
few, while the natural resources owned by third world countries are exploited without adequately valuing the 
losses suffered due to plundering exploitation in the name of IPR and other rights obtained surreptitiously 
bribing corrupt leaders of those third world countries. IESBA should not anymore ignore these unjust 
treatment meted out to the billions of poor people living in these countries by the “ethical standards” framed 
on the touch stone of cold business logic 

 

28.  Individual 5 No. I am with the Board, that now that technology has entrenched in everything we do, and do for, we need 
to consider the above. 

 

29.  Individual 7 Ethics is fundamental. Changes in Social structures and new forms of doing business do not change the 
concept of ethics. They may change identification and measurement of ethical or unethical behaviour. 
Therefore this cannot be a priority. We need to get our basic act together, in both the advanced nations as 
well as others. 

 

30.  Individual 22 Yes, we think this topic must be one of the priorities, even one of the most relevant ones; it is new and 
needs and in-depth reflexion! The matter of "global" ownership of information turns our audit world upside 
down. There are several ethical implications related to these issues, mainly connected with the desirable 
balance between confidentiality and the "duty to report". Actually, the value of confidentiality, when 
overvalued, can be an obstacle to the truth and seriously undermine the trust of society and economy in the 
assurance that auditors should provide. 

 

31.  ICAEW Rapid change highlights the strength of a principles-based approach, which can cope with changing 
circumstances, compared to over-detailed and inflexible rules. We believe that IESBA should maintain an 
ongoing monitoring role on this topic, perhaps within its emerging issues program. Specific projects should 
only be established where a particular need to change the existing Code is identified. 

 

32.  ICAS We believe that IESBA should prioritise this topic. Given the speed of change in recent years, there is 
undoubtedly a need for IESBA to understand the transformative effects of trends and developments in 
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technology and innovation on the assurance, accounting and finance functions, and explore their ethical 
implications. We also believe that both IAASB and IAESB should also have a strong interest in this subject 
matter, therefore this is an area of work that would require appropriate co-ordination amongst the respective 
boards. 

33.  IFAC SMPC The SMPC agrees that trends and developments in technology and innovation is a key area which the 
IESBA needs to actively monitor. The 2016 IFAC Global SMP Survey found that the anticipated impact of 
technology developments over the next five years had increased substantially from 2015. The likely impact 
of digital disruption on the work performed by professional accountants is a significant issue, and the rapid 
and differential pace of change make assessing the full impact at any one point of time very difficult. 

Given the IESBA's acceptance of the need to limit changes to the Code in the near future, it makes sense 
for the IESBA to start a fact-finding project to monitor developments in order that the Board can give some 
initial thought to the potential impact(s) in terms of ethical issues arising from all these new trends. 

 

34.  IRBA CFAE Professional Accountants, including auditors are required to keep up with the rapid developments in 
technology and innovation. As client’s businesses are evolving, this has an effect on the audit environment. 
Similarly, auditors are encouraged to use technology to increase audit efficiencies and possibly having an 
impact on audit quality.   

There is a concern that auditors may have limited knowledge of how the work of these latest technologies, 
e.g. data analytics can be appropriately integrated into the audit engagement. Auditors should be encouraged 
to expand their skills to include an understanding of data analytics. This includes ethical implications. Also, 
data specialists should have an understanding of why the auditor requires the data and what the auditor will 
use it for, and the ethical implications thereof.  

With various disruptors to the auditing profession, and more to follow, due consideration will need to be given 
to the ethical implications.  

For the IESBA and the IESBA Code of Ethics (the Code) to remain relevant on this topic, timely consideration 
is required. We would encourage the IESBA to be the thought leaders on the ethical implications of Technology 
and Innovation.  
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35.  IDW  Priority no. 3: It essential for the IESBA to ensure a stable platform in the immediate future. The IAASB 
concluded that the ongoing rapid pace of developments means substantial changes to auditing standards at 
this point in time would be premature. Coordination between IESBA and the IAASB is essential in this area. 
Whilst, the IESBA should actively monitor developments, as their disruptive impact on the profession may 
create ethical issues the Code will need to address at a suitable future point in time, it would be premature 
for the IESBA to work on specific changes to the Code in relation to this theme. 

 

36.  ICPAU a. Clear guidance is needed for data privacy and in particular where jurisdictional laws require a PA to share 
information about their clients which would otherwise be privileged information. 

b. Guidance on the nature of safe guards or responses a PA should explore where there is client data 
spillage from a cloud that is not managed by the accountant should be given. 

 

37.  ICAIn ESB We are agreeable and supportive of these proposals. It has to be at priority, especially since its objective is 
to keep the provisions of Code relevant in the contemporary world. 

 

38.  IMA  We would support making this topic a priority. Technology is a disruptive force and its impacts need to be 
fully understood and evaluated relative to the way individuals and organizations interact. 

Having said that, technology is only a tool, and the underlying ethics remain the same. Relative to PAs, we 
believe providing strategic, financial or operational advice to clients is inconsistent with auditor 
independence. We also believe there are ethical implications from newer types of services such as 
cybersecurity advisory services or data analytics that firms may provide to clients. 

 

39.  JICPA It is expected that the rapid evolution of technologies, such as artificial intelligence (AI), data analytics, cloud 
computing, bitcoin, and robotics, and their increasing use among firms and their clients as it becomes 
widespread, will fundamentally transform their businesses. 

It will cause substantial changes mainly in clients' usage of technologies and firms' audit procedures, 
carrying broad implications for ethical matters, including PAs' mindsets and threats to their independence. 

In connection with the above, for example AI, robotics, etc., it is necessary to consider the possibility of 
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specifying in the Code that ethical judgments on AI's algorithm and pre-installed programs for controlling 
robots are included in the ones that PAs are responsible for and that PAs are also responsible for the 
reliability of those programs. Regarding data analytics, cloud computing, etc., it is imperative to study the 
impact on the Code because of the seriousness of heightened data-related risks, such as the increasing risk 
of information leakage, caused by the significant rise in the amount of electronically stored information. 

As for independence, one of the issues to be addressed is whether the undertaking of cyber security 
monitoring services falls under the category of prohibited non-audit services. Concerning professional 
competence, an overall review is required on the criteria for attaining and maintaining professional 
competence to keep up with fundamental technological changes. 

These issues should be among the top priorities, as they are expected to arise in the not too distant future, 
given today's rapid technological advances. 

40.  KICPA With IT advancements, we are witnessing new types of NAS, such as forensic services and cyber security 
advisory services, which are becoming a norm. Thus, making the work scope auditors can perform among 
the new types of NAS more clarified would be necessary. 

 

41.  Kreston  Existing requirements around confidentiality should be sufficient but there could be scope for guidance 
around the use of social media and sharing given greater openness about personal data. 

Data protection and privacy are generally dealt with by regulation.  

 

42.  MIA We agree with the initiative of IESBA on this topic. This topic should be prioritized as the developments in 
technology and innovation are rapid and impacting the practices of accounting profession. The ethical issues 
or implications with respect to the changes and application of technology should be further explored and 
deliberated. 

 

43.  ARIF It should be priotised to assure the quality and uniformity among the professional accountants globally.  

44.  M&M While making any code, there must be differentiation on the basis of size i.e. village and cottage, tiny, small, 
medium sector as well as ownership pattern i.e. proprietor, partner, pvt. co., ltd co., listed co. 
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THUMB RULE POLICY for entire population is very harmful. There should be more scope to face 
uncertainty, Challenges, innovations etc. 

45.  MOTI  This is highly relevant and important topic. The changes in technology over the last 15 years have been 
mind-blowing and unbelievable.  

 

46.  NGK  The code needs to be updated to handle emerging trends in information technology and work outsourcing 
aspects. Newer trends in the form of cyber threat, artificial intelligence, etc., need to be recognized. 

Managements need to be mandated to develop detailed manuals & SOP on information technology matters. 
They should be mandated to make detailed presentations to auditors & answer auditors questions on the 
same. These should be made binding statutory documents on which auditors can place reliance. 

 

47.  NZAuASB The NZAuASB supports prioritisation by the IESBA of this topic in its future strategy. The NZAuASB anticipates 
that the trends and developments in technology and innovation could be addressed without resulting in a 
fundamental change in the Code, as it is principles based.  However, the importance of these questions is 
indisputable as was confirmed in the discussions at the recent National Standard Setters meeting in New York. 
Therefore we believe that this is a key area for the IESBA to explore, proactively seeking to understand and 
address ethical dilemmas rather than reactively. Such considerations may include:  

• Privacy of information  
o for example, with respect to use of social media.   
o jurisdictional issues relating to where the data is stored vs where the data is used 

• The impact of technology, for example, blockchain technology, data analysis, and artificial intelligence, on 
the process of auditing and the need for, and exercise of, professional judgement and professional 
scepticism.  

• Data security - storage, control and access. Who is responsible when client data is hacked?    

It is important that the Code remains relevant in the fast-changing technological environment. The NZAuASB 
urges the IESBA to work closely with the IAASB in exploring both the standards and ethical implications of 
technological development. 
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48.  PJM For God’s sake STOP the Change. It is adding nothing of benefit and adding huge cost. Clearly the people 
involved are not practitioners who have to deal with the consequences. 

 

49.  PKF  As a result of advancements in technology and the way in which data is processed and transformed to form 
information, accountants will need to constantly re-skill themselves. We agree that these specific questions 
must be addressed to keep the Code relevant in an evolving global environment. 

The world is very aware of changes in technology. Not prioritising this area may result in the deterioration of 
the image and status of the profession. 

More importantly, the accountancy profession has a tremendous opportunity to take the lead, or partner with 
technology companies, to develop ethical standards related to technological developments outside of the 
immediate sphere of influence or the work area of professional accountants (such as artificial intelligence, 
driver-less cars, etc). While difficult for a standard setting board to pursue in isolation, this is an area we 
believe should be further explored with the profession itself. 

Commenting on the specific questions within this section, 

1. We don't believe that new ethics standards are needed to address emergent patterns of social behavior 
caused by technological disruptions, as the Code sufficiently provides the theoretical underpinning, but could 
be enhanced with application material. 

2. The use of machine applications would not detract from the concept of independence of mind and the 
fundamental principles of integrity, objectivity and professional behaviour. The growing focus on data 
analytics and audit automation tools removes to some extent from the process the professional's 
preconceptions and bias. Audit trails are built into machine applications that can be used to identify 
anomalies or manipulations that may affect the integrity of the data. 

3. With respect to compliance with data privacy or intellectual property laws and regulations, history 
suggests that there is a significant lead time from when laws and regulations are enacted to when they are 
effective. The pace at which laws and regulations are amended is slower that the rapid pace in which 
technology changes. Therefore, instead of amending the Code to reflect the technological environment at 
present, the Code should rather provide overarching guidance that can be applied even when technology 
changes. 
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4. In terms of services such as cyber-security advisory services or data analytics, see our opening 
comments on re-skilling. Ensuring that the fundamental principle of professional competence and due care is 
maintained, should be the key driver. 

5. Cloud-based applications present very specific benefits and risks. Linking to cyber-security, safety of 
electronic data is critical. The use of third parties to manage these services does not absolve the 
professional from a responsibility to ensure that the data is secure. 

This topic should be prioritised. 

50.  PwC It is evident that changes in technologies and technological innovations are having a huge impact on 
companies and professional service firms. Technology is playing an increasingly important role in the way 
firms provide professional services and the nature and scope of those services. We believe that there is 
merit in the Board considering this topic but the Board should be mindful to focus on the ethical implications 
of these developments. 

This could be best achieved by developing a clear link to the relevant fundamental principles, notably 
objectivity, professional competence and due care, and confidentiality, illustrated by examples. The 
fundamental principles should be used as a basis to determine if and how behavior is expected to be 
influenced and what changes to the code might therefore be warranted. 

Some of the examples cited in the survey might better be considered as part of the project on the 
independence implications of emerging non-audit services. As an illustration of issues arising – Are there 
any ethical and independence implications with respect to multiple stakeholders from different legal entities 
collaborating via a technology platform (i.e., resulting in an "ecosystem") for which an auditor of one or many 
of the entities is being engaged to perform services for a non-audit client that is participating in the 
"ecosystem"? 

It will be important to avoid duplication with the work of the IAASB in relation to audit quality but also to 
ensure that the standards are aligned and consistent (see our comments on the ED on professional 
skepticism and professional judgement for example). 

 

51.  QUES I think you are over complicating the issue regarding the code!  
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52.  NBA As discussed during the NSS meeting the impact of these trends on ethics seems moderate. Nevertheless, 
we think that it is important for IESBA to follow up on new developments and respond as necessary. 

 

53.  RSM  The development of technology has had, and will continue to have a significant influence on professional 
accountants and accounting firms' practices. In addition, there are significant changes in the regulations with 
which they need to comply including the EU's General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). With new 
technology and innovation many of the Code's fundamental principles may need to be redefined in the 
context of evolving technological environments. As such, we believe that this is a key area for the board to 
explore with a view to providing guidance to help professional accountants in this area. 

 

54.  SSX Audit works change tremendously due to rapid development of information technologies. Audit techniques 
and measures have been updated from time to time. 

On the one hand, clients no longer providing paper files like photos and printed documents, instead they are 
now providing electronic data. Audit working objects have already converted to stream media data and cloud 
data gradually. On the other hand, audit techniques have undergone fundamental changes. Manual 
sampling technique has been substituted by electronic data mining technique. Under such environment, 
following ethical implications should be considered: 

1. New ethics standards are needed to address the behavior patterns and operation guidelines on moral 
issues caused by utilizing new information technologies. The principle of ethics standards should remain 
unchanged. 

2. New characteristics of utilizing new information technologies should be analyzed and assessed carefully. 
Besides holding those five fundamental principles, new guidelines should be enacted to cope with those 
issues with such characteristics. (e.g., the usages and privacy codes for data acquired form the cloud 
servers, the ownership of audit evidences gathered from the electronic database of clients.). 

3. The basic principles of separating audit services and assurance services should also be applied to newer 
types of services such as cyber-security advisory services. Standards and regulations which complied into 
codes of conducting those emerging services are ought to be consistent with current existing codes. 
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4. In accordance with the new trend that audit data are usually transmitted electronically and stored in the 
cloud, detail guidelines and regulations should clarify the ownership, confidentiality and legal liability issues 
when PAs conduct audit services. 

5. For the situation when the audit information might be processed and transmitted by third party service 
providers, correspondent codes should clearly note duties for each participant, especially duties of 
confidentiality. PAs shall be jointly and severally liable for the secrecy obligations of third parties they hired 
for data extraction and storage. 

55.  SHRF Ethical behavior must be explained in detail--for instances Chartered Accountants hand-holding Clients 
cannot be permitted to provide Loans to their relatives from Client Funds. 

 

56.  SAC Electronic transmission and interaction is part of today's lived experience, but practical application (hands on 
experience) will always be essential. Artificial Intelligence, I believe, will not be able to replace professional 
judgment, scepticism, and open debate within my lifetime. 

While we might say we are a global economy, we are unlikely to become a global legal identity with totally 
seamless borders within the next two decades. Operating as ONE WORLD is still a dream - we only have to 
look to the refusal to embrace the recent migrations across the globe to see that ONE WORLD is a far off 
goal. 

 

57.  SLAASMB This topic needs priority mainly due to issues as highlighted above as well as ethical questions that can 
emerge due to high use of social media in business dealings, emerging concepts of online real-time financial 
reporting, and many more unforeseen matters.  

 

58.  SAICA In our view the topic of dealing with data and social media should be prioritized. Professional accountants 
are employed in the work environment and are surrounded by technology and social media. 

The use of technology and improved assurance capability and coverage creates both risks as well as 
opportunities. The risks arise from use of new technology like Block chain and other artificial intelligence that 
clients and firms begin to use. The new Technology needs to be understood and managed, and where 
auditors are not skilled or capable of auditing these new technologies – ethical problems may arise. 
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Social media and technology is used by professional accountants with various backgrounds and education 
and therefor they do not always have a similar approach to the ethics when using these technologies. 

SAICA believes that guidance on the ethics of social media usage is necessary and already relevant. 

In South Africa the South African government has also identified the importance of data protection and the 
Protection of Personal Information Act, No 4 of 2013 is awaiting promulgation with the Regulator being 
appointed and established. The General Data Protection Regulation in Europe from 2018 will be able to 
impose large fines of up to 4% of worldwide Turnover for serious data breaches – contingent liabilities and 
going concern risks for clients and data breach risks for firms will increase. Accountants have client 
databases and keep and protect highly sensitive data, as regulators become more active, brand damage 
exposure with the immediate and quick flow of information will increase exposure and possible reputational 
damage – this has the potential to impact perceptions and trust in profession. Trust being a cornerstone of 
the Audit profession. We have also seen an increase in the risk of Hacking and stealing information off 
servers, with this increased Cyber Crime, and data compromises, the integrity of the profession is at stake, 
and embarrassing scandals where firms are implicated are being leaked and rumours and complaints of 
incompetence and inaction spread on social media. 

Data analytics is also usually performed by personnel in the information technology departments who has no 
or limited ethical knowledge resulting in questionable data integrity. 

Other threats include privacy and confidentiality breaches due to negligence or errors. Due care and 
competence may be raised as important requirements with the need to employ a different skills to audit 
effectively and understand highly technical safeguards and the reliability of these, By not understanding the 
new landscape and potential reputational consequence the fundamental principle of Professional behaviour 
may be breached. 

New legal, IT and public relations capability will be required by firms. 

We believe this is indeed an essential part of the new IESBA strategy. 

59.  TATA Technology aspects are important to understand data flow.   
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60.  VKA This topic should be prioritized with specific reference to multi regional or country-wise requirements of 
reporting. It should be mandated that where the reporting standards differ from country to country, the 
standards that are more stringent should apply. 

 

61.  ROOP Professionals do need to adopt themselves with technological advances and also use various tools and 
methods to carry out their assignment effectively. As an Auditor we are answerable to the Shareholders and 
we need to be independent in our judgement and carrying out our professional work. Technology should not 
come in way of our independence and use of technology may dampen the same due to security issues 
involved. Cloud or any other technology is vulnerable to hacking, data leakage etc. but at the same time they 
provide ease of working and availability of data at click of button which can also help save redundant costs 
and may increase investment on technology. IESBA needs to address the independence and ethical issues 
which we may come across. 

 

62.  VHR  It is observed that human skill is given low priority compared to technology. Most lay persons fall into the 
trap of believing that technology is the solution to everything. Once the limitations of technology are 
recognized, it can be used more effectively. Further, the accountants/auditors basic responsibility does not 
change. Hence, this topic should be prioritized. 

 

63.  WOL  Over dependence on technology/software is making professional accountants prone to fatal errors. For e.g., 
an accountant is using a software for compiling data and making a XML file to be uploaded on national tax 
administrator’s portal or on portal of registrar of companies. If that software had a bug which while 
generating XML file ignores some useful information then what will happen? Might be that return will be 
deemed as defective or may be regulator impose a penalty on the company or an Accountant for mis-
declaration. To avoid this it is necessary to have code on this topic. I believe this is to be prioritized. 

 

64.  WPK High Priority: This topic should be a top priority since it is among the most relevant issues for the profession. 
Developments in technology and innovation are the driving forces for the way business is being conducted – 
and accordingly processed and recorded – in the future. Robust and up-to-date ethical requirements for the 
profession need to go hand in hand with these developments. 
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B.2: Emerging or Newer Models of Service Delivery 

65.  APESB We are of the view that where a Firm is managing entire operating functions (such as company secretarial or 
corporate taxation) for an audit client that this creates threats to independence and that it should not be 
performed for audit clients. Absorbing an audit client's staff teams who manage payroll and taxation matters 
would also create independence threats and should be avoided. Where the client is not an audit client, the 
threats will need to be evaluated on a case by case basis and will depend on the services provided by the 
Firm. 

When a professional accountant provides or utilises an outsourced service, the fundamental principle of 
confidentiality is pertinent, particularly in relation to information. This is particularly relevant when 
outsourcing is used and it is across jurisdictions. Relying on service centers impacts upon the confidentiality 
of information and raises privacy concerns. For example, whether the client has been informed that their 
information is being sent to another jurisdiction. Professional Accountants needs to be aware that certain 
jurisdictions may have prohibitions or restrictions on sending information to another jurisdiction. 

The concept of "office" and "engagement team" would require revision based on the future work 
environment and the roles played on the engagement by different parties. We agree that the concept of an 
office being a specific physical location is becoming less relevant.  

In Australia, we have issued a guidance note APES GN 30 Outsourced Services to provide professional 
accountants with guidance on Outsourcing arrangements. The document is available from the APESB 
Website. 

We believe that this should be a high priority project. 

 

66.  AGA This should be prioritized as it's very much linked with the 1st one.  

67.  ANSA  This is also a very important topic and correct priority has been given.  If dos and donts of 'engagement' or 
'contract' can be provided, it will useful and provide clarity for the code users. 

 

68.  ASSIREVI In our view this topic should not be prioritized. We do not have any comments.  
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69.  ACCA To a great extent, our comments relating to B1 above are also relevant here. Examples of recent innovations 
in service delivery include an increase in contingent workers and outsourcing, and some modes of delivery 
involve a high degree of automation and other uses of technology. This is an important area, given the direct 
impact on individuals, and the variety of organisations to which delivery may be outsourced. In addition, end 
consumers may be unfamiliar with the exact nature of the service delivery. 

The International Independence Standards (IISs) refer to a firm's 'offices' in several areas. The concept of 
'office' has evolved, with virtual offices now providing greater agility in the way services are delivered. We 
suggest that a future project of the IESBA might address any ambiguity arising as a result. In addition, the 
project might consider the implications for independence where partners work in the same office only 
occasionally, or work in different offices in the same city. 

There is a trend towards a gig economy, with data security being an obvious risk (although all five 
fundamental principles are relevant in this area). However, the existing conceptual framework approach to 
resolving emerging ethical dilemmas, together with the IISs, is sufficient. 

In times of change, it might be seen as important for the IESBA to be addressing emerging issues. 

However, in the context of a principles-based Code, we consider issues such as these would be best 
addressed with guidance, including case studies. 

 

70.  BDO Guidance dealing with models of service delivery of emerging including cloud-based services and the impact 
of such services on independence and confidentiality would be beneficial in the Code. May wish to also 
consider ethical implications when firms hire or contract entire staff teams on their payroll from their clients 
and "lease/loan" staff back to clients to provide services. 

 

71.  BDRS  It should be Prioritized as there is a growing demand and supply of "contingent workers". It is the preferred 
model of service delivery and also cost effective hence it needs to be regulated appropriately. 

 

72.  CNCC / CSOEC We consider that dealing with Emerging or newer models of service delivery is a timely subject that requires 
a watch but without necessarily implying any changes in the code.  

 

73.  CPAC It was noted that many of these issues aligned with trends in technology and innovation. Further, that B1 and 
B2 are issues that IESBA should allocate some ongoing effort towards to remain abreast of emerging areas 
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in a constantly changing professional environment rather than concluding with a single report or project. In 
addition, it would be beneficial if this initiative specifically included consideration of multidisciplinary practices 
(e.g., practices offering accounting, legal and IT services). 

74.  CROWE There is a relationship here with technology and innovation, as these are driving new models for service 
delivery and new products. This initiative recognises that change is taking place in the way that firms are 
organised, business models and business alliances operate, and the way that professionals work. Concepts 
in the standard are going to change because "traditional" definitions may no longer apply.   

As IESBA has to prioritise projects, we suggest that the issues addressed in B1 are considered first. A project 
addressing trends and developments in technology and innovation could consider related implications for 
service delivery. 

 

75.  DTT The management responsibilities section of the Code was recently updated and we consider it provides 
sufficient guidance for concluding that audit clients should not be outsourcing the operations, maintenance 
nor monitoring of their controls (e.g. their management responsibilities) to their auditor. 

Outside of assurance engagements and non-assurance services provided to assurance clients, third parties 
and PAs in business should be able to outsource services, and professional accountants should be able to 
accept contracts to provide managed services. Outsourcing will not excuse the accountant from complying 
with the fundamental principles, including the fundamental principles of objectivity, as well as professional 
competence and due care, which imposes an obligation to provide only those services that the professional 
accountant is competent to perform. 

We consider the principles behind independence and concepts such as "office" and "engagement team" are 
already practical enough to allow the accountant to apply these principles to different workforce models, 
however the Board could consider further guidance to assist practitioners in applying these concepts. For 
example, whether the provisions of the Code should apply to independent contractors or consultants if they 
undertake activities that are essentially the same as that performed by an engagement team member. 

 

76.  EN Very relevant and this should be given thoughtful consideration.  
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77.  EY We support the Board's proposal to explore the issues around new service offerings and new models of service 
delivery.  However, as with new technologies, we do not believe that this will result in new requirements.   

In our experience, the principles based approach in the Code and the fundamental principles provide a sound 
basis for assessing the ethical issues associated with such new services.  Accordingly, we do not believe 
specific new guidance is needed. Rather, as with the prior question, there is an opportunity to refresh 
terminology and examples in the sections relating to non-audit services to audit clients.  For example, in the 
sections relating to management responsibilities, internal audit and IT systems services.   

In addressing this topic, the Board should clarify the meaning of terms such as "managed services".  In our 
experience, these terms have are often used as new "jargon" to describe an old service. 

 

78.  EFAA Medium Priority: Where it is appropriate and necessary, the Code should take into consideration emerging 
and newer models of service delivery and thus be aligned accordingly. There are interrelationships between 
emerging and newer models of service delivery and trends and developments in technology and innovation: 
the latter have tended to create the opportunity for the former. There are 3 dimensions: 1. absorbing entities 
2. outsourcing 3. scalability. 

 

79.  FAR As with B.2, FAR finds that the IESBA should prioritize this matter. Both B.1 and B.2 impacts on decisions 
made by firms, both strategically and every day. 

 

80.  FRC - UK This not a new challenge, developments in models of service delivery are constantly evolving and are often 
related to or go hand in hand with developments in IT as discussed above. For example, we understand how 
firms of professional accountants may be able to create efficiencies by establishing different functions in parts 
of the world that be remote from the location of the core engagement team. However, that remoteness may 
introduce challenges for the direction, supervision and control of the work, including the need to ensure 
independence where applicable and maintain the confidentiality of information. We would be interested to 
know what ethical dilemmas the IESBA believes may be arising.  As stated above, we strongly believe that a 
principles-based approach to ethics, which clearly establishes overarching ethical principles and supporting 
ethical provisions, supplemented by clearly linked requirements addressing particular circumstances, will 
result in better ethical and behavioral outcomes. Appropriate principles and clarity of ethical outcomes are 
capable of application to a wide range of circumstances. Overly detailed requirements should be avoided as 
they encourage a rules-based mindset.  It may be helpful to express the required ethical outcomes having 
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regard to examples of emerging or newer models of service delivery but we would again caution against being 
too specific, which could result in a lack of adaptability. 

81.  FUND Professionals require guidance when they offer new services. This subject should be explored to provide 
required guidance. 

 

82.  HLB I think this is an important area for the Board to be involved in.  

83.  HKICPA We are aware that firms are outsourcing parts of their auditing or accounting functions to third party service 
providers and new technology changes the way professional accountants work. There could be ethical 
implications arising from this emerging trend. As stated above, we consider that this topic is closely linked 
with the topic on technology and innovation (B.1) and should be considered together. Given that the Code 
currently does not address these two topics, we consider that they are important and urgent, and therefore 
should be prioritised. 

 

84.  Individual 2 Yes. I thing if we learn to adopt new technology and meet the emerging or newer models of service delivery, 
out independence will not be disturbed, or otherwise we can compete the people of Technology. I think there 
is no ethical implications such as threat to objectivity and conflict of interest issue at staff level, we are not 
going to replace entire staff strength of an organisation. Not at all a compliance with the fundamental 
principles when businesses outsource parts of aspect of their accounting or finance functions 

 

85.  Individual 3 Include as a priority.   shares services, different ways of doing business, increased focus on efficiencies, 
virtual offices etc....there is continual change 

 

86.  Individual 4 We then to use euphemistic terminology which cannot be easily understood by common man on the street, 
who happened to have bought some issuers’ equity. Once we say “service” it is easy to distinguish them as 
“public” service or “private” service. Glaring example for this is the “PCAOB” which render a public service to 
conduct oversight of PA doing assurance service which in plain language is public service. Hence the firm, 
or at least the PA rendering such public service should be restricted from rendering non-assurance or, in 
plain language, private service to the same issuer.  

Next, who pays for the public service? PCAOB, with whatever faults it may have, renders effectively the 
public service. Taking cue from this, ‘SEC’ in USA or any other equity market regulators like SEBI in India, 
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should charge some oversight fee from each issuer to pay the PA rendering such assurance services. The 
standard report should prohibit the PA or firm, as the case may be, rendering public service for an issuer, 
from rendering any private or nonassurance service to the same issuer. Moreover, effective PCAON set up 
is not functioning in many jurisdictions, this should also be a part of the ethical standard to force all 
jurisdictions to have uniform PCAOB set up which will enforce objectivity of such assurance service 
rendered strictly in accordance with auditing standards issued universally.  

87.  Individual 5 a) Yes, I believe that firms have an Independence in issue, not when they prepare, or argue with Tax 
authorities, but when they play an advisory role on tax and are also auditors. 

b) No 

c) Yes, there are implications, the abilities, experience and qualification levels, along with people staying in 
the third-party service organisation are issues that we need to deal with. 

d) Yes, there are implications when firms rely on shared service centres based in, or outside their 
jurisdiction. Recruitment, HR related issues, Competence, Technical Knowledge of Countries where the 
firms/subsidiaries are based, Confidentiality, Use of company knowledge to benefit self, or relatives, are 
some of the issues that firms need to target. 

e) Concepts of independence, Confidentiality and use of information of one company at another, are aspects 
that we need to be aware off, especially when we lose physical control. 

 

88.  Individual 7 Does not need to be prioritised, if we already have the related party disclosures, conflict of interests and 
governance mechanisms in place. We just need to ensure that no audit assurance business can be taken up 
by PA for a client directly or indirectly for at least 5 years after taking up accounting services or any such 
services which could potentially result in compromising ethics. 

 

89.  Individual 22 This is a consequence of the first question, and, so, should be addressed from an ethical point of view. The 
"mixing" and ambiguity of the roles involved in these issues deserves attention, especially with regard to 
what concerns the significant value of independence and objectivity. 
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90.  ICAEW We do not see merit in the Code becoming an ever-larger handbook of how to apply the principles to specific 
types of service delivery. The application of the principles does not change and endless task specific 
additions will detract from this. 

One area that may merit consideration, as the Code already uses 'office' quite specifically, is whether it 
continues to be relevant to consider the notion of a physical office in determining ethical requirements, given 
electronic methods of working. 

 

91.  ICAS We believe that this is a topic closely related to that described at B1 above. We therefore believe it is a topic 
which IESBA should prioritise. 

 

92.  IFAC SMPC As new models of service delivery appear to be becoming more prevalent in response to the increasingly 
international (and complex) business landscape, the IESBA should actively monitor developments and 
consider any related ethical issues the Code will need to address in the near future. 

 

93.  IRBA CFAE There is standard-setting interest in this topic. Outsourcing and insourcing have cross border implications. 
Thus, the Code becomes the common denominator. We would support a project that considers the ethical 
implications of these relationships.  

 

94.  IDW  Priority no. 4: It essential for the IESBA to ensure a stable platform in the immediate future. Coordination 
between IESBA and the IAASB is essential in this area. New and emerging models of service delivery do 
constitute an issue for certain firms and certain jurisdictions. The IESBA should actively monitor 
developments, and consider any related ethical issues the Code will need to address at a suitable future 
point in time. However, it would be premature for the IESBA to work on changes to the Code. 

 

95.  ICPAU a. In respect to the concept of contingent workers, conflict of interest should not be adjudged as per an 
individual PA’s consideration but as per judgment of a reasonable third party. The concern should be what a 
reasonable third party perceives of a PA when providing a service. 

b. Guidance should then enhance the steps that a PA must ensure when taking on new models of service 
delivery. 

 

96.  ICAIn ESB This is quite relevant topic, given the multifarious ways of service delivery emerging.  
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97.  IMA We would support making this topic a priority, as the decision making around models of service delivery 
appear to be more complex, and disrupted by technology. There is an expanded view of the stakeholders 
involved and building trust is very important. We also believe there are possible threats to auditor 
independence. 

 

98.  JICPA This topic should be a high priority, as there is a possibility that firms' business models will markedly shift in 
such a manner as they begin to provide services that are not simple, or difficult to be categorized as 
advisory services or business transactions. 

 

99.  Kreston  Where significant functions involving non-assurance services are being taken on by a firm for an audit client 
it becomes increasingly difficult to determine the point at which management responsibility is being taken. If 
a dedicated team is being used then the firm will likely be responsible for decisions on the resources to be 
employed, the development of those staff, the IT and other resources to applied and the culture in which the 
activities are carried out. Although there will be informed management many activities that could be 
considered management responsibility may be carried out with limited oversight. 

Objectivity may be threatened as staff will have been responsible for many decisions in areas where they 
are now providing a service to their original employer and this will create difficulty in maintain an objective 
view. 

Thee implications for the fundamental principles will need to be considered as part of the outsourcing 
process and responsibility for this will potentially rest more with the firm looking to provide the service which 
may create a conflict of interest. The role of the professional accountant in business will need to be 
considered but there may be cases where there is no PAIB involved in the decision making process. 

The concept of office and engagement team are becoming less relevant given the move to developing virtual 
teams these can work across offices and in a network environment they can work across firms and 
geographic boundaries. 

This is an area where guidance/requirements may need to be developed the perception is that many of the 
networks are global firms rather than networks of independent firms where sharing of resources is managed 
contractually within the network and between the firms. 
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100.  MIA We agree with this initiative. This topic should be prioritized as many professional accountants may not 
familiar with the newer model of service delivery and also its ethical implications. 

 

101.  M&M Professional approach is need of hour and we can't avoid contingent workers.  

102.  MOTI There are a number of freelancers in the international market and the buzz word in the consulting practice is 
"collaboration". In view of the specialised nature of work and involvement of different professionals in a 
single project, this topic is of great importance and hence needs to be prioritized. 

 

103.  NGK  Firms should be barred from rendering management support services to clients beyond a certain size. This 
not only ensures independence but also provides opportunities to other professionals 

 

104.  NZAuASB The NZAuASB supports prioritisation by the IESBA of this topic in its future strategy. The NZAuASB has not 
identified any specific areas of concern surrounding emerging or newer models of service delivery that we 
believe would result in a fundamental change in the Code, as it is principles based. However, to ensure that 
the Code remains relevant it is important to explore the ethical implications of the changing environment and 
new models of service delivery. Such considerations may include independence issues relating to use of 
contractors and portfolio workforces, the notion of the "liquid workforce" that was discussed at the National 
Standard Setters meeting, and the importance of ensuring that staff who work remotely, or work for multiple 
employers or with flexible work habits, understand and can give effect to the fundamental ethical 
requirements as they apply to auditing (as well as other forms of professional practice). 

 

105.  PJM For God’s sake STOP the Change. It is adding nothing of benefit and adding huge cost. Clearly the people 
involved are not practitioners who have to deal with the consequences. 

 

106.  PKF We believe this is an important area to consider. While the Code remains largely principles based and 
application of the conceptual framework approach should be flexible enough to address evolving models of 
service delivery, there may well be areas that need to be considered more specifically. 

The concept of "office" in relation to independence is particularly important given the changing organisational 
structures of firms. This topic should be prioritised, though we believe that it may well be best addressed 
through guidance and/or case studies. 
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Also see our comments below in relation to emerging non-assurance services. 

107.  PwC Equally, we agree that technological developments are impacting firms' service delivery models and leading 
to business acquisitions and strategic alliances. Similarly, companies are influenced in their operating model 
with increased use of outsourcing, managed services and, for example, use of cloud technology. 

To illustrate, we are seeing certain topics present themselves in independence assessments driven by the 
merger of significant audit clients with significant non-audit clients. We have recently seen several nonaudit 
relationships where we've been involved in assisting clients leverage managed service centers and move 
towards having financial data in the cloud rather than behind the walls of a traditional data center. 

We concur that these types of questions are worthy of consideration by the Board, again with a clear link to 
the relevant fundamental principles. 

 

108.  QUES The secretarial and taxation service does not threat independence as the information that has been received 
is provided by the client in the first place 

Ethical implications should be considered at staff member level but the threat there is minimal. 

The outsource function is sometimes more value added to the client if done by the firm. As long as the 
independence is still relevant and applicable there should not be any more over complication of any code 
than already is. 

 

109.  NBA Although we do not foresee a need for fundamental changes, we can see a need to provide guidance to 
professionals. 

We have no specific thought regarding the priority of this project. 

 

110.  SSX 1. When PAs conducting Non- assurance services, it is difficult for them to distinguish between management 
and consultation responsibility since they might be deeply involved in the corporate operations. PAs are 
usually highly devoted into designing, arranging and operating client's internal control system if they 
providing consulting services. Even if some strict isolation measures are implemented effectively, there will 
also be a great threat to independence. (e.g., when PAs conducting comprehensive corporate taxation 
services, especially when they providing tax shelter services by optimizing operating model and drafting key 
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clauses of important business contacts, independence will be undermined and the independent principle 
might be violated.) 

2. If all the payrolls of PAs are paid by clients when they managing their client's taxation functions, objectivity 
is highly possible to be jeopardized and there will be a conflict of the interest. This payment scheme should 
be banned or rectified. 

3. According to the current Code, it is PA's duty to review works and other conclusions conducted by third 
parties they hired or outsourced. PAs are jointly and severally liable for the authenticity and availability of 
those works and conclusions. 

4. When firms rely on shared service centers based in or outside their jurisdictions for the performance of 
selected parts of professional service, PAs should maintain professional competence and act diligently. 

Objectivity of service centers, rationality of works conducted by service centers and compliance of process 
executed by service centers should be reviewed routinely and assessed carefully. 

5. Under contemporary audit modes, the concept of "office" and the concept of "engagement team" are 
overlapped. Staff from different offices can form a new engagement team. Staff from different engagement 
teams might come from the same office. Multiple engagement teams might serve one particular client. 

Physical working places cease to be the standard for distinguishing between "office" and "engagement 
team", since the home-working became more common. Based on the situation above, double isolation 
measures should be implemented both in "office" and in "engagement team" levels. The objectivity and 
independence should also be the priority concern when selecting members of engagement teams. 

111.  SHRF Should be prioritized  

112.  SAC It must be a priority because electronic, outsourced (one world) progress will pass accountants by if we are 
not willing to embrace it and be global leaders. It is like a pyroplasic flow, it will consume us if we don't take 
the best advantage of the options and alternatives. 

 

113.  SLAASMB Agree that this is a topic for future discussions. But may not be high priority.   
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114.  SAICA As the world is forever changing and innovation is part of how businesses will continue to operate, 
professional accountants have to think of new smarter ways to operate. This topic would be important for the 
professional accountant of the future. 

 

115.  VKA The overlapping of reporting function and non-assurance management services should strictly be avoided to 
maintain objectivity and fairness in both functions. 

 

116.  ROOP The nexgen is bound to carryout business using new technologies and hence all the regulations and 
process need to be followed by professionals using technology and there should be any reduction in the 
working model and deviation from fundamental principles and requirements. 

 

117.  VHR Most members of the profession prefer such services which yield higher remuneration to assurance services 
which are not so remunerative. Further, it must be remembered that most members have families to support. 
This topic should be prioritized and discussed extensively. 

 

118.  WOL Audit and Assurance services are more and more getting virtual. May be one day will come when Software 
will be so powerful that they do the audit services with minimal human intervention. Same case with other 
services provided by firms to audit clients. Let the code be so flexible that the casual workers be also 
adapted in the changed atmosphere. 

 

119.  WPK Low Priority: Where it is appropriate and necessary, the Code should take into consideration the 
aforementioned emerging and newer models of service delivery and thus be aligned accordingly. 

Interrelations with trends and developments in technology and innovation exist. 

 

B.3: Concepts of “Public Interest Entity” and “Listed Entity” 

120.  AE We agree that this topic should be prioritized. The regulatory environment has moved from listed/non-listed 
entities to PIE/non-PIE ones and IESBA needs to assess what this means for the International Code of 
Ethics. 
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121.  APESB In the Australian Code, APESB has defined what is a PIE (which includes a listed entity) in the Australian 
context. The Australian definition has additional guidance and captures banks, insurance companies, and 
other entities that raise funds from the public – i.e. disclosing entities. 

Accordingly, this is a low priority project from an Australian perspective. 

 

122.  AGA Not on priority as there are different bards and guidelines in this regard with each country and this should not 
be globalized as the exchange has to look into the details and demographics in its parent country while 
forming the rules and common rules may not be valid everywhere in this regards. 

 

123.  ASSIREVI It is a matter of interest, especially for the auditors belonging to EU Member States, who are currently facing 
the coordination of the Code of Ethics’ definition of PIE with the – different – definition of PIE provided by 
Directive 2006/43/CE, as modified by Directive 2014/56/UE.  

In this context, the main need for professional accountants is to have clarity on the identification of the 
subjects falling within the PIE’s category.  

One of the main issue in this regard concerns the PIE’s category falling within the definition of “listed entity”. 
The Code of Ethics, as pointed out also in the text of this survey, refers to an entity with instruments 
negotiated on a “recognized stock exchange”. On this topic, it should be recalled that European regulation 
defines “listed entity” as entities with instruments traded on a “regulated market”, namely “multilateral system 
operated and/or managed by a market operator, which brings together or facilitates the bringing together of 
multiple third-party buying and selling interests in financial instruments - in the system and in accordance 
with its non-discretionary rules - in a way that results in a contract, in respect of the financial instruments 
admitted to trading under its rules and/or systems, and which is authorized and functions regularly”.  

This definition does not include entities whom instruments are negotiated on “multilateral trading facility”.  

As mentioned above, the Code instead makes reference to “recognized stock exchange” and such wording 
does not clarify whether instruments negotiated on “multilateral trading facilities” are included or not in the 
“listed entity” category.  

In our view this topic should be certainly addressed. 
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124.  ACCA This is an example of a possible project or initiative in an area where the issues appear to relate to specific 
jurisdictions and, at this preliminary stage, it is difficult to determine the extent of the problem. We recognize 
the value of clarity, but the underlying question is whether or not the existing concept of a public interest 
entity (PIE) is adequate for a global code of ethics. If the issue concerns listed entities that are not generally 
deemed to be PIEs, this highlights the importance of a 'think small first' approach to the IISs. In those 
jurisdictions where there are non-PIE listed entities, it would then be the responsibility of local standard 
setters to define PIEs in such a way that the IISs are enforceable. 

We recognise that capital markets develop, and definitions may need to be reviewed. Guidance may be 
welcomed by standard setters in some jurisdictions to clarify how they might define a 'public interest entity'. 

 

125.  BDO Having a consistent application in each jurisdiction given there are specific prohibitions to PIEs.  

126.  CzCA We believe that the Code may recognize and strengthen the relation of ethics towards subjects that currently 
do not fit the definition of public interest entity nevertheless are significant to the economy of the country 
(e.g. due to its size or dominant position). 

 

127.  CPAC This topic was noted with interest as the Canadian rules do not include the PIE concept such that a change 
may be desirable. It is an on-going issue and concern in reconciling the IESBA and Canadian CPA Codes of 
the provincial bodies. 

 

128.  CROWE If we were to prioritise B3 - B12, then we would give priority to B3. Efforts need to be made to review the 
definition of "public interest entity" ("PIE") and the application of this definition. For example, it is 
questionable as to whether a small market capitalisation public company that has few shareholders and is 
thinly traded on a secondary market should be regarded as a PIE. 

 

129.  DTT We consider that the current definition of a PIE remains appropriate. There are already many different 
definitions of PIEs around the world, even within the European Union, which is appropriate because they 
reflect very specific and unique local regulations, corporate, and prudential frameworks. We therefore 
support the current approach in the Code to include Listed Entities as PIEs, and defer to legislation or 
regulation where the jurisdiction decides an entity should be treated like a Listed Entity. The Board could 
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however consider whether it is appropriate to continue having different requirements for Listed PIEs than for 
non-Listed PIEs. 

We also support the current definition of a Listed Entity which is broader than the definition in the European 
Union (which does not encompass secondary exchanges such as the AIM). We consider it is in the public 
interest for any entities whose shares, stock or debt are quoted or listed on any exchange to be considered a 
Listed Entity under the Code. The Board could however consider guidance explaining the differences. 

130.  Deloitte - Austria I fully agree with the concerns expressed by SMP. The definition of PIE is too broad as in many jurisdictions 
very small and simple entities may be considered as a "listed entity" (second alternative). The EU PIE 
concept is much more convincing although I would prefer also a size factor to be implemented in the EU PIE 
definition.  

Further, the criterion of "compliance with the same independence requirements" is in many cases hard to 
determine and too vague and should therefore be deleted. 

 

131.  EY The existing definition of PIE was established with the revised Code in 2009.  The question of whether 
financial institutions should be mandated as PIEs was discussed by the IESBA at that time and it was 
determined that such classification should be the prerogative of national regulators or standard-setters given 
the differences that exist between jurisdictions in the way the financial services industry is structured, 
organized, and regulated. We believe that such considerations are still valid and, based on our experience in 
applying the existing definition, do not see a compelling reason to make the definition more prescriptive.     

With respect to the term "recognized stock exchange", we believe being listed on such an exchange should 
remain the primary criterion for defining a listed entity.   It recognizes that there are exchanges that are 
formally constituted but are not as tightly regulated as a "regulated stock exchange" as defined, for example, 
by the EU.  Given the ability of the investing public to invest in such less-regulated exchanges in the same 
way that they may invest in a more regulated exchange we do not believe that it would serve the public 
interest to exclude such entities from the more stringent requirements that related to PIEs.     

However, given the new forms of capital raising and developments in capital markets we believe it would be 
useful for the Board to provide some examples of what constitutes a "recognized stock exchange". 
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132.  EFAA Medium Priority: The SMP community is concerned that the independence requirements are increasingly 
disproportionate in those circumstances where audit and review services are provided to small entities that 
fall within the PIE definition. It's important to eliminate differences in application of requirements, especially 
in relation to EU audit regulation and ISAs, and ensure IESBA Code of Ethics requirements do not go 
beyond the EU audit regulation. 

 

133.  FAR This issue is relevant for FAR, as Sweden is a member of the EU. FAR is of the opinion that the IESBA 
should as far as possible strive to accept national definitions of key concepts. 

 

134.  FAOA Clarification of definitions and requirements (like "regulated market" or "recognized stock exchange") 
appears necessary to enable consistent application. It is further necessary to analyze the definitions whether 
it is necessary to update them to cover new developments like trading platforms (Reuters, Bloomberg or 
BATS Exchange). 

 

135.  FRC We believe the IESBA definitions of "public interest entity" (PIE) and listed entity should be revised and 
clarified as a priority. However, we recognise that it may be difficult to find a common definition of a PIE that 
is agreed in all jurisdictions.  

The current definition of a PIE establishes only "listed entities" as a common element. This can lead to 
significant variation across jurisdictions as a result of (1) inconsistency in other types of entity, if any, that are 
designated as PIEs; and (2) inconsistency in the interpretation of "listed entity". 

As the IESBA explains above, some jurisdictions, including our own, understand "recognised markets" to be 
broader than "regulated markets". This can create issues when national laws and regulations may be 
specific to "regulated markets" (e.g. as a result of EU legislation). For example, in the UK, the Alternative 
Investment Market (AIM) is considered to be a "recognised market" but it is not a "regulated market" in UK or 
EU law. Markets that are 'recognised' but not classed as 'regulated' are generally intended to be subject to 
'lighter touch' regulation. Including all entities listed on recognised markets has led to some stakeholders 
suggesting that it is disproportionate to subject them to all the requirements applicable to all PIEs. 

Proportionality, however, is also an important consideration for entities listed on regulated markets. For 
smaller listed entities there may be less 'public interest' concern that they be subject to the same level of 
requirements as the largest listed entities. In our Ethical Standard we have exempted 'SME listed entities' 
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from a limited number of the more stringent requirements applicable to listed entities. Our definition of a 
'SME listed entity' is based on that for the purposes of the EU Markets in Financial Instruments Directive 
(MiFID), the criteria for which include an average market capitalization of less than Euros 200m. 

Proportionality will also need to be considered if other classes of entity are designated as PIEs. 

Some entities are 'listed' on recognised exchanges but their shares, stock or debt are not in substance freely 
transferable or cannot be traded freely by the public or the entity. We believe that such entities should not be 
classed as "listed entities" for the purpose of ethical and auditing standards.  

136.  FUND I believe that the concept is clear and should not be revised. Those who have expressed issues related to 
the concepts should be clarified in relation to their issues. 

 

137.  HLB  I think there is a major issue here where there are markets that have very small listed entities, such as 
Australia, where it seems very heavy handed to include all listed entities. 

 

138.  HKICPA We are aware that there have been discussions among accountants and regulators about the definitions of 
PIE and listed entity but it has not been a significant issue, i.e. any queries/concern have been resolved after 
clarifying the understanding of these terms. We consider that this topic is not as important nor urgent as the 
other topics and therefore, is not a priority. 

 

139.  Individual 1 I agree that the concept of Public Interest Entity needs to be clarified - as an example in The Bahamas the 
Insurance Commission regulates all insurance entities and requires audits, including insurance agents, but a 
small privately owned insurance agency which does not assume insurance risk really should not be 
considered a public interest entity, so some further refinement of the definition would be useful. 

 

140.  Individual 4 There is a lot of fluidity in these concepts in as much as the gap in the thinking of the political class which 
largely controls PIE and the regulators who have great influence over LE. Besides, several jurisdictions 
controlled by legislators seem to be making ‘EU’ irrelevant. Brexit is one example. Even in the same 
jurisdiction the political leaders take diverse political intent/ideas, all in the name of protecting public interest. 
What was ethical yesterday may not hold good today. Many jurisdictions which had promoted free trade in a 
different era are turning to protectionism. All the changing trends by 180 degrees have a bearing on 
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drastically impacting these concepts. To quote Margerat Colin from Independence Day 1996 movie, “Our 
stand? – We don’t have any stand? fits here.  

141.  Individual 7 Definition of stock exchange could mean a stock exchange that is itself listed or has a certain threshold in 
terms of number of companies and value listed and permits free trading of securities to general public 

 

142.  ICAEW We believe this is a high priority item. The equating of PIE with 'listed entity' is a rather inflexible definition for 
an international code, ignoring the myriad shades of grey that apply around the world in terms of the public 
importance of both listed and unlisted entities and the relevance or otherwise of size. A principles based 
definition would be more appropriate. 

Any review should include whether the term PIE is the best one to use, given the frequent confusion that 
seems to arise between a PIE and the public interest. 

 

143.  ICAS We believe that there is merit in this topic but that it could be considered as part of a wider project on 
definitions etc. as per B.11 below. Where possible increased consistency would be beneficial to the 
accountancy profession and to stakeholders. 

Although we are not able to, we would rate this as a joint 6 in terms of our ranking priorities along with B.10 

'Breaches of the Code' and B.11 'Definitions and Descriptions of Terms'. Indeed, we believe it could fall 
within a sub-set of a larger project on definitions and descriptions of terms. 

 

144.  IFAC SMPC Setting a minimum global definition or describing characteristics of particular public interest other than listed 
entities may not be easy. The definition of a PIE varies from country to country - an entity may be a PIE 
because of the nature of its operations, its size, or the number of its employees and the range of sectors 
captured in different definitions can also be very wide. Hence, the circumstances and treatment of many 
entities labelled as PIEs may differ considerably from one region to another. 

While there could be some value in having IESBA working together with IAASB to explore if the definitions of 
the two terms should be revised and understanding the potential implications, including any intended 
consequences, considerable work will be needed prior to arriving at whether a single global solution is likely 
to be appropriate. 
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There may also be a need for IESBA to consider coordinating with the IASB and its use of the public 
accountability concept in IFRS for SMEs. 

145.  IRBA CFAE We did not view this as a priority. In South Africa, we have issues a jurisdiction-specific definition of a public 
interest entity that builds on the Code.  

From our experience of researching a suitable definition of public interest entity, we believe that this should 
be a jurisdictional project, as it is rather difficult to set a universal definition that will be comparable and helpful. 

 

146.  IDW  No immediate priority: We believe other projects demand higher priorities at this time. The IAASB has 
defined "listed entity" for specific purposes (i.e., EQCR), but this definition was not intended to be relevant to 
ethics-related purposes. PIE definitions are far more challenging and they also differ significantly between 
jurisdictions. We do not believe it is the role of the IESBA to act in this regard on a global basis. If the IESBA 
were to consider the term "listed entity" for the purposes of the Code, it should work together with the 
IAASB. 

 

147.  ICPAU Enhancements should be made to the definitions of these two terms in light of recent developments. Each 
jurisdiction should be allowed to provide specifics relevant to them. 

 

148.  ICAIn ESB We believe that definition of a PIE varies from country to country; however, it may be worthwhile to go ahead 
with the project of finding a common denominator of these terms. 

 

149.  KICPA The concept of "PIE" has not well been established yet here in Korea, just requiring that all auditors comply 
with a certain same level of independence as pursuant to the CPA Act. We believe IESBA's provision of 
clarified concept on "PIE" could drive us to formally suggest separate independence regulation on PIEs, 
including listed companies, and non-PIEs to Korean regulators. 

 

150.  KPMG See overall comment at the end of this section. One of the challenges with the definition in practice is the 
meaning of the second part (i.e., marketed under the regulations of a recognized stock exchange or 
equivalent body). It is in the public interest and the hallmark of a high quality global Code to achieve 
consistency where possible. It may therefore be helpful to revisit the definition of a PIE. 
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151.  Kreston  This is a complex area and does cause difficulty for practitioners. The definitions currently used come mainly 
from a regulatory perspective and given new markets and forms of capital raising whilst there is still validity 
to these definitions consideration could also be given to the needs and expectations of other stakeholders. 

 

152.  MIA We agree with this initiative. We do not have any additional or specific comments on this topic.  

153.  ARIF Definition of listed entity should change. What about those entities who expand with public money but are 
not quoted in any stock exchange? 

 

154.  M&M It's welcome decision to review the definitions. Again I'd like to mention that sufficient flexibility should be 
there for those entities not at certain end and are in middle of the road. 

 

155.  NGK Public Interest Entity definition as listed entity is too narrow. If the entity has borrowed funds from banks, 
mutual funds, or public institutions or has received government grants or concessions, it should also be 
brought within the definition. 

 

156.  NZAuASB The NZAuASB supports prioritisation by the IESBA of this topic in its future strategy. 

In New Zealand, the PIE definition includes all entities that prepare financial statements that comply with tier 
1 accounting requirements. In practice this includes entities such as 

• Financial Market Conduct (FMC) entities considered to have a higher level of public accountability 
o Both listed debt and equity 
o Registered banks 
o Insurers 
o Credit unions 
o Building societies 
o Licensed derivative issuers 
o Licensed MIS managers 
o Recipients of money from a conduit issuer 

• large public sector entities, 

• large not-for profit entities, 
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• banks and insurance companies 

We acknowledge the concern expressed by the small and medium practices community that the 
independence requirements are increasingly disproportionate in those circumstances where audit and 
review services are provided to small entities that fall within the PIE definition. We have noted this to be the 
case in New Zealand, and are examining the impact on small or medium listed issuers and their assurance 
practitioners in the light of the new long association requirements. However, the NZAuASB is in favour of 
retaining a consistent approach to all PIEs as it provides clarity, consistency and stability. 

The NZAuASB believes there is merit in the IESBA doing work to gain a comparative understanding of the 
global impact of the definitions of Public Interest Entity and Listed Entity across different jurisdictions 
including, for example, how the definition applies in the public sector as well as its application to significant 
public interest entities, such as banks and insurers, that are not listed entities, and other entities that raise 
money from the public. 

157.  PJM For God’s sake STOP the Change. It is adding nothing of benefit and adding huge cost. Clearly the people 
involved are not practitioners who have to deal with the consequences. 

 

158.  PKF  We believe that definitions and concepts should remain relevant for a global Code, and cannot take into 
account every single jurisdictional nuance. However, there are some real challenges in practice, especially 
where jurisdictions to not provide adequate guidance locally, or where "listed" entities are in fact not PIEs at 
all. 

Guidance for standard setters to clarify how they might define a PIE, and the flexibility for local regulators to 
exclude or exempt certain listed entities from the PIE definition and related requirements of the Code, may 
need to be explored. 

This topic should NOT be prioritised. 

 

159.  PH With respect to listed and pie entities. Any cloud related should meet the confidentiality criteria.  

160.  PwC  We concur that this topic warrants consideration. The relevant definitions are increasingly coming under 
question, not least in terms of the definition of "listed" (e.g. which markets are caught or not). 
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With regulatory bodies, such as those in Europe, clearly defining financial institutions, including banks, as 
PIEs, there is increasing divergence across the globe as to what types of entities are regarded as a PIE and 
this is worth re-visiting. 

161.  QUES Yes. As part of the small and medium practice, the independence requirements are disproportionate in 
circumstances are provided to a small entity within the PIE definition. Please explore other definitions, but 
please, do not over complicate things, it is already difficult as it is. 

 

162.  NBA Given our regulated environment this is not a priority to us.  

163.  RSM  We believe that this is one of the key areas as we note that, in some cases, the codes of national regulatory 
bodies provide a different definition of PIEs than the definition used in the IESBA code. For example, the 
definition of a PIE differs between the IESBA Code and the European Commission's Statutory Audit 
Directive and Audit Regulation and the UK (and European) Ethical Standard's definition of a listed entity 
excludes entities whose listed securities are not in substance freely transferable or cannot be traded freely 
by the public or the entity. 

Given the jurisdictional differences, we suggest the Board when possible provide requirements and guidance 
directed to specific types of entities meeting the IESBA definition of a PIE rather than more broadly to PIEs 
in general. We believe this would assist professional accountants in applying the Code more consistently. 

 

164.  SSX As to refine the definitions of PIEs and listed entities, here are two suggestions as follows: 

1. Determine the scope of recognized stock exchange. It's proposed to include some non-regulated market. 
Though some non-regulated markets request suitability management of investors, they are public traded 
market in essence.  

2. It is proposed to include the new forms of capital raising market into PIEs and listed entities, such as 
crowd funding. When evaluating the appropriateness, numbers of investors, scale of investments, the scope 
of investment and influence of investment may be taken into consideration. 

 

165.  SLAASMB  Since there are many concerned parties this may require high priority.   
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166.  SAICA In South Africa the Independent Regulatory Board for Auditors (IRBA) has released guidance on this topic. 
In dealing with the comments and questions on this in South Africa we have accepted the IRBA's guidance. 
We agree it may be an important topic for other parts of the globe. 

 

167.  VKA It is unfair for Small and Medium practices (SMP) to express any concerns that go against the spirit of PIE 
requirements. 

 

168.  ROOP There should be a uniform nomenclature in line with the global scenario as most of the business are pan 
global. 

 

169.  VHR The concerns of SMPs are right. Small entities should not come under this purview. I feel this topic should 
be prioritized, 

 

170.  WOL I believe code should be revised thoroughly on this topic. Let's take some example 1. Entity which is not 
listed but is raising funds from retail investors by accepting small deposits through alternative means of fund 
raising say through social media or through channel sales or through some deposit schemes or through 
some barter transactions. In those cases because these entities are not listed they will be outside the scope 
of audit and public scrutiny in most of the jurisdiction. 2. Entity which is raising funds for social welfare and 
charity or getting foreign funds from donors abroad. These types of entities also require greater scrutiny and 
audit compliance because may be they are facilitating or channelizing terror money. 3. Entities which are 
made for promotion of sports culture and arts are also require greater scrutiny and audit compliance. 
Because they are public interest entities. 

 

171.  WPK High Priority: Topic seems necessary in order to eliminate differences in application of requirements, 
especially in relation to EU audit regulation and ISAs. From our view IESBA Code of Ethics requirements 
should not go beyond the EU audit regulation. The latter has been carried out after many years of extensive 
and thorough discussion and consultation. 

Cooperation with IAASB is required. 
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B.4: Collective Investment Vehicles (CIVs) 

172.  AE We do not think that CIVs are a topical issue for IESBA. The regulatory requirements of these structures are 
different from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, it will therefore be complicated to be addressed properly in an 
international Code. 

 

173.  APESB We understand that the definition of Related Entity in the Code can be problematic when applied to unit 
trusts and mutual funds. We believe that clarification of the application of independence provisions to these 
entities should be given priority in IESBA's future strategy and accordingly believe that this should be a 
medium priority project. 

 

174.  ANSA  In the CIVs the role based analysis of stakeholders' interest should be recognised.  

175.  ASSIREVI This issue is widely debated also in the Italian context.  

However governance and regulation around Collective Investment Vehicles varies significantly from country 
to country and therefore it appears difficult to define a set of rules that can be applied to multiple 
jurisdictions.  

Accordingly, in our view this topic should not be prioritized and included in the projects of the upcoming 
strategic plan. 

 

176.  ACCA We do not regard this as a priority, and we suggest that guidance concerning the definition of a PIE should 
be addressed first. In some jurisdictions, CIVs are highly regulated, and the laws are clear and enforced. We 
suggest that any developments in this area should be left to local jurisdictions. 

 

177.  BDRS Need to be Prioritized.   

178.  CNCC / CSOEC Lastly, in our opinion, some topics must definitely be written off from the IESBA work plan such as Collective 
investment vehicles and Meaning of public interest in the global context because they are either too 
philosophical or not relevant enough for the IESBA Board. 
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179.  CPAC Input was received that improvements in this area, without developing an unduly legalistic approach, could 
be considered regarding the existing control definitions. 

 

180.  CROWE From our perspective, this is not a priority. In this paper, IESBA has identified more important projects to 
focus its resources on. 

 

181.  DTT We do not consider any changes to the independence provisions of the Code are required to address this 
issue. However it would be useful for the Board to consider developing guidance on the application of the 
related party definition in the case of investment vehicles such as mutual funds when the firm audits the 
funds, the manager, advisor or trustee of the funds or both. 

 

182.  EY Models of governance for CIVs vary between jurisdictions.  The roles of advisor, sponsor, administrator and 
custodian differ and make it difficult to establish a universal model that could apply in all situations.  As the 
industry is highly regulated in many countries we believe that defining the related entity be best left to local 
regulators and standard-setters. 

 

183.  EFAA Low Priority. Relatively low relevance to SMPs and SME clients.   

184.  FAR FAR does not find that the IESBA needs to give guidance on this subject, as those affected by it have 
functioning systems in place to deal with the issues involved. 

 

185.  FRC The IESBA states that this topic "was regarded as important by a number of stakeholders, including from the 
regulatory community and CAG member organizations". Accordingly, we suggest this topic should be a 
priority if IESBA identifies significant ongoing concerns raised by users of the Code. 

 

186.  FUND Although current guidance can be used, a good clarification will help.  

187.  HLB  I think this area should remain a priority.  

188.  HKICPA We are not aware of any significant issues with collective investment vehicles in the context of Code of 
Ethics. We consider that this topic is not as important nor urgent as the other topics and therefore, is not a 
priority. 
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189.  HSBC As there is robust regulation surrounding CIVs in several jurisdictions, there needs to be a risk-based 
approach. Any consideration of this topic should focus primarily on CIVs that are unregulated/based in 
jurisdictions with a weak regulatory framework e.g. BVI. 

 

190.  Individual 7 To be prioritised so that sources of funds are clearly identifiable in an environment of malpractices terrorism.  

191.  Individual 23 Not a priority as change happens so quickly.   

192.  ICAEW As with our comments on B2, we do not see an expansion of sections into specific types of audit as being 
helpful – indeed potentially distracting from the key thought processes needed. Firms auditing CIVs should 
be able to apply the general principles and independence requirements. 

The subject does raise an interesting point that may be worth exploring from a wider independence 
perspective – that of whether the definition of 'related entity' continues to be fit for purpose. 

 

193.  ICAS As is noted by IESBA in the background describing this possible initiative, the external environment has 
evolved since IESBA initially committed to undertaking this project. We do not therefore believe that this 
topic should be prioritised. 

 

194.  IFAC SMPC We do not consider that a project on Collective Investment Vehicles is a priority from an SMP-SME 
perspective. 

 

195.  IRBA CFAE There was a consensus that this was not a priority. This was an issue in the past however, without any 
amendments to the Code, and the passage of time, auditors have found solutions to these relationships.  

 

 

196.  IDW  No immediate priority: We believe other projects demand higher priorities at this time. Furthermore, this topic 
is highly complex and we caution the IESBA as to unintended consequences should it seek to deal with 
ethical issues specifically associated with CIVs within the Code. 

 

197.  ICAIn ESB 

 
Collective Investment Schemes are regulated in India by SEBI under the SEBI (Collective Investment 
Schemes) Regulations, 1999. According to definition of Section 11AA of SEBI Act, CIS is any scheme or 
arrangement, which satisfies certain conditions. From Indian perspective, Mutual Fund and unit trust are not 
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included in definition of CIV. However, given the existence of CIVs like chit funds, and the significance of 
questions relating to financial propriety around them, the issue appears to be relevant. 

198.  MIA We agree with the IESBA's initiative on the CIVs topic. We do not have any additional or specific comments 
on this topic. 

 

199.  M&M In my view, in the present era related party disclosure is important but more important is, to ascertain Arm's 
length price. 

 

200.  NGK  CIVs need to be made on par with PIEs especially if they are eligible to receive investments, subscriptions, 
funds from the general public 

 

201.  NZAuASB The NZAuASB supports prioritisation by the IESBA of this topic in its future strategy. 

The definition of "related entity" is noted as problematic by some constituents, specifically as it is based on 
control and significant influence. There are a number of unit trusts and mutual funds (and other collective 
investment vehicles) in New Zealand which may not be 'related entities' within the definition of a related 
entity within the Code, but which it would be appropriate to treat as 'related' when considering the 
independence provisions. Clarifying the application of the independence provisions to those 'related' entities 
should be a priority for the IESBA's next strategy cycle. This is important to ensure a consistent approach to 
independence, and to avoid the risk of compromising audit quality. 

 

202.  PJM For God’s sake STOP the Change. It is adding nothing of benefit and adding huge cost. Clearly the people 
involved are not practitioners who have to deal with the consequences. 

 

203.  PKF  Although we acknowledge the need to clarify the application of the "related-entity" definition, CIVs are 
heavily regulated by their local jurisdictions. 

This topic should NOT be prioritised.  

 

204.  PwC  We recognise that the "related entity" definition used in the code is not clearly applicable in the context of 
CIVs but we are not aware that this is given rise to practical issues. Networks, such as ours, will have 
developed internal guidance, based on the principles in the Code. 
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Due to the relationship between a fund manager and a CIV (fund), the entity that is managing the 
investments of the fund (an asset management or investment management company) is in most cases not 
considered to be a "controlling entity" of the funds it manages and therefore not a related entity (although 
that is rebuttable depending on the facts and circumstances). 

We do not believe, given the other demands, that this should be prioritized. 

205.  SSX Given that CIVs such as unit trusts and mutual funds develop rapidly these years and make huge effects in 
emerging markets, establishing policies to CIVs should be given priority. The ethical problems related to 
auditing service to CIVs should be clarified. 

For example, investment contribution and investment management are separated in CIVs. Though in 
principle, we defined 'related entity' according to whether taking control or giving material effect, it is still 
controversial to give clear definition. Therefore, the definition of 'related entity' should be given priority to 
clarify. 

There are still many aspects should be clarified in provisions. For example, when advisory department of 
audit firm take advisory role of CIVs, whether the audit firm should be considered as a related entity, whether 
the wall should be set inside the audit firm, whether the wall can eliminate the damage of independence. 

 

206.  SAC The Code should operate in the spirit not in the literal interpretation. Professional Accountants should never 
use the literal interpretation as a shield. 

 

207.  SLAASMB  Not an issue to be given high priority based on local context.  

208.  SAICA In SAICA's view we believe that Collective Investment Schemes topic may be of importance to professional 
accountants and the accounting profession as a whole as this is again dealing with other people's money, 
this is definitely in the public interest with reference to the various Ponzi schemes where the public has been 
defrauded of money. We do feel it is an area that is already highly regulated and possibly less relevant than 
the other topics raised in this survey. 

 

209.  SAIAL This topic should still remain a priority for the next strategy cycle.   
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210.  VKA Bearing in mind the continuously growing stature of CIVs it is imperative that they should be closely 
scrutinized to detect lack of objectivity or presence of vested interest. 

 

211.  WOL Yes I agree with this topic. Code should be made for trustees, management and sponsors.  

212.  WPK No Priority. From our point of view the topic is far too complex to incorporate it into the principles-based 
IESBA Code of Ethics. 

 

B.5: Tax Planning and Related Services 

213.  ACCA This is perhaps the area in which there is greatest consensus that it should be addressed. In Europe, for 
example, it is a current concern of the European Union, and guidance in the UK (produced jointly by seven 
professional bodies) has recently been updated to address the challenge laid down by HM Treasury and 
HMRC in March 2015 in a paper 'Tackling tax evasion and avoidance'. The need to prioritise a project to 
provide guidance in the area of aggressive taxation strategies is supported by the interest of the G-20 
countries and the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). 

This is a matter that concerns many professional accountants – both in businesses (and other organisations) 
and in practice. There is a clear conflict between what a person charged with governance and ostensible 
fiduciary duties should do (e.g. maximising profits for shareholders, who are the most important stakeholders 
in a commercially motivated organisation) and their possible wider obligations to the public (eg paying higher 
local taxes). Inevitably, there is ambiguity concerning the interaction of what is legal and what may be 
perceived as ethical. There is also the question of what might be advisable. For example, companies should 
consider what amounts to reasonable transparency regarding their tax planning. This is unlikely to be an area 
that can be adequately dealt with within the Code itself. But the benefits to be gained from clear guidance 
material might be significant. 

 

214.  AE This topic is high on the agenda in the European Union. Discussions are taking place at the European 
Commission's level for the moment on different measures. IESBA should follow the debate, promote the 
existing fundamental principles in light of that debate and consider whether in this respect the issuance of 
further guidance is warranted. We do, however, believe that current requirements within the Code are 
sufficiently addressing the issue. 
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215.  AGA This should be prioritized as this will help the business grow and be competitive in global market.  

216.  APESB We are of the view that this should be a high priority project for the IESBA. In recent times there has been an 
increased global focus on the taxation arrangements of Multi-National Companies (MNCs) and in particular 
where profits may have been shifted to a lower taxing jurisdiction which is different from the jurisdiction in 
which the revenue is generated. 

Some governments have already taken action in this regard and have introduced new legislation and 
punitive taxes in an effort to address this issue. As professional accountants will be involved in administering 
taxation arrangements in various jurisdictions it is imperative that IESBA address this issue for professional 
accountants in public practice as well as in business. 

A reassessment will need to occur of the current provisions of the Code that deal with taxation services and 
whether it adequately address these emerging issues. 

 

217.  ASSIREVI In our view this topic should not be prioritized. We do not have any comments.  

218.  BDRS To be prioritized   

219.  CNCC / CSOEC A close monitoring on Tax planning and related services is also certainly timely as the topic of aggressive tax 
planning is on the front row at the moment. It is important to note however, that some jurisdictions such as the 
European Union for example are working on the topics and it is critical that the various initiatives on the topic 
remain consistent.  

 

220.  CPAC It was noted that this is an important topic given the global issues and interest that have arisen through tax 
planning, strategies and structures that are perceived as aggressive tax avoidance. 

 

221.  CROWE The delivery of tax services has been become a matter of public. As noted the subject is on the G20 agenda. 
The European Union will introduce some form of regulation of tax advisory services. IESBA needs to 
address this subject in its agenda and ensure that the Code reflects what is happening in the legislative 
agenda. 

B5 would rank as our second priority after B3. 
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222.  DTT Ethical issues related to tax planning by companies, and the provision of tax services by accountants, are 
impacted by varying economic, legal and political environments around the world. We consider that the 
guidance and principles in the Code (most particularly after the many changes made to Part C and the 
introduction of the NOCLAR provisions), as well as the duty to act in the public interest, provide ample 
coverage of this issue and easily guide an accountant on appropriate professional behavior. 

 

223.  Deloitte - Austria Tax planning, whether aggressive or not, always causes Independence threats, especially self-review and 
advocacy threat. Tax planning should be a prohibited service at least for PIEs. 

 

224.  EN This is very important. I remain convinced that independent auditors be banned from providing any tax-
related services to clients for which independence is required. I hold this position because, in the US, these 
services are considered advocacy services. It is unreasonable to expect a CPA or firm of CPAs to be 
objective with respect to a client on whose behalf they are serving as an advocate. 

 

225.  EY Though we recognize that there has been public attention on what some call "aggressive tax avoidance" 
transactions, we have concerns about the Board trying to define such transactions.  In trying to do so, the 
result could be equating (whether implicitly or explicitly) "aggressive tax avoidance" with tax evasion.  We do 
not condone tax evasion.     

As public accountants, we have a responsibility to act in the public interest, and that is reflected in the Code.  
Public accountants have an obligation to provide advice consistent with professional standards and in 
compliance with national and international laws.  In doing so, they assist taxpayers in complying with the tax 
rules in the countries in which they operate.    

Tax planning that results in the avoidance or reduction in tax is often the specific desired outcome of the tax 
legislation.  Thus, both the definition of "aggressive" and the consequences of that designation is fraught with 
challenge.   

Accordingly, we do not believe that this topic should be a priority for the Board. 

 

226.  EFAA Low Priority: Profession has suffered reputational damage from involvement of professionals in Base 
Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) transactions that have been executed mostly by specialized tax firms and 
big audit companies. Enhanced promotion of the Code to business and society should help renew reputation 
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of the profession. However, regulators, with profession's input, need to focus first and foremost on closing 
loopholes rather than revising Code of Ethics. Ethical aspects would make tax advice more complicated and 
legal certainty would decrease. 

227.  FAR FAR finds this to be an important subject that should be discussed and analysed.  

228.  FAOA The FAOA supports the initiative to improve the understanding of developments in tax planning and related 
professional services and to explore the associated ethical questions and implications (e.g. self-review 
threat). 

 

229.  FRC This is understandably a sensitive issue and should be a priority. Professional accountants who are 
perceived as not acting in the public interest could be said to be failing to comply with the fundamental 
principles of integrity and professional behavior. If taken forward by the IESBA key considerations will 
include how to distinguish between acceptable tax planning and unacceptable 'aggressive tax avoidance' 
and whether guidance can be developed as to what is in the 'public interest' in these circumstances. 

 

230.  FUND Governments will always perceive as aggressive any practice that makes them receive less taxes. This 
initiative is a very difficult one and may not help the profession. 

 

231.  GIRNER It will be good steps for business and industry.   

232.  HLB I think this topic needs to be expanded to include conflicts where firms advise governments and then that 
adviser may go on to advise on loopholes in a law that he/she has been involved in drafting. 

 

233.  HKICPA There have always been ethical issues with aggressive tax planning/avoidance by large companies and the 
provision of related professional services. However, there are no requirements nor guidance in the existing 
Code on tax planning. We think that this is not only an issue in Hong Kong but also a global issue. 

Given that there has been much public attention on tax planning, we consider that this topic is of high 
importance and urgency and therefore, should be prioritised. 

 

234.  HSBC There is definitely a need for more research in this area as professionals should consider ethics when 
providing tax related advice to their clients. There is also a growing need for professionals to understand 
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the legitimacy (or otherwise) of the source of the funds for which they seek to provide tax advice, and ensure 
that providing such advice would not expose themselves and the professional community in general to 
reputational risk. 

235.  Individual 5 We should ensure that Business is looked at in the wider context and we do not restrict ourselves just to 
corporate entities. For example we must include PAIBs working in charity, NGO, etc., as part of the study. 

 

236.  Individual 6 Yes, Tax planning topic should be prioritised. Assessee is also still incurring double taxation due to non-
presence of tax treaty among two or more countries in global scenario. 

 

237.  Individual 7 A PA should not recommend a certain direction. But only list out alternatives with pros and cons. Client takes 
decision. However PA should not be involved in operationalising the tax planning since that can lead to 
unethical cover up, which can influence the quality of audit assurance. 

 

238.  Individual 22 The issue should be addressed.  

239.  ICAEW This raises some interesting ethical questions – not so much around the need to develop detailed guidance 
for tax practitioners, but around a wider ethical question that 'aggressive' tax planning throws up: what are 
the ethical boundaries of behaviour that is legal but against the spirit of legislation? 

ICAEW and other professional bodies in the UK have been considering the issue and prepared guidance on 
the issue for accountants in the UK. However, as this particular topic is inextricably linked with legislation, we 
believe that in an international context, IESBA's short term objective should be to follow the debate within 
the G20 and elsewhere and establish a project only where it is clear that guidance can reflect realistic 
international intent. 

 

240.  ICAS In the UK considerable time has been spent developing the 'Professional Conduct in Relation to Taxation' 
document, and the extant version can be viewed at: 
https://www.icas.com/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/266056/20161101-Professional-Conduct-in-Relation-to- 
Taxation-FINAL.pdf This document applies to professional accountancy bodies but also certain other 
professionals. However, not all tax advisers have signed up to this. Given the difficulties that will be 

 

https://www.icas.com/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/266056/20161101-Professional-Conduct-in-Relation-to-
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associated with reaching agreement on this topic on a global basis we are not convinced that it would be a 
good use of IESBA's scarce resources to undertake work in this political and very finely nuanced debate. 

241.  IFAC SMPC We recognize the importance of this topic in light of the recent public attention and that it is becoming a 
significant focus of governments around the world. 

As tax compliance and planning continues to be a substantial service line for many SMPs, we believe that 
the scope and approach of any initiative in this area would need careful consideration. Given the different 
stances from country to country concerning the role of tax legislation vs. moral position, tax legislation needs 
to address the issue holistically, as ultimate responsibility lies with the relevant jurisdictional court. 

 

242.  IRBA CFAE The IRBA Code of Professional Conduct does not apply to PAIBs, thus we limit our comment to auditors that 
are performing tax services. We would support a project on this topic.  

 

243.  IDW  No immediate priority: We appreciate that this is an important topic as far as the profession's reputation is 
concerned. Appropriate terminology is also a key issue in explaining the tension between legitimate rights of 
taxpayers and tax authorities. However, we believe it needs to be dealt with in taxation legislation, possibly 
using a test of "reasonable commercial reason" or similar so as to be recognized by the courts in individual 
jurisdictions. This is not a separate issue necessitating new treatment in the Code. 

 

244.  ICPAU Tax Planning is largely premised on the gaps in the tax laws. The gaps at times arise from evolving macro-
economic trends including mutual trade agreements between countries. This issue is of growing importance 
on a global level. 

 

245.  ICAIn We are absolutely agreeable and supportive of this proposal, given the expectations of Governments vis-à 
vis demands of clients on the issue, which needs comprehensive consideration. 

 

246.  IMA We would support making this topic a priority. The integrity and credibility of the accountant are critical 
standards to maintain. Any potential challenges to those standards should be explored. Taxes are an 
integral part of the accounting profession, both of PAIBs and PAs. For PAs, again, independence in this area 
is potentially threatened. 
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247.  KICPA The engagement of PAIBs in developing aggressive tax planning and accounting firms' provision of advisory 
services on such tax planning are not in line with the public interest, and, worse, could violate the 
fundamental principle, thereby necessitating emergent actions on this issue. 

 

248.  KPMG See overall comment at the end of this section. We do think this is an important area from a public interest 
standpoint and would benefit from the development of principles to address the ethical questions that may 
arise. To illustrate suggestions, we provide a link to global tax principles that we have developed at KPMG. 

https://home.kpmg.com/xx/en/home/campaigns/2015/01/tax-transparency-morality.html 

 

249.  Kreston  This is a very subjective area and situations which previously as standard tax minimization strategies are 
increasingly being viewed as "aggressive". Existing standards already include requirements in this area. In 
addition, this area is a much wider issue than just accounting and auditing and could possibly be best 
addressed through corporate governance and the responsibility of the board for setting the entities tax 
strategy. 

 

250.  MIA We support IESBA's initiative on this tax planning topic and believe that this topic should be prioritized. Tax 
planning is always being emphasized by organizations to minimize the tax levied. Further study on this topic 
is necessary to explore any associated ethical questions that need to be addressed. 

 

251.  M&M Instead of simplification, complexity of tax law's is increasing. Particularly in India large no. of small and 
medium scale businesses are controlled by semi illiterate persons, totally depend on their advisors but could 
not provide actual inputs of business to those advisers. Can't afford proper manpower which result into 
severe penalties for non-compliance for small lapses. 

 

252.  MOTI This needs to be prioritized as there is an increased tendency of multi-nationals to avoid tax under the 
pretext of "Tax Planning". 

 

253.  NGK  PA should be made accountable to the local governments & regulators (not just to the clients) if the deal size 
excess a pre-defined level as this shall impose accountability on them. The penalties for any violations 
should include de-recognition or barring from practice. 
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254.  NZAuASB The NZAuASB mandate is limited to developing and issuing auditing and assurance standards, including 
ethical standards for assurance practitioners. This applies only to professional accountants in their role as 
assurance practitioners, and does not extend to tax planning and related services. Accordingly, the 
NZAuASB does not see this as a priority in the context of its mandate. 

We do note, however, that a number of constituents indicated this topic to be a priority during our 
consultation. 

 

255.  PJM For God’s sake STOP the Change. It is adding nothing of benefit and adding huge cost. Clearly the people 
involved are not practitioners who have to deal with the consequences. 

 

256.  PKF  Tackling the ethical implications of tax planning and tax minimisation will no doubt be a challenging project. 
As alluded to in the anticipated scope of the project, the legalities of tax mitigation's and arrangements will 
have an impact on what is perceived as ethical, although legality may not fully be considered ethical. 

It is important that the Code continue to address matters related to all public accountants in this regard. We 
suggest that the Board proceeds with caution due to the inherent tensions in public accountants' duties 
towards different stakeholders, and the complexities involved. E.g., the term "aggressive" may need to be 
defined, which will be very challenging, coupled with clear guidance and application material within the 
Code. 

This topic should be prioritised. 

 

257.  PwC  The purpose of tax planning by companies is to manage their compliance obligations and tax risks, and also 
one of their most significant costs of doing business, and it is therefore consistent with management's 
responsibilities as stewards of corporate resources. Related to this is also recognition of the long-term 
importance of the integrity of tax systems around the world. Professional advisers that understand both of 
these fundamental needs play an important role in advising their clients, helping them to understand their 
obligations and to make informed business decisions on tax issues. 

There can be significant challenges for tax professionals undertaking this role in an environment in which tax 
rules and the interpretations of those rules are subject to continuous change and wider stakeholder interest. 

Ethical principles and/or codes of conduct can play an important part in guiding professional judgements that 
are made. They can therefore be part of a holistic solution to public interest concerns but only a part, given 
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that those concerns are inherently a combination of (a) concerns about the systems themselves (whether 
the rules put in place by Governments around the world are fit for purpose) and (b) concerns about 
perceived behaviour of those operating within the systems (i.e. taxpayers, tax advisors, and tax authorities). 
Other parts of a holistic approach would include reviews of relevant parts of the tax system (as in the case of 
the recent OECD BEPS review and recommendations) and greater transparency on the policy reasons 
driving the introduction of particular reliefs. 

Given the breadth of this topic, we would suggest that any review is undertaken in collaboration with other 
bodies so as to bring together different experiences and perspectives. 

258.  QUES Every person has the right to structure his affairs in such a way that the fair amount of tax be paid. 

If there is an opportunity to minimize that tax liability via an aggressive scheme and it is within the law. Why 
not!!! 

I do not think this will affect ethical behavior of professionals as long as it is within the legal framework. 

 

259.  SHRF Yes this must be examined in line with the International Guidelines and Organisations pay fair taxes based 
on income generated from Countries concerned. 

Global Purchase contracts need to be examined carefully since the Controlling Company often institute 
contacts at a standard Global Price which is substantially higher than the prevailing price in a Developing 
Country 

 

260.  SAC Tax advice (all advice, no matter what form) should embrace the same rules as other aspects of the 
professional accountant's work. 

 

261.  SAICA In SAICA's view this is an important topic as professional accountants perform tax services to clients and are 
also responsible for their own tax affairs. The ethics of this is sometimes questionable and guidance would 
be helpful. In implementation of the recent NOCLAR amendments the ethics of tax and tax practitioners 
have again been put under the spotlight as structuring of affairs or assisting clients in dealing with tax affairs 
might not always be seen as ethical. New regulations to counter terrorism has highlighted new scandals 
involving people and by implications the accountants working for them (e.g. Panama papers) as hidden 
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assets surface that were never taxed or not appropriately taxed making this a very current and relevant area 
that the profession should focus on. 

262.  SAIAL This topic should be prioritized considering the extent of non-assurance services provided by audit firms.  

263.  VKA Yes, this definitely is an area for prioritization; but legal and ethical ways of planning ones affairs to minimize 
tax impact should not be questioned. 

 

264.  ROOP I would not agree with the concept of tax avoidance as listed above. Business are getting proactive and are 
seeking advance opinion and are always looking at minimising their tax liability. With increasing 
transparency and availability of information with the regulator thanks to data analytics, I am sure these 
measures would only be short term in nature and at some stage business should adopt in pace with the 
changes. 

 

265.  VHR Same as B2. (Most members of the profession prefer such services which yield higher remuneration to 
assurance services which are not so remunerative. Further, it must be remembered that most members 
have families to support. This topic should be prioritized and discussed extensively.) 

 

266.  WOL Code should be made such so that aggressive tax avoidance become risky proposition for companies, 
individuals and tax practitioners. Their liabilities should also be fixed. 

 

267.  WPK Low Priority: Reputation of the profession seem to have somewhat suffered from involvement of 
professionals in Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) transactions. Especially the development of robust 
guidance as to fundamental principles and tax advice seem sensible. Additionally optimized marketing of the 
Code as the ethical rulebook may help restore reputation of the profession. However, new rules are not 
necessary in this context. 

 

B.6: Materiality 

268.  AE We agree that it will be useful for IESBA to look at the concept of materiality, and the one of significance. 
IESBA should look at whether clarification is needed in terms of how these concepts are currently used. The 
meaning of each of these concepts should be clear and their respective use should be consistent throughout 
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the Code. Where materiality is identified as a concept to be kept in the Code - for instance in the independence 
section where materiality is a quantitative criterion with respect to financial interests in a client – the definition 
should be aligned with the one used by the IAASB. However, we do not think that IESBA should develop its 
own definition of materiality. 

269.  APESB In this instance, we believe that IESBA should consider linking to or leveraging of the existing guidance on 
materiality in the accounting and auditing standards. We agree that there should be a coordinated effort with 
IAASB and IASB in order to develop consistency with the existing standards literature on materiality. 

Accordingly, we believe that this should be a low priority project. 

 

270.  ANSA  The approach is welcome.   

271.  ASSIREVI Auditors are used to apply the materiality concept in assessing facts and circumstances and in performing 
the audit. Furthermore, auditing standards include this concept and the auditors developed guidance and 
material to support practitioners in applying it.  

Accordingly, we do not believe that this is a matter requiring a high priority rating for the IESBA strategy. 

 

272.  ACCA We believe that materiality is primarily a matter for the International Auditing and Assurance Standards 
Board (IAASB) to consider. The extent of the IESBA's responsibility is to ensure that references to 
'materiality' in the Code do not cause confusion. It is not a concept that has to be narrowly defined in all 
contexts. Similarly, the concept of 'significance' may require explanation in certain contexts, but that does 
not imply that it is necessary or desirable to construct a single definition that accommodates all references 
throughout the Code. 

We believe that a project concerning materiality in an ethical context should not be prioritised. However, with 
regard to the significance (or materiality) of a breach of the Code, our comments under B10 below propose 
that a decision-maker who is assessing a breach requires more guidance regarding the significance of that 
breach. 

 

273.  BDO There are various interpretations applied in practice addition guidance would allow for a more consistent 
interpretation of the Code. Any guidance should be developed in coordination with the IAASB. 
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274.  CROWE The agendas of IASB and IAASB do, as noted above, include projects concerning the definition, 
interpretation and application of the concept of "materiality". Alignment between all standard setters is 
essential. IESBA cannot ignore these other developments. In addition, sensible and proportionate 
application of the Code means that materiality has to be taken into account. 

 

275.  DTT Auditors are trained to assess materiality and it is not a concept that we consider has needed further 
explanation. However as the Code has further expanded the use of the concept, we can see that there may 
be merit to developing guidance on assessing materiality in areas other than the provision of NAS. While we 
do not support further changes being made to the Code at this time, it may be useful to provide a guidance 
framework, in conjunction with the IASB and IAASB, for the assessment of materiality in the Code, including 
both quantitative and qualitative considerations. 

 

276.  Deloitte - Austria I consider this topic as a priority. Materiality should govern independence requirements in all aspects. 

Exceptions from the materiality approach in rare cases should be well founded. 

 

277.  EN Sounds like a worthy undertaking.  

278.  EY Materiality is a concept well understood by professional accountants and, in particular, auditors.  Guidance 
exists in ISA 320 and we support the Board's recent initiative to include new application material that 
references ISA 320 when considering materiality in connection with non-audit services.  We would also 
support extending the same application guidance to other areas of auditor independence, such as personal 
financial interests and business relationships.  However, we would caution extending to other areas of the 
Code unrelated to auditor independence.  In these other areas, qualitative considerations are more relevant 
and the Code already contains the "reasonable third party" test which addresses qualitative aspects 
appropriately. 

 

279.  EFAA Low Priority: The materiality concept comes from IASB and IAASB standards. The Code should stress 
significance. 

 

280.  FAR FAR does not find this a topic that needs to be prioritized.  
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281.  FAOA This topic is also relevant for the IASB as well as the IAASB and should wherever possible coherent to 
enable consistent application. 

 

282.  FRC This is a topic that should be prioritized. Materiality is a well understood concept in the contexts of preparing 
financial statements and auditing, but it is less clear how should be taken account of in relation to ethics 
where qualitative considerations may be particularly important. 

For the contexts of preparing financial statements and auditing it is generally recognised that a matter is 
material if it could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of the users of the financial 
statements. In the broader context of ethics we consider that materiality should be judged with regard to the 
'third party test' - whether an objective, reasonable and informed third party would consider a matter to be 
material. The third party test should reflect the anticipated views of the public in whose interests the 
professional accountant has a responsibility to act, assuming that they are informed about the circumstances 
(e.g. about the nature of the threats and the nature of any safeguards) and on the assumption that they 
would be reasonable (i.e. rational, fair and moderate rather than extreme) in forming those views. Being 
"informed" should be considered in the general sense rather than suggesting a need for specific knowledge 
and experience.  

When applying the third party test it is important to recognise that qualitative consideration may lead to 
something quite small in size being regarded as material and, in some cases, the appropriate response may 
be that the professional accountant should not be involved at all in the activity that gives rise to the ethical 
issue. 

 

283.  FUND Unfortunately, the materiality concept makes people to achieve different positions. For this reason, this topic 
should be a priority. I hope that guidance should be more ruled based. 

 

284.  HLB  I think there is little point the Board doing any work on its own, it must be done jointly with IAASB and 
therefore the timing of any project would need to be agreed with both boards. 

 

285.  HKICPA There is not much guidance around the application of materiality in the context of ethics in the existing Code. 
In addition, there have always been questions as to whether the concept of materiality in the Code, and its 
application is different or the same as the accounting standards and the auditing standards. In view of the 
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importance of the concept of materiality to professional accountants in various aspects, we consider that this 
topic is of high importance and urgency and therefore, should be prioritised. 

286.  Individual 1  I agree that this matter should be clarified.  

287.  Individual 2  Worth a review. 

Materiality should not be in the eyes of the beholder but that of the public interest. 

 

288.  Individual 7 Not a priority because materiality and effort/accuracy are two sides of a coin requiring balance. This has little 
to do with ethics 

 

289.  Individual 22 We deem it important that the concept of materiality, related to what really matters for an individual, and their 
family, should deserve broader consideration, so that to assist auditors in resolving ethical dilemmas. 

 

290.  ICAEW The terms materiality and significance reflect slightly different concepts but are both used in the Code, 
sometimes interchangeably. There is some scope for confusion. We believe it to be a reasonably high 
priority to sort this out, though caution against over-complication: detailed definitions will be 
counterproductive. Brief descriptions and consistent application will be appropriate. 

 

291.  ICAS We agree that a broader consideration of how the concept of materiality should be applied in the context of 
the full Code, and not just in relation to NAS, might be needed and might require coordination with the 
IAASB and the IASB. However, given the level of coordination that would be required and the difficulties 
thereof, we are not convinced that this topic should be a priority, unless it was also viewed as such by the 
other boards mentioned. 

 

292.  IFAC SMPC We believe that cooperation with the IAASB should take place when exploring the issue of materiality as a 
whole – not just in the context of specifics listed in the survey paper. There should be a thorough 
consideration of what materiality as well as significance mean, so that a principles-based rather than 
context-driven solution can be developed for the IESBA Code. Such a cooperative project could also 
address the issue of matters falling below materiality thresholds (this may also have an impact on Item B.10 
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dealing with the Breach of the Code), so as to distinguish clearly trivial/ inconsequential matters from others 
in terms of the significance of any impact on an individual professional accountant's ethical behavior. 

A further aspect of materiality that should be considered is that whilst matters may be immaterial when seen 
individually, they are potentially relevant when viewed cumulatively. So far the IESBA has not explored this 
aspect in a more holistic manner. 

293.  IRBA CFAE Our view is that this is a priority project. Without the right level of guidance relating to materiality, the Code is 
left exposed to misinterpretation by users and reader of the Code.  

 

294.  IDW  Priority no. 6: The issue of significance is also relevant in the context of inadvertent breaches of the Code. A 
threshold is needed to identify minor breaches that have no real impact on an individual's ethical behavior. 

We would encourage the IESBA to work with the IAASB on any project on significance. We recommend that 
IESBA seek to not use the term "materiality" (and use "significance" instead) because this would mean that 
there are different meanings of materiality for financial reporting (and hence auditing) and for ethical matters. 

 

295.  ICAIn With respect to India, materiality already has manifestation in the domestic regulations, both with regard to 
materiality in relation to non-assurance services (NAS) provided to certain audit clients, as well as in other 
independence matters e.g. comprehensive definition of "substantial interest" is provided, which is significant, 
since one's eligibility to do audit depends on the absence of substantial interest in the auditee. 

We believe that this topic is important. 

 

296.  IMA We would support further clarity and consistency on this topic, although we wouldn't consider it a top priority.  

297.  JICPA There is the ambiguity of the materiality concept in provisions to be clarified, such as whether the materiality 
in question is actually referring to the one associated with financial statements, what the materiality for 
determining material financial interests should be, what the materiality in evaluating threats should be and 
whether those should be the materiality related to financial statements. 

 

298.  KICPA When providing NAS to audit clients in Korea, the materiality concept should be applied to valuation 
services. However, the relevant uniformed standards have not yet been established, thereby resulting in 
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relying on Big 4's internal guidelines. IESBA's clarified definition on the maternity concept from the 
perspective of the Code would be very much helpful. 

299.  Kreston  This area could be given priority as it is complex in the wider context of the code and is not in my view well 
understood. 

 

300.  MIA We agree with the IESBA's initiatives on the materiality topic. We are of the view that this topic should be 
prioritized. Both 'ethics' and 'materiality' are subjective matters, which people always perceive differently. 

When there is too much room for subjective judgement in evaluating materiality, the purpose of the Code to 
promote high quality ethics may be jeopardized. 

 

301.  M&M Materiality is one of the basic pillar. Always needed to be considered for policy makers.  

302.  MOTI This should be prioritized as there is need for utmost clarity on what constitutes "materiality".  

303.  NGK There should be dual structure of Materiality, a structure for the management (client) & one for the auditor 
firm. While the levels prescribed for the management in general should be lower, the auditor’s level could be 
lower in view of their limited role in the same. Further the structure should recognize the sensitivity of the 
nature of item , viz., materiality of a related party transaction should be lower than that for say unrelated 
party items, similarly management expenses lower than operating expenses, etc., 

 

304.  NZAuASB The NZAuASB supports prioritisation by the IESBA of this topic in its future strategy. 

Guidance on materiality as it relates to the assurance practitioner's consideration of materiality is presented 
in the proposed restructured Code. However, there is no guidance on the consideration of materiality in the 
Code in a context other than in an audit (or review) or other assurance engagement. Accordingly, the 
NZAuASB supports inclusion of materiality as a potential future topic. We strongly recommend that any such 
guidance should include consideration of materiality as it relates to non-financial information. 

 

305.  PJM For God’s sake STOP the Change. It is adding nothing of benefit and adding huge cost. Clearly the people 
involved are not practitioners who have to deal with the consequences. 
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306.  PKF  To define or explain materiality in every context that it may be used will be unnecessarily complicated and 
cumbersome. We suggest that there may well be areas where its meaning and application may benefit from 
guidance, but this should not aim to narrowly define the meaning in each context. 

A "general use" definition based on principles of significance may be useful, with additional guidance where 
considered necessary to explain what factors to consider when deciding whether a matter should be 
considered material in certain contexts. 

We agree that any projects around materiality require co-ordination with the IAASB and IASB as the project 
will not be helpful if it results in a definition/understanding of materiality that conflicts or confuses the 
meaning in the standards produced by these boards. 

This topic should NOT be prioritised. 

 

307.  PwC  We do not believe this should be a priority. We are not aware that the absence of guidance on the use of 
materiality considerations, outside of NAS, is giving rise to practical issues or concerns and there is already 
broad and consistent understanding within at least the forum of firms of how to apply the concept. 

 

308.  QUES I think you are trying to overcomplicating things again with the concept of Materiality  

309.  NBA We would welcome work of IESBA in this area. Any positions taken by IESBA should reflect the public 
interest while realizing that unintended breaches sometimes happen. 

 

310.  SSX Issues regarding to materiality should be clarified, the aspects may need to be considered are as following: 

1. Determine the issues needed to be considered in judging the materiality in non-assurance service. Forms 
and contents are varied in non-assurance service, if principle regulations are set for NAS materiality in the 
new code, it will provide sound guidance and positive meaning to NAS. 

2. As for setting materiality standards for assurance service, I suggest that promote current code according 
to updated auditing technology and business models. For instance, in IT sampling analysis scenario, 
materiality can be reduced appropriately to ensure the quality of assurance service. As for mutual funds in 
CIVs, it may be inappropriate to simply consider total assets when setting materiality. Many factors should 
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be evaluated comprehensively, including amount of entrusted assets, sharing model of administrative fee 
and asset management models. 

311.  SHRF Broader consideration of the Materiality Concept is required  

312.  SAC Agree - a broader concept of what is material is required.  

313.  SAICA We do not believe that this needs to be prioritized as there is adequate guidance provided on the calculation 
of materiality for different companies. Calculation is usually performed by senior person in the audit and the 
head of the audit will be involved in determining the final figure before audit starts. 

 

314.  SAIAL To our opinion, this topic should be prioritized as very important. As far as materiality is a concept closely 
related with professional judgement, and subjective reasonability of the auditor is used, the ethical issues 
are very sensitive. 

 

315.  ROOP Materiality is a concept always subject to discussion and is left to the judgement of professional. There 
should not be any defined code as the materiality for similar business may vary on case to case basis 
depending on volume. There is no independent thought process and the same would act as hindrance to the 
activity proposed to be performed by professional 

 

316.  VHR I have no specific comments but feel this topic should be prioritized.  

317.  WPK No Priority: Materiality is a concept from audit and assurance standards under the governance of IAASB. 

The IESBA Code should primarily look at significance. 

 

B.7: Communication with Those Charged with Governance (TCWG) 

318.  AE We acknowledge that communication with those charged with governance is important given the good 
impact it has on audit quality. It should be encouraged and promoted as best practice, in particular in those 
situations where TCWG are independent from management. 
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Nevertheless, given the diversity of legal frameworks around the world, we do not believe that it is up to 
IESBA to address this topic further in its International Code of Ethics. 

319.  APESB We believe that IESBA first needs to determine the exact scope of the project as there is a related Auditing 
Standard that addresses this topic. Once the scope is determined it will be easier to evaluate the benefits of 
progressing further. Alternatively, IESBA could consider developing guidance on matters to be 
communicated to those charged with governance for non-assurance services and for professional 
accountants in business. 

 

320.  ANSA  There could be methods of disclosure for such engagements in the Annual Report. This can also include 
specific disclosure of TCWG. 

 

321.  ASSIREVI In principle ASSIREVI agrees with the importance of strengthening the Code’s provisions of auditor’s 
communication with Those Charged with Governance both in consideration of the constant evolution of 
governance models used by corporations as well as to respond to the need of an increase in the quality of 
transparency in relation to the compliance with fundamental principles.  

Moreover, we share the consideration expressed in the survey that strengthening those provisions could 
further contribute in making clearer that auditors’ independence is not only a liability of auditors, but also of 
Those Charged with Governance.  

Nonetheless, it should be recalled that in recent years specific provision aimed at governing flows of 
communication between the auditors and Those Charged with Governance have been introduced and 
progressively reinforced also in national legal frameworks. Therefore, it seems important that the Code of 
Ethics clarify that in the case of national requirements governing flows of communication between the 
auditors and Those Charged with Governance, the compliance with such requirements fulfills also the duties 
provided by the Code of Ethics, thereby avoiding the risk that professional accountants have to coordinate 
different requirements.  

Moreover, given the relevant presence of those national provisions safeguarding the area of communication 
between the auditors and Those Charged with Governance, it is considered that this topic should not be a 
significant priority in the IESBA’s strategic plan. 
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322.  ACCA We believe there is a lack of clarity concerning the role of communication with TCWG. A project to further 
explain its role, and when communication is appropriate, would risk undue focus on communication with 
TCWG at the expense of identifying effective safeguards to address threats to compliance with the 
fundamental principles. 

To fully explain the benefits of adequate communication (which is certainly important to support the 
professional accountant's judgement and the exercise of due scepticism) would be a significant project, and 
should be undertaken with caution. (It is possible that such communications are still sometimes seen as a 
substitute for a modified audit report.) We would not anticipate any 'easy wins' in this area, and so we 
suggest that a project concerning communications with TCWG should not be prioritised. 

 

323.  CROWE The content of the Code is weak and dated with regard to communications with TCWG. The Code is out of 
step with certain regulatory and governance frameworks that have gone further than the requirements of the 
Code. The requirements of IAASB's ISAs may also become more demanding as IAASB progresses with the 
reviews of its standards.  

Whilst we have identified what we see as greater priorities, IESBA faces the challenge of being responsible 
for a Code that is out of step with requirements in individual countries or regions (such as the EU). The 
independent standard setter has to remain relevant and therefore a place found in the programme for a 
project to keep communications with TCWG in line with other pronouncements on the subject. 

 

324.  DTT We consider that the current communication provisions in both the Code and ISAs are appropriate and 
sufficient for setting out when and how an auditor is expected to communicate with TCWG. As noted, TCWG 
also have responsibilities for the oversight and independence of the auditor, however it is outside the remit 
of the Code to regulate corporate governance and governments need to lead the way in that respect. Most 
large companies have their own policies and procedures for communications with auditors from a good 
governance perspective and also because of local legislation or standards that may apply to TCWG. We 
consider there may be other ways to raise the profile of the roles and responsibilities of both auditors and 
TCWG, such as outreach and guidance on how auditors and audit committees can work together more 
effectively, without increasing requirements in this area. 

 

325.  Deloitte - Austria Communication with TCWG should be solely placed in ISA 260.  
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326.  EY With respect to communications with TCWG, any initiative by the IESBA to revise the communications 
provisions should be undertaken in conjunction with the IAASB.  In addition, the Board should consider that 
requirements and practice relating to such matters vary between countries and would caution the Board from 
establishing requirements that may be difficult to impose on TCWG who are not subject to the Code.  In 
particular, pre-approval of non-audit services is not a requirement in many countries and may be difficult to 
impose. 

 

327.  EFAA Medium Priority: Frequent and transparent dialogue between PAs and TCWG is to be promoted. While most 
SMEs have same management and TCWG SMPs struggle when auditing subsidiaries whose parent is 
domiciled overseas and decision makers rather are based in the parent than in the subsidiary.  

 

328.  FAR  FAR does not find that this topic needs to be prioritized. This topic seems to relate more to clients than to 
PAs. 

 

329.  FRC  ISA 260, Communication With Those Charged With Governance, requires the auditor to communicate, inter-
alia "all relationships and other matters between the firm, network firms, and the entity that, in the auditor's 
professional judgment, may reasonably be thought to bear on independence" and "the related safeguards 
that have been applied to eliminate identified threats to independence or reduce them to an acceptable 
level". We suggest that the IESBA should amend the Code to reflect this requirement rather than just 
"encouraging" such communication. 

While we agree that in general (and sometimes legally) TCWG have a responsibility to consider, and be 
satisfied with, the independence of their auditor, it should be clear that primary responsibility rests with the 
auditor. 

 

330.  FUND I do believe that communication with TCWG will not promote stakeholder confidence in the audit profession. 
For this reason, this topic should not be prioritized. 

 

331.  HLB  I don't think this project should be prioritised. I do not see a pressing need for it.  

332.  HKICPA We agree that the provisions in relation to communication with those charged with governance (TCWG) 
could be strengthened in order to increase the transparency of the application of fundamental principles and 
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possibly increase the role of TCWG in the context of approving the provision of non-assurance services to 
audit clients. However, we think that the existing requirements in relation to TCWG are still largely 
operational, and therefore, this topic is not as urgent as the other topics that we classify as high priority. 

333.  Individual 1 I agree that strengthening the communication provisions should be prioritized.  

334.  Individual 2 Not a priority. covered in other areas  

335.  Individual 22 We think it is of utmost importance that ethics is not only considered a responsibility of an individual auditor, 
but also a responsibility of the entity they work for. To this end, we are in favour of considering ethics a joint 
responsibility. 

 

336.  ICAEW Communication with TCWG is not a safeguard in itself and is therefore a transparency add-on rather than an 
integral part of the principles based threats and safeguards approach. There is a risk that adding ever more 
information to that which needs to be communicated to TCWG will detract from their ability to operate 
effectively. In our opinion such communication is already referred to adequately in the Code. 

 

337.  ICAS We believe that those charged with governance play a key role in the proper functioning of businesses. 

That said, we are not convinced that the IESBA Code is the best medium to promote the types of best 
practice corporate governance procedures that have become the norm in certain jurisdictions. We therefore 
remain to be convinced that this project should be prioritised.  

 

338.  IFAC SMPC We do not consider the topic as a priority from an SMP/SME perspective.   

339.  IRBA CFAE 

 
We would support a project that considers increased transparency, especially in relation to NAS. It should be 
emphasized that the independence of an auditor is not only dependent on the auditor, but also on TCWG who 
are responsible for the appointment of auditors. 

 

340.  IDW  No immediate priority: We believe other projects demand higher priorities at this time. In the EU, recent 
changes have addressed the auditor's overall communication with audit committees etc. The ISAs also 
require specific communication regarding auditor independence in certain circumstances. 
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341.  ICAIn ESB  TCWG should consider the issue of independence in approving NAS provided to audit client. The TCWG 
may also evaluate the independence criteria over and above the prescribed in the particular circumstances.  

 

342.  IMA The main point that resonates with us here is that those charged with governance should strive for high 
levels of strong communications so as to bring about greater transparency. 

 

343.  Kreston  Strengthening communication provisions would help with transparency. If communication is widened it would 
seem reasonable for TCWG to approve the provision of NAS as this would formalize the decision making 
process and clarify responsibilities. 

 

344.  MIA We agree with the IESBA's initiative on this topic. This topic should be prioritized as the role of those 
charged with governance is very important to ensure the professional ethics of accountants. 

 

345.  NGK  There also needs to be a feedback mechanism with the larger stakeholders, viz., minority shareholders, 
employees, etc., on the actual or perceived independence of the auditors. Further the channel of 
communication between such groups & auditors should be open which is normally not so. This shall ensure 
that auditors wider their interaction beyond an elite or restricted group of board of directors 

 

346.  NZAuASB The NZAuASB does not view communication with those charged with governance as a priority for the 
IESBA. The International Standards on Auditing already contain robust communication requirements 
regarding independence, which also addresses the fundamental principles of objectivity and integrity. 

 

347.  PJM For God’s sake STOP the Change. It is adding nothing of benefit and adding huge cost. Clearly the people 
involved are not practitioners who have to deal with the consequences. 

 

348.  PKF  With the amendments to the International Auditing Standards, there has been an increased focus on 
communication with those charged with governance and management. We believe there are more critical 
areas for the IESBA to consider. 

This topic should NOT be prioritised. 
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349.  PwC   We believe that further guidance on the types of issues and matters that should generally be discussed with 
audit committees might be helpful, including the form and timing of such communications. 

The Board should be mindful that this is a code for professional accountants, at least in terms of 
independence analysis, and that it has no jurisdiction over any approvals that might be required of TCWG in 
this context - that is a matter for local law and regulations related to corporate governance or independence 
related standards established by the relevant regulator. 

It could be helpful, however, to add application material in Part 2 of the Code dealing with the PAIB's 
responsibilities in acquiring and overseeing the provision of services (assurance or otherwise) to the entity 
(recognizing the limitation that TCWG may not be professional accountants and therefore not subject to the 
code). 

 

350.  SSX Issues may be clarified in extant Code are listed below: 

1. Specific contents to communication with TCWG. It is suggested to define mandatory provision of some 
communication contents. For example, the time and specific subjects of communication, how auditors 
recognize situations and processes that could threat independence, what measures and results auditors 
make for maintain independence in threatened situation, what remedy will be conducted when 
independence is undermined. If the communication contents are mandatory conducted, it will be beneficial 
for auditors to conduct minimum standard of communication with TCWG, and to ensure the comply of the 
Code conducted effectively. 

2. When auditors provide assurance and non-assurance service simultaneously, explanation of isolation of 
assurance and non-assurance service should be included, in order to improve transparency of auditing. 

 

351.  SAICA We don't believe that this need to be prioritized as we are not aware of issues raised with regards to 
Communication with Those Charged with Governance 

 

352.  SAIAL The concept of passive corruption can be considered. Passive corruption is related with the joint 
responsibility between auditors and the auditees. 
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353.  VKA Two way communication between the auditor and TCWG should be encouraged to cover not only financial 
but matters of Corporate Governance as well. In case of vested blockage of such communication, 
mechanism for direct communication of concerns by auditors to all stakeholders be developed. 

 

354.  VHR Auditors alone cannot safeguard auditor's independence. It should be a joint responsibility with TCWG.  

355.  WPK No Priority: Though we believe that a frequent and transparent dialogue between PAs and TCWG is to be 
promoted, we do not think that this subject falls within the IESBA mandate. It is primarily a subject for 
national legislation on company law. 

 

B.8: Documentation 

356.  AE In the independence section, there are some requirements to document. Documentation is an important means 
used by the auditors to demonstrate how professional judgement has been exercised. In this respect, the 
requirement to document is acceptable in terms of independence standards. 

Furthermore, documentation plays an important role in the PA's own interest and, where applicable, should 
therefore be encouraged. IESBA should, however, not introduce new documentation requirements such 
requirements may not be in line with a principle based Code and will not be applicable to the compliance with 
the fundamental principles (for instance integrity) as these do not provide room for documentation. 

 

357.  APESB APESB is supportive of IESBA's intent to develop requirements for documentation for ethical conflict 
resolutions as well as for professional accountants in business. 

APESB has issued non-assurance service standards that deal professional and ethical considerations for 
different services such as taxation, valuation, forensic accounting and due diligence committees. Some of 
these specialised standards are also applicable to professional accountants in business. Where there is a 
requirement, it is expected that the professional accountant documents how they satisfied that requirement 
in the standard irrespective of whether they are in public practice or in business. 

From an Australian perspective, given the existing APESB standards addressing various non-assurance 
services and professional activities undertaken by professional accountants in business, this is a low priority 
project. 
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358.  AGA It should be prioritized.  

359.  ANSA  It may be worthwhile considering certain minimal documentation requirements, the formats of which could be 
annexed to the Code. 

 

360.  ASSIREVI In our view this topic should not be prioritized. We do not have any comments.  

361.  ACCA A professional accountant faced with an ethical dilemma is required to use the conceptual framework in 
determining whether adequate safeguards have been put in place to protect the fundamental ethical 
principles. Without sufficient documentation, compliance with the Code may not be apparent. A professional 
accountant must be seen to comply with the fundamental principles, and so it is reasonable to regard 
adequate documentation as a sensible measure to be able to demonstrate compliance. Conversely, 
inadequate documentation may impact the reputation of the professional accountant and even the 
profession. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect adequate documentation without it being a specific 
requirement. 

We do not believe that documentation requirements should be extended within the Code. However, there 
would be some advantages in explaining in guidance how adequate documentation will safeguard the 
interests of professional accountants. Not only does it act as a defence against allegations that adequate 
safeguards have not been implemented; it also provides a mechanism for the professional accountant to 
review (more objectively) how affectively the conceptual framework has been applied. In view of the potential 
'easy wins' in this area, we believe that this initiative should be prioritised.  

 

362.  BDRS  Need to be Prioritized   

363.  CPAC It was noted that this is an area by which the enforceability of the IESBA Code may be improved and this 
may result in greater adoptability. 

 

364.  CROWE We note the discussion above and acknowledge that documentation is an important area. However, IESBA's 
resources are finite and much of the discussion is pointing to location and presentation of material within 
existing texts. Realistically, documentation should receive a lower priority at this time. 
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365.  DTT We would stipulate that documentation is a quality control rather than an ethical issue, and therefore we do 
not support increasing documentation requirements in the Code. While documentation can certainly 
demonstrate the process that was undertaken to apply professional judgment and conclude on a matter, we 
consider that it is very important to be clear that a lack of documentation does not change those ethical 
outcomes or conclusions, nor create an ethical breach. We would not support the removal of such a 
statement nor consider that adding more documentation requirements should be established, such as 
placing documentation requirements on PIABs. Further if it is determined that documentation requirements 
need revaluation then we consider that overarching documentation principles would be better addressed by 
ISQC1. 

 

366.  Deloitte - Austria Documentation on this topic should be mandatory   

367.  EN Documentation of the identification and resolution of ethics issues should be robust.  

368.  EY We consider the existing documentation requirements for auditors to be well balanced and in line with the 
documentation requirements of the ISAs.  We do not believe documentation requirements are necessary for 
assessments of circumstances that fall under other parts of the Code unless they relate to an audit client 
(e.g. a conflict of interest).     

We agree that independence documentation should be of a standard that would enable another professional 
to understand the judgments made, and the reasoning supporting those judgments.  Such should be implied 
from the documentation requirements contained in the ISAs.  However, it would be appropriate to state this 
also in the Code.  We do not believe there is any merit to eliminating the sentence "a lack of documentation 
does not determine whether a firm has considered a particular matter or whether it is independent" but 
would not object to clarification of the intent of such wording.  Accounting firms are required to have policies 
and procedures that are designed to ensure that accountants comply with ethical requirements.  

We do not believe it necessary that a circumstance that is clearly permitted under a policy be documented 
as such on every occasion that it occurs.  The current requirement of requiring documentation appears to be 
adequate.  This requires documentation when (a) the assessment requires safeguards to reduce a threat to 
an acceptable level or (b) when significant analysis is required to determine whether safeguards are 
necessary. 
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369.  EFAA Low Priority: A general documentation requirement would be contradictory to a principles' based Code.   

370.  FAR FAR does not find that documentation is a matter that the IESBA needs to prioritize. There should be no 
documentation requirement in the Code. 

 

371.  FRC Having regard to the extant documentation requirements in both the Code and ISAs we do not consider this 
to be a topic that need be prioritized. 

However, we observe there are many instances in the Code where the professional accountant is 
"encouraged" rather than required to document matters. This is unhelpful as expectations are not made 
clear. If there are circumstances where IESBA believes documentation should be produced it should 
establish a requirement to that effect. If documentation is not essential but could be helpful, the IESBA could 
better present that and explain why such documentation could be helpful. 

The statement within the Code that "a lack of documentation does not determine whether a firm has 
considered a particular matter or whether it is independent" appears defensive and we agree that it could be 
taken to undermine the documentation requirements and their enforceability. We suggest that it would be 
better to emphasize the statement that "Documentation provides evidence of the firm's judgments when 
forming conclusions …" 

 

372.  FUND The real issue is not documentation. It is behind documentation. Documentation is encouraged and making 
it as a requirement will not improve the situation. More documentation requirements will not solve real 
issues. This topic should not be a priority. 

 

373.  HLB  I think it is very important that documentation requirements should be spelled out and this should be a 
priority area. 

 

374.  HMT  It is good enough.   

375.  HKICPA We agree that the documentation requirements and related application materials in the Code could be 
revisited especially in the context of the suggestions raised above. Despite this, we are not aware of any 
significant issues around the documentation requirements in our jurisdiction. In light of this and the relative 
importance and urgency of other topics, we consider that this topic is not a high priority. 
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376.  Individual 5  Audit of Documentation used, through peer reviews, should be prioritized.   

377.  Individual 7 Whether the application material that encourages documentation with respect to ethical conflict resolution 
(extant paragraph 100.22) should be elevated to a requirement. Prioritise and elevate to requirement 

 

378.  Individual 22 We think that documentation regarding ethical conflict resolution should be considered a requirement and 
not just guidance. So, the issue should be prioritised, and dealt with in a way that enables other 
professionals to understand the judgements made. 

It should be also included as an element of safeguards in the work environment (see also comments in 
Section E). 

 

379.  ICAEW We do not believe that the Code should be directly concerned with monitoring and enforcement. It is and 
should be about ethical behaviour. The current general line that documentation is encouraged in the 
accountant's own interest and to facilitate thought, is an appropriate one. Tightening up on documentation is 
a regulatory issue, not one for the IESBA Code. 

 

380.  ICAS ICAS believes that this is a topic that IESBA should prioritise. The IESBA Code currently only "encourages" 
professional accountants to document matters. We are not convinced that this is deemed to be sufficient by 
stakeholders. Behaviour is generally questioned some considerable time after the event and it can therefore 
be very difficult for individuals to recollect what exactly they did, or did not do, in a certain situation. 
Documentation can help explain how a decision was made at the time. Further, the actual process of writing 
something down can help with the formulation of a judgement. Whilst we appreciate that one must be careful 
not to overly burden the professional accountant with documentation, given the nature of today's society we 
believe that this is an area worth exploring. We also note that various respondents to the Structure of the 
Code project highlighted specific matters in relation to documentation that need to be appropriately 
considered. 

 

381.  IFAC SMPC We do not consider the topic as a priority from an SMP/SME perspective.  
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382.  IRBA CFAE 

 
This is very topical issue. The Code does not appear to be clear enough on this pertinent issue. The IRBA 
Public Inspections Reports notes many audit findings, rooted in a lack of documentation or proof of 
consideration of ethical implications. 

 

383.  IDW  No immediate priority: We believe other projects demand higher priorities at this time. We accept that a 
requirement to document is warranted for compliance with the Code's independence standards. However, 
any increase in documentation requirements is associated with a significant increase in work effort for 
professional accountants and would need to be justified from a cost: benefit perspective. We have not 
identified any pressing need for requirements in further areas of the Code or compliance with other 
fundamental principles. 

 

384.  ICPAU Documentation is useful evidence of the steps taken by a PA in applying requirements of the Code. 
Documentation requirement should be enhanced to be of such a standard that another PA would 
understand the judgment. 

 

385.  ICAIn  ESB We think documentation is an important tool to ensure transparency in the contemporary world, and defend 
against accusations of impropriety. Accordingly, it seems that going ahead with this proposal will be useful. 

 

386.  KICPA Documentation requirements on safeguards accounting firms apply in relation with independence are 
necessary, but further discussion should be made into to which extent the requirements are demanded. In 
addition, the review on whether to demand the same level of documentation requirements to both PIEs, 
including listed entities, and non-PIEs would be needed as well. 

 

387.  Kreston  Clarification of documentation should be prioritized. It is frequently difficult, when performing reviews, to 
establish that proposed safeguards have been implemented as proposed. 

 

388.  MIA We do not have additional comments on this topic. We are of the view that this topic should be prioritized. 

Due to rapid change and development in technology and business, ethics are at higher risk and gaining 
more attention from the public. Sufficient and appropriate documentation is necessary to demonstrate that 
the professional accountants comply with the high-quality ethical standards. 
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389.  M&M Excess is harmful. Reasonability should be there to reduce time and cost   

390.  NGK  Documentation is observed more in form than in substance, thanks to its codification. While codification is 
necessary, that should set only the minimum expected level. 

 

391.  NZAuASB The NZAuASB supports prioritisation by the IESBA of this topic in its future strategy. From a regulator 
perspective, inadequate documentation on how independence is considered and met is a key issue. 

Areas that may benefit from further discussion are documentation of the assurance practitioner's 
consideration of threats to independence, including the application of professional judgement and ethical 
conflict resolution. 

 

392.  PJM For God’s sake STOP the Change. It is adding nothing of benefit and adding huge cost. Clearly the people 
involved are not practitioners who have to deal with the consequences. 

 

393.  PKF  Guidance on documentation will certainly be welcomed to promote adequate and consistent documentation. 
Whether enhancements take the form of guidance or requirements should be very carefully considered, as 
onerous requirements may have unintended consequences or lead to regulator overreaction or reach, as 
often happens. In summary, we consider this an important area, though the exact nature of additions to the 
Code need to be considered with great care. 

This topic should be prioritized. 

 

394.  PwC  While we concur that a holistic review of the approach to documentation may be appropriate, we caution the 
Board against establishing specific documentation requirements in a code of ethics. The code should 
influence ethical behavior, not documentation. Each firm or individual should continue to use professional 
judgement to establish what is appropriate documentation of fact/decisions etc. recognizing that they may be 
subject to subsequent review and questioning. Documentation as regards audit matters should remain the 
purview of the ISA. 

Firms will, not least for effective risk management, set their own policies and practices regarding adequacy 
of documentation, for example in the case of an evaluation of actual or potential conflicts of interest. 

We do not believe this should be a priority. 
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395.  NBA Although this is not a burning issue in the Netherlands given the fact that for PIES all NAS other than 
assurance and agreed upon procedures are forbidden, we do support a strong role for those charged with 
governance in safeguarding the independence of auditors. 

 

396.  RSM  We are supportive of the Board providing further useful guidance for professional accountants in this area.  

397.  SSX 1. As independence is significant for providing service fairly and subjectively, recording conflict of interest in 
document should be required in non-assurance service. When providing NAS to listed companies, the 
minimum requirements of independence documentation should follow the assurance service requirements. 

2. Documentation includes working plan, working implementation, collected evidence and conclusion after 
work. Independence and conflicts of interests should be taken into account comprehensively when 
undertaking projects and conducting service, the evaluation should also be recorded. 

 

398.  SAICA This needs to be prioritised as documentation is an essential element of engagement quality. Although 
documentation alone does not guarantee quality, the process of preparing sufficient and appropriate 
documentation contributes to the quality of an audit or other services being provided. 

Documentation is the only way professional accountants can prove to outsiders that an effective 
engagement was performed as agreed. There are a number of areas of the Code like documenting the 
conceptual framework and professional judgement considerations where new guidance with practical 
application material would add value. 

 

399.  SAIAL This topic should be prioritized. It should consider also ethical issues related to the risk of misusing the 
concept of documentation. 

 

400.  ROOP Documentation should be encouraged as it would stand as evidence and also substantiate the areas 
covered by the professionals and work performed. 

 

401.  VHR Those charged with governance should be equally responsible for documentation.  

402.  WOL I firmly believe Documentation should be made standard and made public if need arises in specific cases.  
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403.  WPK No Priority: Whilst a requirement to document is warranted where it comes to independence standards, and 
whilst documentation should be encouraged for specific situations like those already addressed in the extant 
Code, a general documentation requirement with regard to the Code and its fundamental principles would be 
contradictory to the overall approach of a principles based Code. 

 

B.9: Familiarity Threat in Relation to Extant Part C 

404.  AE The restructured Code covers this matter sufficiently; hence there is no need for an additional guidance in 
the Code on this issue. 

 

405.  APESB As noted above, in Australia APESB has developed a range of pronouncements that apply to all 
professional accountants whether they are in public practice or in business. Some of these pronouncements 
deal with ethical conflicts in the context of those services. From an Australian perspective, this is a low 
priority project. 

 

406.  ANSA  There has to be clarity in the definition of 'family member'. Also, specific disclosures of the related family 
members in the Annual report and the business or official relationship of them with the company or TCWG 
are required. 

 

407.  ASSIREVI In our view this topic should not be prioritized. We do not have any comments.  

408.  ACCA As a clear threat to the fundamental principles, the issue of familiarity must be adequately explored in a 
number of situations. But this does not necessarily imply the need for application material within the Code. 
For the professional accountant in business, threats may arise through familiarity with colleagues within the 
organisation or relationships with suppliers, customers and others outside the organisation. Although it is 
important to identify these various sources of threats (as examples only), we would not envisage this to be a 
major project. 

 

409.  BDRS  Need to be Prioritized   
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410.  CROWE We question whether issues relating to long association and PIABs are really much of a threat to the public 
interest. IESBA has identified potential projects relating to innovation and technology and change in 
business and service delivery. These deserve greater attention. 

 

411.  DTT Our understanding of the issue that arose from the Long Association project is that the concept was 
introduced of familiarity threats being created as a result of long association with an audit client's operations 
or financial information, while the current definition of a familiarity threat seemingly only contemplates 
familiarity threats created by personal relationships ("long or close relationship with a client or employer"). 
Given this concept is only relevant to the long association provisions in the Independence Standards it would 
not seem appropriate to amend the definition of a "familiarity threat" that applies to the Code as a whole. 
With respect to PAIBs, familiarity threats must by their very nature be evaluated at a different threshold, due 
to fact that an employee, and certainly a long-term employee, will have a long or close relationships with 
their employer, which is appropriate. We consider that the examples currently provided, though limited, are 
appropriate. 

 

412.  EY As this relates to public accountants in business we have no specific comments. However, we continue to 
support the efforts of the IESBA in strengthening the ethical requirements as they relate to professional 
accountants in business. 

 

413.  EFAA Low Priority: There is little if any need to address this topic further in the Code.   

414.  FAR  FAR does not find that this needs to be prioritized.  

415.  FRC We do not consider this to be a topic that need be prioritized unless the IESBA has evidence that there are 
significant issues arising in practice. 

The familiarity threat is of particular relevance to professional accountants providing audit and other 
assurance services where independence is a key consideration. PAIB's need to be objective and act with 
integrity but it is necessary to recognise that they are not independent of their employers. 

 

416.  FUND Familiarity threat definition will include the examples exposed. Further clarification could help.  
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417.  HLB  I think this should be a priority area to move it more in line with professional accountants in practice. I think 
the public would find it confusing to have different standards depending on where an accountant works. 

 

418.  HKICPA We are not aware of any significant issues around familiarity threat in relation to extant Part C in our 
jurisdiction. We consider that this topic is not as important nor urgent as the other topics and therefore, is not 
a priority. 

 

419.  Individual 7 Prioritise. Make existing provisions stringent  

420.  Individual 22 It would be necessary to revisit the concept of "familiarity threat", making it broader by considering the new 
meanings of the notion of "employee", mainly taking into account the new forms of delivering services in 
more fluid ways. 

 

421.  ICAEW One of the strengths of extant Part C is that it remains relatively principles based. The threat is relevant in a 
PAIB context. However, short of recommending that PAIBs change employers every few years (which is 
unlikely to be popular or practical), it is a threat to be borne in mind when undertaking professional judgment, 
rather than extinguished. We do not see that further discussion of the familiarity threat is likely to be helpful 
in the context of PAIBs. 

 

422.  ICAS We are not convinced that this should be a priority topic for IESBA.  

423.  IFAC SMPC We do not consider the topic as a priority from an SMP/SME perspective.   

424.  IRBA CFAE  The IRBA does not adopt Part C of the Code, thus this topic will not be relevant to the IRBA.  

425.  IDW  No immediate priority: We believe other projects demand higher priorities at this time.   

426.  IMA We would support any clarifications of familiarity threats that make it easier for PAIBs to understand and 
apply. The points that resonate with us include the long associations and gift acceptance relative to decision 
making. 

 

427.  MIA We agree with the initiative. We do not have any additional or specific comments on this topic.  
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428.  NGK  Independence is a state of mind. While it is difficult to demonstrate the same, certain important changes 
could be as below: Higher level of fees, Higher level of proportion of fees to the total fees of the auditor, 
Duration of association with the client, change in the procedure of appointment of auditor by the auditee 
itself, arrangement where fees is paid through a contributory common pool rather than by the auditee, etc. 
Such drastic changes are needed rather than minor changes in codes, documentation, standards, etc., 

 

429.  NZAuASB As noted in the response to B5, the NZAuASB's responsibility applies only to professional accountants in 
their role as assurance practitioners and does not extend to professional accountants in business. 

Accordingly, we do not comment on this topic. 

 

430.  PJM  For God’s sake STOP the Change. It is adding nothing of benefit and adding huge cost. Clearly the people 
involved are not practitioners who have to deal with the consequences. 

 

431.  PKF  Although we acknowledge the importance of guidance, where necessary, addressing implementation of 
safeguards to address threats, we do not consider this an immediate priority. PAIBs may need to consider 
familiarity threats in a very large number of situations or arising from different relationships. Addressing all of 
these would be impossible. Examples may be useful, but we believe the Code sufficiently addresses this 
topic. 

This topic should NOT be prioritised. 

 

432.  PwC  We observe that the examples cited above do not clearly give rise to familiarity threats. The first and third 
could be seen as creating a self-interest threat. 

That said, we agree that the extant code lacks application material addressing these types of issues but 
foresee some difficulty in addressing some of the more obvious threats, such as when a PAIB has been 
finance director of the same company for say 10 years (and indeed where self-review may be equally 
relevant) or where a PAIB has been chair of the audit committee for a long period of time. 

We suggest that the Board may wish to reconsider the guidance in Part A of the code in the context of 
familiarity more generally. 

However, we do not believe this should be a priority. 
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433.  SSX In my opinion it is necessary for IESBA to give additional guidance for PAIBs to address familiarity threats. 

Some particular situations that might create familiarity threats should be clearly noted in guidance to serve 
as a reference for PAIBs. Those situations should also be periodically updated to match the ever-changing 
business practice. 

 

434.  SAICA This is an area that may be important given the new NOCLAR standard and the increased scrutiny of PAIB 
that work for organisations where embarrassing self-enrichment schemes were utilised, and people 
seemingly did not act due to being too familiar with guilty parties. 

 

435.  SAIAL May be of such terms: immediate or close family member" or "trivial and inconsequential "should be a clear 
definition, considering different countries experiences and conditions. (in a small country the meaning of 
"close family member is different, because most of the inhabitants are relative to each other) 

 

436.  WPK No Priority: We do not see a need to address this topic further in Part C of the Code.  

B.10: Breach of the Code 

437.  AE See our comment from previous comment letter on structure of the Code (phase 1) and in particular our 
response to question 3: "[…] Regarding R100.4, which corresponds to 100.10 of the extant Code, we 
question the move of this paragraph to the Introduction of the Code. It should be included in section 110 as it 
is a requirement for professional accountants. In addition, this is a good opportunity to introduce a reference 
to actions to stop the breach. Today, the professional accountant is required to address the consequences 
of the breach and determine whether to report the breach, but no specific action must be taken to stop the 
activity that causes the breach." 

When commenting on the structure of the Code (phase 1), we identified a need to adapt R100.4 and to 
include a reference to actions to stop the breach as it was evident that this was missing. We thought that it 
was a good opportunity to adapt the text in a meaningful way. Except of this adaptation, we do not think that 
this deserves a wider project for IESBA. 
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438.  APESB APESB agrees that it would be useful for the code to have application guidance on how to deal with 
breaches of the Code that occur in respect of non-assurance services and for professional accountants in 
business. We believe that this project should be assigned a classification of medium priority. 

 

439.  ASSIREVI ASSIREVI supports the need to clarify that the non-independence breach needs to be terminated. We do 
not support the need to eliminate the optionality of reporting breaches to a professional body or regulator. 
Such a requirement may conflict with established practice and protocol in an individual jurisdiction and 
should be left to regulators.  

The Code of Ethics rules regarding breaches have been in place for three years and our experience is that 
the provisions function appropriately. 

 

440.  ACCA We believe this should be a priority. Currently, if a professional accountant identifies a breach of the Code 
(including a breach by that professional accountant), he or she is required to take prompt action to 
'satisfactorily address the consequences of the breach', and to 'determine whether to report the breach' as 
appropriate. Therefore, it appears that current guidance on what action to take is inadequate. Questions 
remain concerning such matters as: 

• the extent to which the professional accountant is expected to investigate the breach (or suspected 
breach) 

• how to evaluate the significance of the breach 
• the responsibility of the professional accountant to stop a breach or address the source of a potential 

breach  
• the extent to which these matters should be documented. 

Generally, we believe there should be little or no optionality in this area. 

 

441.  Individual 3  Yes. Always Breach of code has its impact and implications. Any breach of report affect the independence of 
the Professional. 

 

442.  CPAC It was felt that there may be good public interest reasons for considering this topic. However, a broader 
description or scoping would be needed in order to further assess the topic and make an evaluation. 
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443.  CROWE The matters identified are essentially presentational and may not require a particularly demanding or time 
consuming project. Whilst this matter needs to be discussed, there does not seem to be a particular need for 
urgency. Matters like this can be placed on the agenda, as and when there is time to discuss them and 
submit them to due process. 

 

444.  DTT We do not consider the first topic warrants a new standard-setting project. The guidance provided on 
breaches outside of independence breaches seems sufficient and we question the need to amend the Code 
merely to state that an accountant should stop an activity that caused a breach, when the Code already 
requires a PA to address the consequences of a breach. 

We do not think enough time has passed for the Board to re-open issues that were exposed for comment 
and due consideration of the public interest at the time the breaches provisions were developed, including 
the question of whether a breach should be reported to a regulator. We suggest instead that the Board first 
undertake a more holistic post-implementation review of the breaches provisions and evaluate whether they 
have accomplished the intended objective, including consideration of the various breach reporting already 
required by legislation and/or regulation. 

 

445.  EN This should definitely be examined.  

446.  EY We agree with the need to clarify that a breach of the Code relating to a non-independence matter needs to 
be terminated.   

We do not support the need to eliminate the optionality of reporting breaches to a professional body or 
regulator.  Such a requirement may conflict with established practice and protocol in an individual jurisdiction 
and should be left to regulators to mandate.   

The provisions regarding breaches have been in place for three years and our experience is that the 
provisions function appropriately. 

 

447.  EFAA Low Priority: There is little if any need to address this topic in the Code.  

448.  FAR FAR finds that optionality should not be eliminated. Guidance as to actions to stop the breach would be 
useful. How can a breach be mended? This should be a prioritized topic. 
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449.  FAOA Missing guidance might lead to different results and therefore reduce acceptability of the code. The FAOA 
supports the initiative to issue further guidance on how to address breaches, including the activity that 
caused the breach. 

 

450.  FRC This is a topic that should be prioritized. Guidance on how to deal with breaches of the Code is important. 

Further, with regard to reporting breaches, a professional accountant should always do so where there is a 
legal or regulatory requirement. In other circumstances we would expect a professional accountant to report 
a breach to an appropriate authority when it is in the public interest to do so unless prohibited by law or 
regulation. 

When to report to others should also be covered and the extent to which this may need to be mandated 
should be considered. 

 

451.  FUND Standard setters need orientation on how to address the consequences of a breach and actions to stop the 
breach. They also require a path to make these actions mandatory. This topic should be a priority. 

 

452.  HLB  I think this is an important area and should focus on eliminating any optionality on reporting a breach.  

453.  HKICPA We are not aware of any significant issues in relation to this topic in our jurisdiction. We consider that this 
topic is not as important nor urgent as the other topics and therefore, is not a priority. 

 

454.  Individual 1 I agree that guidance would be helpful and that the optionality of reporting should be eliminated.  

455.  Individual 7 Priority  

Eliminating any optionality as to whether a PA has to report a breach to, for example, those who might have 
been affected by it, a professional body or a regulator. 

 

456.  Individual 22 It is important to report any breaches, without the option of not doing so. This should also be an element of 
reporting on ethics management and performance. 

 

457.  ICAEW Breaches and the consequences of them are primarily a regulatory matter: the Code should be about the 
ethical behaviour that should be adopted. The Code already includes brief guidance on steps that might be 
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appropriate to mitigate a breach and that is reasonable to avoid over-reaction, but we do not believe further 
time spent on this would be useful. 

From a wider perspective, analysis of root causes of ethical breaches is a topic that give useful pointers to 
how ethical codes should be constructed, and IESBA could usefully contribute to this. 

458.  ICAS Given the importance of this topic we believe it should be a priority for IESBA. 

We have ranked this topic sixth in our list of proposed priorities for IESBA. We would highlight that we would 
also rank two other projects with the same level of importance as this one but are not able to do so in the 
scoring table. Those projects are B.3 and B.11. 

 

459.  IFAC SMPC As noted in our response to B.6 Materiality, IESBA could consider whether to more fully address the 
consequences of breaches of the Code, together with looking to develop a threshold to identify inadvertent 
minor breaches that by their nature and relative insignificance would not actually be deemed to impact an 
accountant's compliance with the fundamental principles. 

 

460.  IRBA CFAE This is a regulatory issue and should not be dealt with by the IESBA.  

461.  IDW Priority no. 5: The IESBA ought to deal with specific aspects of this theme, in particular, a realistic 
consideration of materiality or significance (see our comments on B6) so as to allow recognition that an 
minor and inadvertent breach may have no real impact on a professional accountant's adherence to the 
fundamental principles.  

 

462.  ICAIn ESB We are agreeable with this.  

463.  Kreston  These requirements would appear logical and in the spirit of the code and it would be sensible to include 
them in the code for consistency and completeness. 

 

464.  MIA We agree with the initiative. We do not have any additional or specific comments on this topic.  

465.  NGK Breaches need to be reported & association ceased, further this needs to be shared with all stakeholders 
rather than just a regulators & the board of directors 
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466.  NZAuASB The NZAuASB does not consider this topic to be within the 6 highest priorities of potential future priorities. 

We note the specific matters raised and acknowledge that the Code would be strengthened by consideration 
of those matters. However, we are not aware of any recent failures that may indicate that the Code, as 
drafted, is not working appropriately. 

Should the IESBA decide to prioritise this topic in its future strategy, we urge it to consider the consistency 
within the Code, particularly the inter-play between breaches of the Code by the professional accountant and 
breaches of laws and regulations. For example, the NOCLAR provisions do not require the professional 
accountant to report a breach; rather, they provide the professional accountant with the right to report the 
breach. (Addressing this consistency could also be useful in the post-implementation review of the NOCLAR 
provisions, especially given the difficulties being encountered in some jurisdictions in giving effect to those 
provisions, as discussed at the National Standard Setters meeting.) 

 

467.  PJM For God’s sake STOP the Change. It is adding nothing of benefit and adding huge cost. Clearly the people 
involved are not practitioners who have to deal with the consequences. 

 

468.  PKF  This topic is critically important, both in order to maintain and enhance the reputation of the profession, and 
to improve the effectiveness of the Code. 

We do not believe however that eliminating optionality for reporting is a suitable solution. This will surely 
depend on significance, as well as the nature, intent and consequences of the breach. 

Guidance on the following is also welcomed: 

1. Protocols that the PA can implement to detect breaches of the Code. 

2. The extent that PA would need to perform an investigation. 

3. The extent of documentation required. 

4. The circumstances that will lead to reporting the breach to an authority or a regulatory body. 

This topic should be prioritised. 
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469.  PwC  We believe that the guidance in the code today is appropriate and we see no need for further consideration 
of this material which was established fairly recently after following due process. We do not believe this 
should be a priority. 

 

470.  QUES No, the regulators are already over regulating. 

Only if the breach of the code is material or there must be some kind of threshold when the breach should 
be reported to the regulator. 

 

471.  NBA We feel that it is important to have requirements in place that support the public interest and thus are tough 
on professional accountants that breach the code and at the same time have reasonable provisions in 
unintended situations where rejecting from a professional service is not in the public interest. 

 

472.  SSX My views about this topic are as followings: 

1. The guidance on whom to report breaches and on how to stop the activity that caused the breach when 
PAs encountered should be clearly listed for guidance and reference. 

2. Eliminating optionality as to whether PAs have to report breaches when PAs are engaging business 
related with public listed companies (PLCs) and public interest entities (PIEs). (e.g., PAs are compulsively 
required to report breaches to the body according to the guidance when they engaging in a PLC or PIE 
business.) 

3. Maintaining the optionality as to whether a PA has to report a breach when PA engaging non-PLC and 
non-PIE businesses. 

 

473.  SHRF Breaches must be punishable  

474.  SAC Agree on the need for guidance, but no further comment.   

475.  SLAASMB  More guidance will facilitate the individual PAs as well as member bodies. Accordingly, suggest as a high 
priority topic 
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476.  SAICA We do not believe that this need to be prioritized as we assume that issues raised with regards to breach of 
the Code are more of a regulatory nature and are dealt with by the relevant accounting body / regulator. 

 

477.  SAIAL This topic should be prioritized as high importance because it increases the awareness about the 
consequences of breaching the Code. It is considered both as a tool to sanction the wrong act as well as 
preventive measure to draw the attention about the consequences of breaching the Code. 

 

478.  VKA There should be formal procedures for PAs to compulsorily seek guidance and report to professional 
governing warranties, where warranted 

 

479.  ROOP Stringent measures should be adopted since we are in a statutory/fiduciary position and we are answerable 
to the third party which can be govt, banks, investors though we are engaged by entity and paid by entity. 

 

480.  VHR Guidelines may be issued to stop the particular activity that caused a breach of the Code.  

481.  WOL Yes it should be done.   

B.11: Definitions and Descriptions of Terms 

482.  AE The alignment with the other standard-setting boards – and in particular with the IAASB – in terms of 
terminology would be useful. We refer to our comment on materiality in this regard. 

 

483.  APESB We strongly support the view that the standard setting boards should have consistent definitions. Generally, 
in Australia, we make our definitions consistent with the definitions issued by the other standards setting 
boards in Australia as this facilitates the application of standards. 

Accordingly, from an Australian perspective, this will be a low priority project.  

 

484.  AGA It should be prioritized  

485.  ASSIREVI In our view this topic should not be prioritized. We do not have any comments.  
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486.  ACCA It is important that terms used within the Code are clearly defined, and it is equally important that terms used 
by the IAASB are clearly understood. We believe that there is also value in gaining greater consistency 
between the definitions across the IFAC Boards, although such a project would not be seen as critical in the 
context of competing priorities. 

We note the feedback highlighted in the survey questionnaire concerning definitions and descriptions in the 
Code that require clarification in any event. This leads us to conclude that a future project around definitions 
and descriptions should be considered to be important, although there are several other projects that should 
take priority. Alternatively, straight-forward improvements to the Code in this respect might be considered 
during the course of the initial review of the restructured Code. 

 

487.  CPAC It was noted that there have been issues noted as the IESBA Code has been reviewed with regards to some 
definitions. For example, audit is defined to include reviews in some parts. This is an important matter in 
terms of usability and adoptability of the IESBA Code. 

 

488.  CROWE There cannot be differences between definitions in the Code and IAASB's standards. There should be a 
medium term project to eliminate these differences. 

 

489.  DTT We support the harmonization, where possible, of the definitions of terms in the Code and terms in the 
IAASB's standards, and support any initiatives that lead to better coordination between IESBA and IAASB. 
However, we do not consider that any of the topics listed in the bullet points have sufficient merit to warrant 
the consideration of new standard setting projects. For example the Code already clearly provides that 
financial interests may be held through an intermediary such as a trust. Further changes to the Code should 
be only be considered if there is sufficient evidence that the current provisions or descriptions are not 
effective. 

 

490.  Deloitte - Austria Definitions and descriptions of terms should be aligned with IAASB's Standards as this causes uncertainty 
and misinterpretations. 

 

491.  EN This merits attention.  
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492.  EY We support initiatives to align the terminology of the Code to the ISAs and to clarify the meaning of the 
above terms contained in the Code. 

 

493.  EFAA Low Priority: There is little if any need to address this topic in the Code.   

494.  FAR FAR has no specific comments, but finds that differences in the definitions of the Standards should be the 
same (and any differences that might be necessary should be highlighted. This should be a prioritized topic 
as it would serve to simplify the application of the Code. 

 

495.  FAOA The FAOA supports further clarification of terms in the Code as well as the harmonization of terms with other 
relevant standard setters (e.g. IAASB). This should contribute to a consistent application of the Code and 
increase a common understanding of terms among relevant stakeholders. 

 

496.  FRC This is a topic that should be prioritized. 

While the IESBA and IAASB are 'independent standard setting Boards' they both fall under the umbrella of 
IFAC. Members of IFAC are expected to support the adoption of pronouncements issued by both the IESBA 
and the IAASB. To avoid risks of misunderstanding, the terms used in the pronouncements of the IESBA 
and IAASB should have the same meaning. This is particularly important for professional accountants 
undertaking audit and other assurance services. 

We strongly recommend that the IESBA and IAASB work together to identify and address all inconsistences 
in the terminology in their pronouncements. 

 

497.  FUND Definitions are now in the code. Further clarification will be an improvement; however, there are other topics 
that have not been defined that should become the priority. 

 

498.  HLB This should be a high prioirty area and these differences elimiated as soon as possible.  

499.  HKICPA We agree with the observations that there are certain differences between the definition of some terms in the 
Code and in the IAASB's standards. There may be a need to reconsider the definitions of certain terms in 
the Code. However, we are not aware of any significant issues arising from the current definitions at the 
moment. Therefore, we consider that this topic is important but not as urgent as other higher priority topics. 
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500.  Individual 2 worth a review, lower priority  

501.  Individual 7 Priority because without clear definitions ethical lines cannot be drawn  

502.  Individual 22 We just have a remark regarding the first bullet. We are in favour of considering a broader concept of the 
term "employee", taking into account the multiple ways of delivering professional services nowadays. 

 

503.  ICAEW This would seem to be a useful tidying up exercise (though should be no more than that). It is useful to have 
consistency between boards (though interaction with IAASB does need to recognise the difference in scope 
of the ISAs and the Code). The project should focus on the substance of meanings rather than overdetailed 
definitions (for example, an 'employee' is clearly intended to be someone who in fact or in substance, works 
for someone else). 

 

504.  ICAS For the purposes of improved consistent application of the Code on a global basis we believe that it should 
be a priority project for IESBA. We envisage that this would encompass the topic highlighted at B.3 in the 
IESBA survey. 

We would rank this topic joint sixth in our list of proposed priorities for IESBA but are not able to do so in the 
scoring table. The other projects that we would give the same ranking to are B.3 and B.10. 

 

505.  IFAC SMPC Certain recent changes to the Code have revealed that the IESBA's decisions have an increasing impact on 
the work of other standard setters, especially the IAASB. Consequently, it is increasingly important for the 
SSBs to align their respective terminology to foster consistent application, where appropriate. From our 
perspective, this is an exercise that should be undertaken before new initiatives or subject-specific work is to 
be considered in the future. 

 

506.  IRBA CFAE The IRBA has recently been asked to clarify the terms Network Firm and Engagement Period. While we would 
like to see clarity in these terms, we do not see this as a stand-alone project. It may appropriately be dealt 
with rather than a standalone project. 

 

507.  IDW  Priority no. 2: Auditors in the many jurisdictions where ISAs are applied are already familiar with the 
terminology used therein and its practical application. From the viewpoint of the Code's the practical 
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application as well as its acceptance going forward, it does not make sense for the IESBA to use the same 
terms as IAASB standards but accord them with different meanings, nor to use different terms for matters 
with the same meaning. Accordingly a joint project between IESBA and the IAASB is essential 

508.  ICAIn ESB We are in agreement with the views given in above background.  

509.  IMA We would support further clarity and consistency in this area. In reviewing the bullets above, we would focus 
on the first - the definition of employee, which may be too limited – and the fourth. The fourth bullet 
references more of a focus on judgment in decision making as opposed to referencing a specific list of 
examples, which we would support. 

 

510.  JICPA This topic should be a comparatively high priority; some existing terms, such as a "related entity," should be 
more clearly defined, while there is a possibility that new terms need to be coined to describe new financial 
products and others including bitcoin. 

 

511.  MIA We agree with this initiative. We do not have any additional or specific comments on this topic.  

512.  NBA We support the need for resolving differences in definitions between the IAASB and IESBA. 

We also support changes in definitions that improve the understandability and readability. 

We support the given priority to this project. 

 

513.  NGK  There needs to be standardized definitions under various codes, statues, guidelines, etc. The definition 
should not be water tight & allow scope for discretion in its application 

 

514.  NZAuASB The NZAuASB has not identified this topic as a top 6 priority for the IESBA. However, as noted below we do 
believe that consistency in the definitions and descriptions used in standards issued by the IFAC standard 
setting boards is important. 

The work of the IESBA and the IAASB complements each other in that the IESBA provides high quality 
ethical standards for professional accountants, including independence requirements for assurance 
engagements. To ensure consistent application of the Code and the standards issued by the IAASB it is 
critical that, to the extent possible, there are consistent definitions and descriptions of terms. This is 
particularly important for those jurisdictions that have adopted both the standards issued by the IAASB and 
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the Code of Ethics, especially where (as in New Zealand) this is the responsibility of a single standard 
setting board, and it will assist in the further adoption and effective implementation of the Code globally. 

515.  PJM For God’s sake STOP the Change. It is adding nothing of benefit and adding huge cost. Clearly the people 
involved are not practitioners who have to deal with the consequences. 

 

516.  PKF We believe that there should be consistency used in common terms used by the various standard setting 
boards, unless the meanings are clearly different (see Materiality discussion earlier). This could however be 
addressed as part of other projects, or as incremental improvements to the Code, and while important, we 
do NOT believe it should be prioritised as a separate project. 

 

517.  PwC  We concur that it would be helpful if the terms used by IAASB and IESBA were consistent and that any 
obvious differences should ideally be resolved. 

However, some of the examples cited above go beyond definitions and deal with important concepts. For 
example the use of the "engagement period" is a key concept in terms of the application of the 
independence provisions. To establish an open-ended concept that the period may extend to a future date, 
after completion of the final audit, would be unworkable and limit the ability of companies to obtain 
professional services, where potentially two or more firms were required to maintain independence. 

Financial interests held through or in a trust are already caught be the definition of an "indirect financial 
interest" in the code. 

Significant due process was followed in determining the application of the "network firm" material in the code 
and we are not aware that this is giving rise to practical issues.  

Accordingly, while we support alignment of terms/definitions used we do not see this as a priority (or indeed 
a project). 

 

518.  SSX In my opinion it is better to unify the definitions of terms in the Code issued by IESBA and IAASB standard in 
order to eliminate misunderstandings and better to implement the Code. 

As to the definition of "employee", besides those staff within the business entity, outsourcing personnel who 
are an indispensable part of business process flow should be covered in the definition of the term 
"employee". (e.g., Bank clerks conduct routine front-desk works for the bank. Some of them may be 
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contracted with a labor dispatching firm and these people should be considered as the employees of the 
bank.) 

The concept of "engagement period" should not be limited to the date of audit report issuance but to the date 
when obligations and liabilities related to the audit report end. 

519.  SAICA We do not believe that this need to be prioritized as we are not aware of issues raised with regards to 
definitions and descriptions of terms. It is always a good idea to achieve convergence if the board has time 
and capacity to address. 

 

520.  ROOP All the above need a change in their definition in line with the current dynamics and spread of activities.  

521.  VHR If matters come to the auditor's attention after the date the audit report is issued, it would be unfair to hold 
the auditor responsible. However, if the matter comes to light after the audit period but before the audit 
report is issued and may have an impact on the financial statements, the auditor should be held responsible. 

 

B.12: Post-implementation Review of the Restructured Code 

522.  AE This strategic objective is very sensible and should be done in a couple of years after effective 
implementation date. 

 

523.  APESB We believe that this is a low priority as the jurisdictions are likely to vary in their implementation of the new 
Code and thus to perform a proper evaluation, firstly a significant number of jurisdictions needs to adopt the 
restructured Code. Potentially IESBA could perform this task to the latter stages of its next strategic period. 

We are strongly of the view that the post-implementation review of the Long Associations provisions should 
have a higher priority than the review of the restructured Code. 

 

524.  ASSIREVI The Association supports the idea of post-implementation review project. As declared in the survey, the 
purpose of the Code of Ethics restructuring project is the improvement of the comprehensibility and the 
usability of the Code of Ethics, facilitating both its effectiveness, its consistent implementation and its 
enforcement. Furthermore, this project should not result into a modification of its substantial content.  
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The post-implementation review project is therefore important in order to verify the achievement of the 
objectives pursued by the IESBA and, in particular, to find the possible undesirable effects on its substantial 
content deriving from the modifications.  

As already pointed out by the Association in previous consultations, the above mentioned project has 
introduced also some substantial modifications to the content of the Code of Ethics.  

In this regard, it should be considered, for instance, the newly introduced definition of a “Reasonable and 
informed third party”, which in our view seems to entail a logical process of evaluation of the threats to 
independence that appears to diverge from the one currently provided by the Code of Ethics. In fact, the 
definition proposed by these modifications lays down that “the Reasonable and informed third party” makes 
its evaluations “weighing all the relevant facts and circumstances that the professional accountant knows, or 
could reasonably be expected to know, at the time that the evaluation is made”. However in the present 
formulation of the Code of Ethics the focus of “the Reasonable and informed third party” is on “all the specific 
facts and circumstances available to the professional accountants at the time”.  

As already mentioned, it is a material modification, in our opinion not shareable, in particular in connection 
with the ex post evaluation of the accountant’s conduct. 

In this regard, we note that the “Reasonable and informed third party” test is aimed at verifying if the 
accountant’s conclusions on the assessment of the threats to independence are at an acceptable level are 
correct.  

According to such view, the test must be based only on the facts and the circumstances known by the 
accountant at the time and, on the contrary, it cannot be based on the facts and the circumstances which 
may theoretically be known to the auditor.  

The same issues have already been raised in connection with the new version of the definition of the 
“acceptable level”. In fact, the proposal under consultations deletes the aside “weighing all the specific facts 
and circumstances available to the professional accountants at the time”.  

Following this new approach, in order to identify what is the acceptable level, the facts and the 
circumstances available to the Reasonable and informed third party in a given moment seem to have no 
more relevance. Therefore, the appreciation of the acceptable level by the Reasonable and informed third 
party would end up to be totally un-linked to benchmark parameters.  
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In the Association’s view, the post implementation review project could represent a suitable occasion for re-
thinking the above mentioned proposed modifications and, in general, for avoiding that, as is the case of the 
above mentioned examples, the change of the present Code results not as a mere restatement for the sake 
of clarity but as a substantial alteration of approach, on whom ASSIREVI underlines its concerns. 

525.  ACCA At this point, based on the published agreed-in-principle text, we believe that there are still vast 
improvements to be made to the restructured Code, and so we see this project as a high priority. 

Nevertheless, we suggest that a period of two years should elapse following the publication of the 
restructured Code before such a project could reasonably commence. This would allow both users of the 
Code and the IESBA to review the Code with a degree of objectivity. 

 

526.  CNCC / CSOEC We believe it is time for the IESBA to “stand back” and launch its implementation review. It should be 
IESBA’s main priority and we, therefore, favour the project of assessing whether the restructured Code has 
effectively met the project’s objectives.  

 

527.  CPAC This was noted as very important and expected as follow-up to the implementation of the restructured IESBA 
Code. 

 

528.  CROWE A post implementation review should be conducted, presumably two or three years after the implementation 
date of the restructured Code. 

 

529.  DTT Post-implementation reviews have not been undertaken previously and must, in our view, be prioritised. 
There is not only the restructured Code to be considered - as mentioned previously, the Board should also 
be undertaking post-implementation reviews of previous significant changes to the Code (such as the 
breaches provisions, NOCLAR, Long Association and non-assurance services provisions) when sufficient 
time has passed. We would recommend that the Board use this information to determine whether additional 
guidance in particular areas are needed. It would also provide the Board with input on possible areas where 
it should concentrate its standard-setting efforts. It would seem important to analyse the efforts of member 
bodies to implement the Code, including the restructured Code, before deciding on further projects or 
changes. 
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530.  EN Given the extent of changes, this should be performed.  

531.  EY We strongly support his initiative and agree that it should be included in the Strategy.  

532.  EFAA High Priority: As with B.1 this should be an important, but normal and ongoing, part of operating and 
maintaining a high-quality Code. Assessment of whether the comprehensive restructuring project achieved 
its objectives (increase usability and understandability of the Code) is required. This review should focus on 
whether or not the Code more accessible, understandable and clear to SMPs. 

 

533.  FAR Even if it is not among the top 6, it is evidently important to review the restruction of the Code once it has 
been implemented. 

 

534.  FRC Given the importance of the restructuring project, we believe a post-implementation review to assess 
whether the restructured Code has effectively met the project's objectives is appropriate. However, it is 
important that professional accountants have had sufficient time to become familiar with the restructured 
Code and identify issues. We suggest such a review could be conducted no earlier than two years after the 
restructured Code has come into effect. It does not, therefore, need to be a priority over the next few years. 

 

535.  FUND Additional time to see implementation issues will not affect the development of new topics not considered in 
the current code. 

 

536.  HLB  I think it is important to have a post implementation review. This should not be too quick if the SMP sector is 
going to be properly represented in the feedback. 

 

537.  HKICPA We consider that it is important that IESBA conducts a post-implementation review to assess whether the 
restructured Code meets the objective of the project but this should be done between two and five years of 
application so that users of the Code are more familiar with the structure. Therefore, we consider that this 
topic is important but not urgent, and should be prioritised for a later date. 

 

538.  Individual 5 Post restructuring, we must look at mandating the implementation of key issues flowing from the work and 
not leave it at the discretion of the local country bodies. 
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539.  Individual 7 Priority. Without post implementation review and adjustments business practicality is not understood  

540.  Individual 22 The assessment of the effectiveness of the revised code is a key issue. As we state in the revised INTOSAI 
CoE - ISSAI 30, "having a Code of Ethics is not enough ...". This means that we should engage in post-
implementation reviews, thus contributing to the updating of the Code on a regular basis. 

 

541.  ICAEW Any significant change to the Code should be subject to a post implementation review and the structure 
project will result in the most significant change for a decade. This is clear a high priority item, though by its 
nature not one which should be undertaken for at least three years. 

 

542.  ICAS Given the importance of this topic we do believe that this project should be a key priority for IESBA. 

We highlighted in our response to the recent Structure of the Code Phase 2 ED that: 

"We appreciate the work done by IESBA in relation to the re-structuring of the Code. However, the 
restructuring process is complex and it is difficult to appropriately review the proposed changes. This may 
have led to matters being inadvertently missed. As such, it is suggested that IESBA devise a process so that 
if significant issues become apparent in the future they can be addressed quickly."  

We therefore believe that a post implementation review is an essential feature of helping to ensure the 
success of this project. 

 

543.  IFAC SMPC In our view, it would be extremely beneficial for the IESBA to perform a post-implementation review of the 
Code. Such a review would inform the IESBA about any practical difficulties experienced in applying the 
provisions, whether unintended consequences have resulted from any specific provisions, and also whether 
specific aspects of the Code are as effective as IESBA had intended it to be. The results of such a review 
would indicate where change is needed to the existing provisions, where further clarification of existing 
provisions is needed and where perhaps the Code is less effective than the Board had intended. 

Besides looking at specific content of the Code, the initiative could be used to obtain information as to the 
global application (i.e. extent of take-up) of the Code. Information differentiating between jurisdictions where 
the Code is applied in its entirety, where there is partial application (and reasons therefor), and full or part 
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transposition into national equivalents etc. All such information would be valuable to the future maintenance 
and development of the Code 

544.  IRBA CFAE This should be a priority issue, however the appropriate timing of this project must be considered. Sufficient 
time must be allowed for auditors and jurisdictions to implement, consider and provide feedback on whether 
the objectives of the restructured Code Project have been met. 

 

545.  IDW  Priority no. 1: From the point of view of the Code's success in terms of practical application, it increasingly 
essential for the IESBA to ensure a stable platform in the immediate future. Thus further changes should not 
be introduced in the immediate future. Other standards setters who have sought to ensure some form of 
moratorium from standard setting have also derived significant benefit from post-implementation reviews in 
the past. The IESBA should take the opportunity after having completed its re-structuring initiative to gauge 
both the ease of application and relative success of the Code, including, in particular, key aspects of the 
Code such as NOCLAR. 

 

546.  ICAIn ESB This topic is certainly of benefit to all, and must be taken on priority. It should focus on all aspects of 
implementation , e.g. understandability of the Code, awareness, chances of more than one interpretations 
etc. 

 

547.  IMA We would support making this a priority, in fact the top priority before taking on new projects. It is always 
desirable to reassess and regroup. 

 

548.  JICPA Many provisions are now under revision. Some of them, however, have been (or are to be) revised under the 
perception that they need improvements, without any sufficient evidence of the existing Code not providing 
enough safeguards (e.g. the revision of a cooling-off period in partner rotation). It is necessary to examine 
the effectiveness of the revision through a post-implementation review of the restructured Code. 

 

549.  Kreston  Reviewing the effectiveness of the restructured code should be a priority as this will inform future 
developments. 

 

550.  MIA We agree with this initiative. It is always important to have post-implementation review to assess the 
effectiveness of the project and get feedback from the project. 
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551.  NBA Although in general we support post implementation reviews, this project won't have much importance for 
us, since we foresee that we will not implement the new structure. 

 

552.  NGK  Post implementation is an important task. This should be based on rating system.   

553.  NZAuASB The NZAuASB has not identified post-implementation review of the restructured Code as a priority for the 
current strategy period. 

While it is important that the IESBA carry out a post-implementation review to facilitate the adoption and 
effective implementation of the Code, the timing of such a review is critical, and the post-implementation 
review should not be carried out too soon following the effective date of the restructured Code. 

The NZAuASB believes that a post implementation review of the NOCLAR and long association provisions is 
of higher priority than the post-implementation review of the restructured Code. 

 

554.  PJM For God’s sake STOP the Change. It is adding nothing of benefit and adding huge cost. Clearly the people 
involved are not practitioners who have to deal with the consequences. 

 

555.  PKF It is important to review the outcome of this project. However, we believe that professional accountants 
should be provided with sufficient time to effectively implement the Code, prior to the review. 

This topic should be prioritised. 

 

556.  PwC We concur with this but question whether it should be framed as a project. We would regard this as a normal 
consequence of the introduction of an important revision to the code. This is something that perhaps staff, in 
conjunction with the compliance committee, could undertake and report to the Board. We would not class 
this as a priority. 

 

557.  SAC Yes, agree.  

558.  SLAASMB  Needs prioritization as it will provide feedback of the restructured code. Further, feedback may provide more 
guidance for future projects 
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559.  SAICA We believe this will be important given the time and resources expended on re writing the code – it should 
not take a lot of time and hopefully there will not be many unintended consequences after the new code is 
adopted at the end of the year. 

 

560.  WPK High Priority: Assessment of whether the comprehensive restructuring project achieved its objectives 
(increase usability and understandability of the Code) is required. 

 

B.13: Meaning of Public Interest in the Global Context 

561.  ACCA Past attempts to define what is 'in the public interest' have encountered difficulty. Even if a generally 
applicable definition could be agreed, this would not necessarily assist with clarifying the meaning of 'public 
interest' within the Code. We believe that the course of action that furthers the public interest is rarely difficult 
to identify, even though it may be difficult or impossible to define. Therefore, while this is an important 
subject, we do not believe that a project to determine the meaning of 'public interest' is a priority. Nor is it a 
project that we would welcome, as there are risks associated with trying to define the 'public interest' (or 
even seeking to explain its meaning) precisely. 

Nevertheless, a project to produce a set of case studies could be explored, which might serve to support our 
suggestion above that the right course of action is rarely difficult to identify. Case studies have been welcomed 
in the past for the purpose of illustrating the operation of the conceptual framework. 

 

562.  AE We agree it may be a subject matter for wider public – for instance for all standard-setting boards, and 
potentially with other stakeholders – but not for the IESBA board on its own. 

 

563.  APESB Given IFAC's previous work on this topic and issue of the 2012 policy paper, it is not clear whether further 
clarity on what is public interest can be developed in the short term. We believe that IESBA's limited 
resources could be spent on other projects and IESBA should only consider this if there is spare capacity.  

If IESBA determines to progress this project then it should be linked with topic 3 as then there will be a 
useful practical application of the concept. 

We consider this project to be a low priority. 
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564.  ANSA  It is important that the accounting professions link and commitment to 'public interest' should be insisted 
upon in the professional accounting education and membership. Currently it is considered as a post 
membership activity of a few. 

 

565.  ASSIREVI In our view this topic should not be prioritized. We do not have any comments.  

566.  CNCC / CSOEC Lastly, in our opinion, some topics must definitely be written off from the IESBA work plan such as Collective 
investment vehicles and Meaning of public interest in the global context because they are either too 
philosophical or not relevant enough for the IESBA Board.  

 

567.  CPAC It was agreed that this is an interesting and compelling topic. However it was also recognized as very broad 
and that it would likely be difficult for IESBA to prioritize this with many other initiatives underway. 

 

568.  CROWE Resolving the meaning of "public interest", whilst important to some stakeholders, is clearly a long term 
ambition. At this time a discussion paper is a way to invite comment and opportunity to initiate a 
conversation with other standard setters. 

 

569.  DTT A thought piece or discussion paper on the meaning of the "public interest" in a global context might be 
useful implementation material, however we do not consider this needs to be prioritised. 

 

570.  EN This will be difficult to resolve globally due to different cultures and longstanding statutes in countries that 
are inconsistent. 

 

571.  EY We support such an initiative. The prior paper published by IFAC on this subject fell short of the mark and 
did not address the implications of the statement "to act in the public interest" particularly when providing 
professional services to a non-audit client. 

 

572.  EFAA Low Priority: While we wish to stress that the sustainability of the SME sector is in the public interest we see 
little value in such a project.  

 

573.  FAR  FAR does not find that this is topic that needs to be prioritized at presence.  
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574.  FRC  This is a topic that should be prioritized. 

As is noted in the Code, a distinguishing mark of the accountancy profession is its acceptance of the 
responsibility to act in the public interest. However, it is important to recognise that the 'public interest' can 
change over time and it would be unhelpful to have a definition that is too rigid. Accordingly, guidance to 
help professional accountants judge when a matter is of public interest is important. While the MG Rover 
case illustrates some issues it is important that this matter is considered widely and further research 
undertaken on the meaning of 'public interest' in the global context. 

 

575.  FUND I think that defining "Public Interest" will not improve the situation of the profession.  

576.  HLB  I think it should be a matter of priority so that there can be no doubt as to what acting in the public interest 
actually means. 

 

577.  HKICPA 'Public interest' is an important concept in the context of the Code. It underpins the fundamental principles 
and the requirements in the Code, e.g. the NOCLAR provisions. However, there are not much guidance in 
the Code about public interest and how it applies to different categories of professional accountants when 
they carry out their roles and duties. Given the significance of the concept in the Code, we consider that it is 
important and urgent to provide sufficient guidance on this topic. Therefore, this topic is of high priority. 

 

578.  Individual 2 Collective project, not just for IEASBA to consider.  

579.  Individual 7 Define public interest in terms of integrity  

580.  Individual 22 The issue of globalisation have gained primary importance nowadays. In this light, it is important to consider 
inequalities and the lack of sustainability of development in various parts of the world that arise from 
business activities. Since the code is of global nature, the global perspective of the public interest should be 
taken into account. 

 

581.  ICAEW This is significant: IESBA spends much time amending detail, but little on the core foundations of the Code. 

We are not suggesting that IESBA should seek to define the public interest but we are aware from our own 
experience (the 'MG Rover disciplinary case) that what the implications of the profession's public interest 
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commitment are for individual accountants, is not entirely clear from the Code. There is scope for something 
like the audit expectation gap to emerge. If misunderstood, the consequences could be very significant. 

582.  ICAS Given our comments in relation to the Structure of the Code Phase 2 ED we believe this is a project that 
should be prioritised by IESBA to seek to provide clarity and consistency to the public interest requirements 
within the Code. These comments are included below. 

"The Public Interest In our response to 'Improving the Structure of the Code of Ethics for Professional 
Accountants – Phase 1' we noted the following: 

"In terms of clarity, it would be a good opportunity to clarify what the professional accountant's 
responsibilities are in relation to the public interest. Some firms and others interpret the current text as if it is 
only the profession as a whole which has a specific responsibility to act in the public interest. However, the 
content of section 300.2 A6 would imply that the responsibility to act in (and not just consider) applies to the 
individual professional accountant i.e. "Leadership of the firm that promotes compliance with the 
fundamental principles and establishes the expectation that professional accountants will act in the public 
interest." 

We note in the 'Agreed in Principle Text – Improving the Structure of the Code of Ethics for Professional 
Accountants – Phase 1 and Proposed Revisions Pertaining to Safeguards in the Code – Phase 1' that the 
sentence above has been amended (now paragraph 300.7 A5) and states the following: 

"Leadership of the firm that promotes compliance with the fundamental principles and establishes the 
expectation that professional accountant assurance team members will act in the public interest.” 

We do not believe that this addresses our point above, and also the fundamental issue that it is not clear 
whether it is only the profession as a whole, rather than the individual professional accountant, which has 
specific responsibility to act in the public interest. 

We further note that in 'Improving the Structure of the Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants – Phase 
2' reference to a professional accountant having "responsibility to act in the public interest" is now stated in 
paragraph 100.1: 

"A distinguishing mark of the accountancy profession is its acceptance of the responsibility to act in the 
public interest. A professional accountant's responsibility is not exclusively to satisfy the needs of an 
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individual client or employing organization. Therefore, the Code contains requirements and application 
material to enable accountants to meet their responsibility to act in the public interest." 

We note that this is also different wording from both the text of paragraph 100.1 of the Extant Code and 
Structure ED 1: 

Paragraph 100.1 Extant Text: 

"A distinguishing mark of the accountancy profession is its acceptance of the responsibility to act in the 
public interest. Therefore, a professional accountant's responsibility is not exclusively to satisfy the needs of 
an individual client or employer. In acting in the public interest, a professional accountant shall observe and 
comply with this Code. If a professional accountant is prohibited from complying with certain parts of this 
Code by law or regulation, the professional accountant shall comply with all other parts of this Code." 

Paragraph 100.1 as per Structure ED 1: "A distinguishing mark of the accountancy profession is its 
acceptance of the responsibility to act in the public interest. A professional accountant's responsibility is not 
exclusively to satisfy the needs of an individual client or employer. Therefore, the Code contains 
requirements and application material for accountants regarding matters that are integral to acting in the 
public interest." 

We also note that in "Improving the Structure of the Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants – Phase 2', 
reference to a professional accountant having a responsibility to act in the public interest is also reiterated in 
the first sentence of paragraph R200.5 A3: "All professional accountants have a responsibility to act in the 
public interest" and in 260.7 A1 "A distinguishing mark of the accountancy profession is its acceptance of the 
responsibility to act in the public interest." 

Therefore, as per our original observation, we believe this would be a good opportunity to clarify in the Code 
what the professional accountant's responsibilities are in relation to the public interest." 

583.  IFAC SMPC This is a very major topic and the lack of a clear definition and common understanding of public interest 
remains an issue as the interpretation of acting in the public interest can be highly subjective. 

In addition, the degree of public interest in the work performed by the profession is not uniform. While there 
is a widespread recognition of the collective contribution of SMEs to the global economy, and hence the 
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sector's high level of public interest, the public interest inherent in any one small practitioner's client base is 
typically much less than that of a large listed company. 

When responding to the IESBA Strategy Survey in March 2013 and in our comment letter in response to the 
IESBA Proposed Strategy and Work Plan 2015-2018, we encouraged the IESBA to prioritize a project on 
guidance on the meaning of public interest in the context of the Code. 

We would support the approach of exploring the topic through the development of a discussion paper and 
the intention to coordinate with the other standard-setting boards, as the relevance of this issue is not 
exclusive to IESBA. 

584.  IRBA CFAE 

 
We would caution the Board from undertaking a project as suggested above. Several attempts have been 
made previously, by the IESBA (https://www.ifac.org/publications-resources/definition-public-interest) and 
several others that have not materialised in a conclusive solution. 

This wide topic may be best explained by practical material, rather than a concrete definition, e.g. practical 
material on how to consider it in each jurisdiction. 

The time and resources may be better spent on a project that has the possibility of being fruitful. 

NOCLAR helped clarify that Public Interest Entity and Public Interest are not related. 

 

585.  IDW  Others, including IFAC, have attempted to explain or define the phenomenon "public interest", but have not 
been entirely successful. Global diversity means there is a range of individually correct but different answers 
to the fundamental questions such as "who are the public?" and "what are their needs?" As the survey points 
out attempting to "solve" this issue is not without contention and also not confined to IESBA Code. As a 
consequence, IESBA is unlikely to be the appropriate body to attempt a project on "public interest". 

 

586.  ICPAU IFAC and all PAOs serve the public interest. Concept of public interest should be clearly articulated and 
highlighted within the fundamental principles in the Code. 

 

587.  ICAIn ESB We are agreeable with this.  
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588.  IMA We would support making this a priority. As you note, it has been difficult to define the concept, and 
becomes even more complex in a global context. It is difficult to hold accountants across the globe to an 
expectation that may not be clear and easy to understand. 

 

589.  JICPA Many questions have been raised as to the concept of "public interest" in the global context, including 
whether its meaning is subject to varying interpretations due to cultural differences, and how to strike a 
balance between costs and benefits. It should be clearly defined, however, what public interest in the global 
context is, since the ethical provisions for the public interest have increased including noncompliance with 
laws and regulations (NOCLAR) provisions. This topic is considered a comparatively high priority. 

 

590.  KICPA The concept of public interest is highly likely to vary from countries and persons. After all, public interest 
cannot be easily generalized, due to its nature related with judgment and value, instead of a fact. 

Considering its significance, however, discussion to which extent the concept is unformed at a global level 
would be necessary from a long term perspective. 

 

591.  MIA We support the IESBA's initiative on this topic. As the main distinguishment of accountancy profession from 
others is the responsibility to act in public interest, it is necessary to further explore the questions around 
'public interest'. 

 

592.  NBA It might be difficult to definite the concept of public interest on a global level, at the same time we can be 
clear in explaining what auditors and other PA's do to support the public. We can also explain why we do 
what we do and how that serves the public interest. This might open a discussion with stakeholders which 
might be more effective than trying to come up with a definition. 

 

593.  NGK  While the existing definition is wide in theory, in practice public interest is confined to the interest of the 
appointing & paying group. Unless this fundamental attribute is modified , the focus will not broaden 

 

594.  NZAuASB The NZAuASB has identified this as an immediate priority, linked to the consideration of Public Interest 
Entity and Listed Entity discussed under question B3. We note that considerable effort has already been 
spent in this area; however, we view this as increasingly important as audits go beyond historical financial 
information. Any initiative in this area will require engagement with those who use the work of auditors. 
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595.  NZOAG The IESBA's role is to serve the public interest by setting high-quality ethics standards for professional 
accountants. Professional accountants who carry out assurance engagements and who report the results of 
their work to the public (auditors) occupy a special position where public trust is an essential prerequisite to 
enable them to function effectively. 

We are not convinced that auditors currently enjoy the trust of the public. Furthermore, we are not convinced 
that the Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants (the Code) establishes the high standards that entitle 
auditors to be regarded as trustworthy in the eyes of the public. The reasons for our opinion have been 
communicated to the IESBA over many years. For example, we refer you to our submission on "Proposed 
Revisions Pertaining to Safeguards in the Code - Phase 1" dated 21 March 2016. 

In our view, the IESBA's priority must be to satisfy itself that the settings in the Code serve the public 
interest, and will continue to do so for the foreseeable future. In carrying out this exercise, the IESBA must 
engage with those who rely on the work of professional accountants and, especially, the work of auditors. It 
is only when the IESBA is completely satisfied that the settings in the Code will instill public trust in the work 
of professional accountants that the IESBA can turn its attention to the implementation of the Code. 

 

596.  PJM For God’s sake STOP the Change. It is adding nothing of benefit and adding huge cost. Clearly the people 
involved are not practitioners who have to deal with the consequences. 

 

597.  PKF Defining the term "public interest" will be extremely difficult. This is of course not enough reason not to 
pursue the project, though we believe there are also risks associated with too narrow or too wide a definition. 
It may be useful to provide guidance explaining what may be considered to be in the public interest. More 
importantly, we recommend that the IESBA monitors developments in this regard as many others have 
identified the need to define or better explain the concept of public interest. 

This topic should NOT be prioritised. 

 

598.  PwC  We concur that this is worthy of further consideration but recognise the difficulties in coming to a clear and 
common view on such very judgmental questions. However, we do not see the concept of the "public 
interest" as a fundamental principle. This is a matter that would require consultation with all the Public 
Interest Standard Setting Boards and indeed the profession as a whole. 
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Given the list of potential projects we could see this as an important initiative that the Board might undertake 
in conjunction with others. 

599.  Shell The adherence or lack of it is posing questions on integrity of the PA when it comes to new release/initiatives 
taken up by the standing governments in a country. For example demonetization in India which was a drastic 
economic trans-formative measure caught some black sheep (PAs in Practice) and in turn asking for a 
tighter regulation or a new body to monitor (overriding the self-disciplinary mechanism by professional 
bodies) which is unfortunate. There is a need to mention these aspects in ethics and compliance and 
do's/dont's by PAs. 

 

600.  SSX Since various situations and cultures exist in different countries, it is difficult to define public interest in a 
global context. It is a challenge for IESBA. 

Different understandings of the public interest contents exist in practice. It's also difficult for auditors to 
define which issues are related to public interest when conducting services. 

In my view, it is better for IESBA to further coordinate with other standard-setting boards in discussing the 
definition of public interest. 

 

601.  SHRF Should be priortised.  

602.  SAC Understanding 'in the public interest' is a difficult concept for aspiring accountants during the IPD, and 
continues to be an issue of uncertainty throughout a professional accountant's career. 

 

603.  SAICA In SAICA's view this is an important topic albeit very difficult to come to an answer. Public interest in various 
countries is also not the same. 

In South Africa we are battling with the concept of public interest as our Companies Act refers to the 
calculation of a public interest score to identify companies that must be audited. There are various views on 
when a company is in the public interest and guidance on that would be helpful. This is also important as the 
Code specifically states that professional accountants act in the public interest. 

This is an area where the board should provide further guidance. 
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604.  VHR Public interest responsibilities should be recognized as the auditor is supposed to be serving the public.  

605.  WPK No Priority: We do not believe this to be within the IESBA mandate.  

Are there any trends, developments or issues not otherwise covered in this section that you would rank in your top six priorities? If 
so, please explain why. 

606.  AE We consider that none of these projects are urgent. We support IESBA for doing a pause to allow proper 
adoption and implementation of the restructured Code. 

 

607.  APESB As noted above, we consider the post-implementation review of the Code to be of medium to low priority. 
However, we are of the view that the revised Long Association provisions need to be considered as soon as 
possible. 

 

608.  ANSA  Important points have been considered. However, a few inputs: 

1. Knowledge Management and Institutional Memory of accounting practice to deliver value. 
2. Approach towards understanding the 'business and business requirements' contexts in engagements. 
3. Constant upgradation and inclusion of research into the professional accounting curricula. 

 

609.  ACCA We are not aware of any further issues that should feature among the top six priorities.  

610.  CPAC It was noted that B8 and B11 below are particularly important to Canada's on-going consideration of the 
IESBA Code and that feedback on these matters has been provided recently in various ED responses. 

 

611.  DTT As we have previously commented, we believe that a substantial share of the Board's activities should be 
directed at seeking wider adoption and implementation of the IESBA's standards and increasing outreach 
with key stakeholders, particularly in respect of the long association provisions. This includes considering 
how it may improve understanding and gain acceptance of the restructured Code by focusing on outreach, 
implementation guidance and other educational materials. The Board should look beyond its current focus 
on standard setting to provide both a period of stability for the Code and also ensure standard setting efforts 
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are guided by the outcomes of post-implementation reviews and evidence that the current provisions are not 
effective. 

612.  EN The inherent lack of independence in both listed and non-listed companies that arises because the auditee 
directly engages and compensates the auditor. I refer you to the writings of Professor Joshua Ronen. 
Joshua Ronen is a professor of accounting at New York University Stern School of Business. This issue 
deals with a longstanding systemic structural defect that, unless straightforwardly resolved, will banish the 
CPA profession to the same standing as the U.S. Ratings agencies that failed so miserably in the Great 
Recession. The auditor should be solely accountable to financial statement users. 

 

613.  EFAA We encourage the IESBA to consider how they can support and complement IFAC activities directed at 
protecting and enhancing the reputation of the profession and its key services including audit, including its 
valuable role in promoting sustainable growth and combating fraud and corruption. EFAA research (see 
http://www.efaa.com/cms/upload/efaa_files/pdf/Publications/Articles/20161221_EFAA_Pressure_Survey.pdf) 
has also revealed that professional accountants are under immense pressure. Professional accountants 
value the opportunity to consult. The IESBA night wish to consider brief guidance to PAOs and local 
regulators on how this can be done cost effectively. 

 

614.  FAR FAR finds that there have been a great number of changes to the Code and the professional accountants 
have a difficult time keeping up with constant new regulations. FAR finds that a topic that should be 
prioritized by the IESBA is a general oversight of the contents of the Code and if some of the regulations 
there are necessary. Could the Code be scaled down? Some regulations in the Code might have a greater 
impact if they were not in the Code but in a separate document. Should there be a Code with a core 
substance where the principal based approach prevails, complemented by other regulatory documents on 
specific topics? 

 

615.  FRC Please refer to the issues we raise in Section C below.  

616.  FUND The reputation of the profession suffers too much when auditors cannot satisfy stakeholders’ expectations. 

These are the only cases that are published. If the profession really can satisfy stakeholders expectations, 
these cases should be published too to overcome those that cause damage to the profession. If the 

 

http://www.efaa.com/cms/upload/efaa_files/pdf/Publications/Articles/20161221_EFAA_Pressure_Survey.pd
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profession cannot satisfy stakeholders’ expectations, a clarification on these expectations should be 
considered. 

617.  Individual 5 Depending on what is defined within culture. I think we must read a broad definition of different cultures and 
how to make the acceptance of global policies across boundaries part of the study. 

 

618.  Individual 7 Parking of illegally earned cross border funds. PA needs to be cognisant of the source of funds.  

619.  ICAS We believe that a project on enablers i.e. the underlying characteristics that enable professional accountants 
to comply with the fundamental principles would fall into this category. 

We would highlight that following consideration of the feedback received to our consultation paper on the 
fundamental principles, ICAS will introduce wording into its Code of Ethics (substantively based on the 
IESBA Code) later this year. This wording in Section 100.5 of the ICAS Code of Ethics will establish that 
"Moral Courage" is an enabler which helps CAs to comply with the fundamental principles. We also believe 
that professional scepticism potentially falls into this category. 

 

620.  IFAC SMPC The SMPC strongly supports the intended pause in any new changes to the Code becoming effective. We 
believe that there is need for IESBA to change its approach and focus its work on projects that will not result 
in further changes to the Code in the near future i.e. primarily fact gathering initiatives coupled with active 
monitoring of developments. 

Keeping up with new regulations and standards has been consistently ranked as one of the top challenges 
facing SMPs in the Global SMP Surveys conducted by IFAC. In some jurisdictions the Code will need to be 
translated (possibly anew), other factors such as updating teaching and CPD material, adapting firm 
methodologies etc. all demand sufficient time if the Code is to be applied in the manner the IESBA intended. 
We therefore welcome the fact that the IESBA itself has specifically acknowledged this in the Survey. 

With the above in mind, we have ranked the top six priorities from an SMP-SME perspective, but would also 
consider prioritizing emerging or newer models of service delivery (B.2), Breach of the Code (B.10) and Tax 
planning and related services (B.5). 

 

621.  IDW  Individual cases of audit failure or the use of aggressive tax strategies have led to a loss of credibility, 
especially for auditors and accountants in public practice. In today's global business environment, the 
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reputational impact on the profession is not restricted to those jurisdictions affected. Whilst it is easy to 
understand the desire of regulators in affected jurisdictions to tighten specific areas and requirements, these 
desires are based on a reaction to national events and circumstances that do not necessarily apply world-
wide. The IESBA therefore needs to be careful that its activities respond to global rather than national needs 
or the needs of a limited number of jurisdictions. Indeed, given the role as a global standard setter, IESBA 
needs to bear in mind more than it has been evident in the past, the impact of environment, including culture, 
national laws and regulations and degree of development. Concerns have recently been voiced about the 
balance of influence apparent in standard setting boards. As far as the IESBA is concerned, the influence of 
certain regulators has been highly evident in a number of more recent projects. 

Going forward, besides considering the potential for unintended consequences – e.g., the impact on 
concentration in certain audit markets, such as being experienced in the EU – IESBA should carefully 
differentiate between projects that may be more appropriately dealt with at national vs international level. 

622.  KPMG We believe the top priority for the Board, in light of the need to serve the public interest, is carrying out 
activities targeted to international convergence of ethics standards and global consistency. We note the 

Board's commitment to pursue activities to further promote global adoption and implementation in Part C of 
the survey and have ranked this as our number one priority for the Board (accordingly we have used 
rankings 2-6 below). 

The criteria we have applied in determining our priorities are: 

• What is best in the public interest (e.g. amongst other things, the need to keep the Code relevant as well 
as to focus on global adoption and implementation) 

• Areas where there are known practical challenges with application and implementation 
• Need to facilitate more consistency in global application (e.g. PIE and Listed Entity definitions – if there 

is divergence in practice, relooking at the definition of a PIE and clarifying terminology used in the 
definition of a listed entity may help to reach a higher level of convergence) 

• Reduced focus on concepts that are already appropriately addressed in other international standards 
(e.g. communication with those charged with governance is addressed in the audit standards as well as 
in securities laws and regulations in some jurisdictions, financial reporting requirements applicable to 
collective investment vehicles has diminished the need of a project in this area, materiality addressed in 
the audit standards can inform application in the Code) 
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623.  NGK Unless accountability on the auditors are increased their independence shall not be tested.   

624.  NZAuASB The NZAuASB has identified a post-implementation review and monitoring of the long association provisions 
as a high priority, and has noted the indication given at the National Standard Setters meeting that the IESBA 
will discuss the impact of the provisions next year. The NZAuASB is currently considering the impact of the 
proposed changes on SMPs in New Zealand, and will be in a position to contribute to such a review at that 
time. 

 

625.  PwC  As mentioned in prior comment letters we continue to be of a view that it would be helpful if the Board could 
articulate clearly its "purpose" and "vision", recognizing the purpose of standard setting in the area of ethical 
behavior, together with the development of a supporting framework and operating principles. This would 
assist the Board in: 

• Achieving a common understanding, internally and externally, of its role and objectives as a standard 
setter and "why it does what it does" 

• Making decisions about new work-streams or areas of focus and in providing a sound basis for 
assessing if there is a real problem to solve and if, and when, there is a need to "strengthen the code". 

We strongly believe that a code of ethics should focus on appropriate behavior and that application of the 
fundamental principles should drive any necessary changes to the code. For example, as noted in relation to 
B1/B2 above, those fundamental principles will be important is assessing the need for enhancements to the 
code due to technological developments and in the light of changing factors given that past approaches may 
no longer be appropriate. 

This is a strategic consideration for the Board, not a project in itself. 

 

626.  QUES Yes. Do not over complicate an already complicated system, rules, regulations and acts.  

627.  WPK Fostering the reputation of the profession in general! 

The audit profession in general still seems to suffer from a loss of credibility. The value of the audit has not 
been made sufficiently clear. The IFAC Standard Setting Process also seems to suffer from the influence of 
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the profession that is perceived as being too strong. On the other hand we are concerned that IESBA might 
be pressured too heavily by regulators who seem to increasingly influence the IESBA´s work. 

 

 

 


